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Presentation

The Osservatorio Astronomio di Bologna is one of the twelve Ital-

ian Observatories, operating under the supervision of the Ministry for

University and Sienti� and Tehnologial Researh. The Ministry

provides most of the �nanial resoures whih make our ativity pos-

sible.

This Report provides an overview of the our sienti� researh,

overing a wide range of topis in astronomy suh as :

� galati and stellar evolution studies and their osmologial im-

pliation

� study of the struture, evolution and distribution of galaxies,

lusters and AGN and their ontribution to the osmologial

bakground

� numerial studies and software developments in the �elds of the

turbulene simulations and deonvolution tehniques

� management and upgrading of the two telesopes in Loiano (152

and 60 m) and development of astronomial instruments in the

framework of national and international programs.

Most of these studies are based on an intensive use of the most

advaned instruments available today at all wavelengths. These are

arried out in ollaboration with many international and national in-

stitutes and, loally, with the Universit�a di Bologna, Dipartimento di

Astronomia and with the Consiglio Nazionale delle Rierhe (CNR).

Moreover, a large fration of the sta� is involved in international long

term projets (VIRMOS, ISO-ELAIS, ESO slie projet, K20 redshift

survey).

This report has been prepared byAngela Bragaglia, Luia Poz-

zetti, and Paolo Ciliegi, with the ollaboration of Lua Ciotti, An-

tonio De Blasi, Hans De Ruiter, Maro Lolli, Monia Marra, Roberto

Merighi and Valentina Zitelli.

Bruno Marano
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1 Stars and Stellar Populations
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The Blue Compat Galaxy NGC 1705 observed with the Hubble

Spae Telesope. These WFPC2 data were obtained by Tosi, Aloisi,

Clampin, Greggio, Leitherer and Nota to study the star formation his-

tory in this post-starburst system. The image presentation has been

performed by Montegri�o. HST-Nimos data of the same galaxy were

also aquired by Tosi, Aloisi, Clampin, Greggio, Leitherer, Nota and

Origlia.
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: M. Bellazzini, A. Bonifazi, A. Bragaglia, C. Ca-

iari, G. Clementini, N. D'Amio, L. Federii, F.R. Ferraro, F.

Fusi Pei, L. Greggio, L. Origlia, L. Stanghellini, M. Tosi;

� Tehnial sta�: M. Lolli, P. Montegri�o;

� Fellows: L. Di Fabrizio, S. Galleti, A. Possenti.

The evolution of stars and stellar systems is a very ative researh

�eld of the OAB sine its foundation. The interests range from evolu-

tion of galaxies to galati and extragalati globular lusters systems,

from binaries to variable stars, from pulsars to LMXBs, overing the

whole range of astronomial wavelengths.

The present short desription of the ativity in the year 2000

has been organized in a few main setions to provide a very gen-

eral overview: 1. The hemial evolution of the Galaxy, 2. Globular

lusters, 3. Nearby Galaxies, 4. RR Lyrae Variable stars, 5. Elipsing

binaries, 6. Planetary Nebulae, 7. Pulsars, 8. Integrated Light of

Early Type Systems.

1.1 The hemial evolution of the Galaxy

1.1.1 Models

Involved people at OAB: Tosi.

Models of Galati hemial evolution are nowadays able to repro-

due the vast majority of the observed harateristis of our Galaxy

and the models omputed by our group are among the most suess-

ful ones. There are, however, a number of open questions on the

evolution of the Galaxy, whih still require further studies. Some of

these issues are being examined in detail at the Bologna Observatory.

In 2000, we have proeeded in the e�ort of aurately analyzing the

feedbak between stellar nuleosynthesis and hemial evolution (Tosi

2000a), the evolution of the abundane gradients and the impat of

Galati hemial evolution models on osmology. To this aim new

models for D,

3

He,

4

He,

12

C,

13

C,

14

N ,

16

O,

17

O,

18

O,

20

Ne,

22

Ne

have been omputed and ompared with the available data, adopting

all the most reent and reliable stellar yields.
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All the Galati hemial evolution models able to reprodue the

largest sets of observational onstraints have shown that the primor-

dial abundane of D and

3

He (the only elements produed during

the Big Bang, together with H,

4

He and

7

Li) must have been fairly

low. This implies that the photon/baryon ratio was fairly high dur-

ing the Big Bang, a result reently emphasized by the Maxima and

BOOMERANG experiments on the osmi mirowave bakground.

Our group, in ollaboration with Steigman (Ohio State Un.), Galli

and Palla (OAA), has been partiularly ative in this �eld and has

been the �rst in reahing these results (Tosi 2000b). Proposals of our

group for data aquisition with the HST and the ESO-VLT have been

approved and will allow to obtain new and striter onstraints on the

still puzzling evolution

3

He. The observations are sheduled for early

2001.

A ollaboration has also been set up with the International Spae

Siene Institute in Berne (Switzerland) to study all the aspets of stel-

lar and galati evolution a�eting the abundanes of light elements.

This group has applied for a NASA mission (Interstellar Path�nder,

PI G.Gloekler) aimed at deriving the loal medium abundanes of

various elements relevant for the Big Bang nuleosynthesis.

1.1.2 Open lusters as traers of the evolution of the abun-

dane gradients.

Involved people at OAB: Bonifazi, Bragaglia, Di Fabrizio, Tosi.

Open lusters (OC's) are ideal objets to trae the Galati disk:

they are found in all disk regions, over a large interval in age (from

a few million years to about 10 Gyr) and in metalliity ([Fe/H℄ from

-1 to more than solar). Hene, they are exellent tools to understand

the evolution of our Galaxy from both the hemial and strutural

points of view, also beause OC's are perhaps the only disk objets

whose ages and metalliities an be preisely measured (Bragaglia et

al. 2000a,b).

As an example of the importane of OC's we may look at the

history of the Galati hemial evolution: many of the existing models

are able to reprodue rather well the present-day situation, but di�er

signi�antly (Tosi 2000a) in the "history" of the hemial enrihment

(hene in the involved proesses). In partiular, they di�er in the

preditions for the evolution of the abundane gradients: does the
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gradient slope steepen or atten with time? From the OC's we an

extrat fundamental information, sine they an be used to desribe

the run of the various elemental abundanes at di�erent ages.

In order to study in more detail the metalliity and age distribution

with galatoentri distane, we are analyzing with great auray a

sample of open lusters at various galati loations. Our goal is to

study at least 30 OC's overing a wide range in the observed proper-

ties. Age, distane modulus, reddening and approximate metalliity of

the lusters are derived from their Color-Magnitude Diagrams (CMDs)

using the syntheti CMD tehnique and further onstrained by the ob-

served luminosity funtions. It must be emphasized that this analysis

requires a high degree of homogeneity, sine the use of literature values

an lead to a onfusing piture: e.g. ages, derived with di�erent teh-

niques/isohrones, may not only be unertain in absolute value, but

also in ranking. Preise and homogeneous elemental abundanes are

determined from high resolution spetrosopy; note that less than 20

of the about 80 old OC's have ever been studied with high resolution

spetrosopy, and only a handful have abundanes of elements other

than iron. This researh is in ollaboration with Maroni (OAR),

Carretta and Gratton (OAPd).

So far we have studied in detail the CMDs of seven OC's with ages

from 0.1 to 7 Gyr, and are presently working on IC1311, NGC4815,

Be29 and Be17. We have also aquired photometri data for 10 more

OC's using various telesopes (Duth, Danish, and NTT in La Silla;

Loiano; TNG). During 2000, we have ompleted the data analysis of

Pismis2 and Be22, two old lusters poorly studied in the past.

High resolution spetrosopi data were aquired in 2000 with

FEROS (1.5m, La Silla) for NGC2506, Cr261, IC4651, and NGC6134

(and preliminary results on their metalliity is found in Bragaglia et

al. 2001b). Other spetra were aquired during the ommissioning of

SARG on the TNG for the two OC's NGC6819 ([Fe/H℄=+0.09, Bra-

gaglia et al. 2001, AJ, 121, 327) and NGC 6791 (work in progress).

1.1.3 Field blue Horizontal Branh (BHB) stars as traers

of the galati halo

Involved people at OAB: Bragaglia, Caiari.

The �eld BHB stars, along with the RR Lyrae variables and the

arbon stars, are exellent traers of the galati halo stellar popula-
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Figure 1: Upper panel: run of metalliity with Galatoentri distane

for old open lusters. Filled symbols represent measures obtained with

high resolution spetrosopy by our group. Lower panel: example of

the spetra obtained with SARG on the TNG for three lump stars

in the open luster NGC6819; here we show the region near the OI

6300

�

A line.
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tion. A detailed knowledge of their hemial and dynamial harater-

istis, therefore, is essential to understand whether the Galaxy formed

by a monolithi ollapse or in a hierarhial aretion/merging proess.

A �rst problem our group was interested in, in ollaboration with

Kinman (NOAO) and Castelli (OATs), was the de�nition of the lo-

al halo harateristis using BHB stars in the solar neighborhood

brighter than V = 11, i.e. nearer than about 1.2 kp. Various types

of observational data were olleted and analyzed in order to selet a

pure sample of true BHB stars and eliminate the ontamination from

A-type stars belonging to the disk population: partiularly important

were high-resolution spetra to derive aurate elemental abundanes,

as well as radial and rotation veloities. We were thus able to isolate

about 30 BHB stars (Kinman et al. 2000). Further dynamial stud-

ies will ompare their galati orbits with those of other nearby halo

stars.

The questions of whether the high galati halo is in retrograde

rotation and how the veloity dispersion and attening of the halo

vary with height above the galati plane are still ontroversial. They

ould be settled by studying halo stars nearer than about 10 kp. In

ollaboration with Kinman, Buzzoni (TNG) and Chavez (Mexio) we

are studying a sample of about 150 BHB and RR Lyrae stars near

the North Galati Pole, in the magnitude range from V=11 to 16, by

means of radial veloities and GSC2 proper motions. Spetrosopi

observations at the TNG are planned for spring 2001.

1.2 Globular Clusters

The study of Galati Globular Clusters plays a entral role in stellar

astrophysis researh and it has been one of the main routes towards

signi�ant advanements in astronomy in the 20th entury [Baylin

(1995, ARAA, 33, 133)℄.

Indeed, globular star lusters are a key lass of astrophysial ob-

jets sine (1) they are prime laboratories for testing stellar evolution;

(2) they are \fossils" from the epoh of galaxy formation, and thus im-

portant tools for osmology; (3) they serve as test partiles for study-

ing the dynamis of the Galaxy; (4) their individual stars test models

for stellar dynamis; (5) they are the largest aggregates in whih all

post Main Sequene (MS) stars an be individually observed, and thus

serve as �duial templates to study distant stellar systems.

The stellar group at the OAB has been partiularly ative in this
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�eld. It is possible to identify at least three main "pilot" projets

whih have been developed and are urrently arried out at the OAB:

(1) Tests of theoretial stellar models, (2) Dynamis and stellar evo-

lution, and (3) Cosmologial appliations. In addition to these main

programmes, a new large projet is aimed at the reonstrution of the

formation history of the peuliar globular ! Cen.

In order to testify the high sienti� impat of the researh arried

out in this Setor by the OAB group, it is relevant to note that in the

last four years some of our papers (Ferraro et al. 1997, A&A, 324, 915;

Ferraro et al. 1998, ApJ, 500, 311; Ferraro et al. 1999, ApJ, 522, 983;

Panino et al. 2000, ApJ, 534, L83) have been quoted in the annual

review \Astrophysis in ...", by Virginia Trimble, whih summarizes

the most important astrophysial disoveries of the year.

1.2.1 Tests of theoretial stellar models

Involved people at OAB: Ferraro, Fusi Pei, Origlia.

Stellar evolutionary models are often used to derive relevant prop-

erties of globular star lusters and galaxies, suh as their age and

metal ontent, hene their reliability must be heked. The Luminos-

ity Funtion (LF) of the stellar sequenes in the CMDs, from the MS

Turn O� (TO) up to the termination of the Asymptoti Giant Branh

(AGB), has been reognized to be the most powerful instrument for

testing stellar evolutionary models (in partiular the auray of the

input physis, the reliability of anonial assumptions, et.).

A fully fruitful test requires that the observations be a) omplete, b)

statistially signi�ant, and ) aurate and adequate for eah spei�

evolutionary sequene. Point (a) means that virtually all the stars in a

given area of the luster are measured down to a given magnitude level,

and that reliable orretions for inompleteness an be applied below

that level. Point (b) means that observations should over most of the

luster extension. Point () requires e.g. IR observations to measure

the ool RGB stars and UV observations to properly study the blue

sequenes as the Horizontal Branh and the Blue Stragglers.

A few years ago, we started an ambitious projet aimed to a new

global approah to the test of theoretial sequenes [in ollaboration

with Paltrinieri (Univ. Roma) and Rood (Univ. Virginia)℄: the imme-

diate objetive of this projet was the onstrution of a new generation

of LFs based on multi{band (from the near{IR to the far UV) ob-
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servations for seleted Galati globular lusters (GGCs), in whih all

post{MS stars at all radii have been measured.

The validity of this approah has been shown by our work on M3:

we have onstruted, using photographi and CCD photometry, and

HST data, the most omplete CMD in a Galati GC, overing the

entire luster from the very enter to a radial distane of about 6

armin. This huge work has been the subjet of seven papers, in the

last of whih [Rood et al. (1999, ApJ, 523, 752)℄ we have presented

the global LF for RGB-SGB-MS, showing a substantial agreement of

the data with standard theoretial models. Suh a data set has been

also obtained for other lusters with di�erent strutural parameters

and metalliity (M92, NGC2808, NGC288).

The potential use of suh a database is huge: the behavior of any

evolutionary phase an be studied in the most appropriate photometri

band allowing a high resolution analysis of the "�ne struture" of eah

sequene.

The study of the UV sequenes (e.g. the Horizontal Branh) has

been addressed mainly using UV{HST observations. A large data set

has been seured during HST Cyles 4-5-6-9 and the �rst set of data

analyzed has produed a variety of interesting results.

The systemati study of the red sequenes (Red Giant Branh {

RGB{AGB) has been performed using IR and optial data. IR data

have been obtained at the ESO{MPI 2.2m telesope using IRAC2,

and a new data set has been seured with SOFI at NTT and AR-

NICA/NICS at TNG. In total we obtained J,K images of a sample of

�30 GGCs. The RGB main features (olors and LF) for a �rst sam-

ple of 10 GGCs in the IR and 61 in the optial have been published

[Ferraro et al. (2000, ApJ, 119, 1282)℄, showing an exellent overall

agreement between the observations and the most updated theoretial

models.

We are also analyzing 10 �m ISOCAM observations of 6 massive

GGCs in order to study the mass-loss proesses along the RGB with

varying luster metalliity.

1.2.2 Dynamis and stellar evolution

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Ferraro, Fusi Pei.

Many new results are now supporting the laim that dynamial

evolution of GGCs an a�et their stellar populations. Shematially,
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both the integrated luster olors and the properties of individual

objets on�rm the existene of dynamially indued variations in the

evolution of many luster members.

In this senario, we have started a long term projet whih aims

at using GGCs as a laboratory to study the impat of the (internal)

environment and (external) dynamial e�ets on the evolution of the

luster stellar population. The stellar interations an deeply a�et

the dynamial status of the luster, (1) generating a wide variety of

peuliar objets with respet to a normal stellar population and/or

(2) produing strong signatures on the LF of anonial sequenes.

1. The HST observations we obtained for this projet allowed us

to ollet a homogeneous data-base for 8 GGCs, and 5 more are

being observed during yle 9. The analyzed data in 4 GGCs

showed important results, e.g. the disovery of the spetaular

population of Blue Stragglers (BSS) in M80.

The disovery of UV objets lying in the viinity of LLGCX

soures [Ferraro et al. (2000, ApJ 537, 312)℄ and/or H�-exess

stars [Ferraro et al. (2000, ApJ, 542, L29)℄ suggests that these

stars might be a new sub-lass of atalysmi variables, produed

by stellar interations in a dense ore. Similar objets, with

strong UV emission, have been also found in NGC288 [Bellazzini

& Messineo (2000)℄; for these stars a VLT-FORS2 spetrosopi

follow-up has been obtained. A method for deriving the fration

of binary systems in GGCs from the seondary main sequene

in CMD is also under development.

In addition, deep ROSAT HRI X-ray observations will be used

to derive a lower limit to the di�use X-ray emission of a sam-

ple of GGCs. More than 20 hours of ROSAT observing time

have been alloated to this program and preliminary results on

the detetion of a LLGCX in NGC288 have already been pub-

lished. This part of the researh is in ollaboration with Rood

and Sarazin (Univ. Virginia), and Paltrinieri (Univ. Roma).

2. The LF of stars below the MS TO is a powerful tool to study the

modi�ations of the Present Mass Funtion (PMF) in GGCs due

to internal dynamial evolution of the luster and its interation

with the Milky Way. These arguments are very important to

derive a reliable Initial Mass Funtion (IMF) from the observed

10



PMF. Both the luster internal dynamis and the tidal inter-

ation with the Milky Way signi�antly ontribute to modify

the PMF. Our researh is now onentrating on �nding lear

evidene for disk shoking e�ets on the LF of low mass stars.

24 hours of observing time with VLT-FORS1 have been allo-

ated to this projet: 3 GGCs, namely NGC6218, NGC6838,

and NGC6712, have been observed.

We have fully analyzed the NGC6712 data, and we have found

the �rst evidene of a disrupting globular luster. NGC6712 is a

low-onentration, intermediate-high metalliity GC with some

peuliar harateristis. First, it is the lowest density GC on-

taining a low mass X-ray binary, and sine LMXB's are thought

to form via tidal apture in high density lusters, its presene

in the ore of a loose luster is somewhat surprising. Seond, it

appears to be experiening a severe interation with the Galaxy

due to its orbit whih gives rise to several passages through disk

and bulge.

Our VLT observations of NGC6712 showed the e�et on the

luster stellar population of a severe interation with the disk

and the bulge of the Galaxy:

(a) We provided the �rst unambiguous evidene that this luster

has an invertedmass funtion, sine the MS Luminosity Funtion

(hene the global Mass Funtion) sensibly drops below the TO

(Andreuzzi et al. 2001, A&A, in press). NGC6712 is the only

GGCs known so far for whih this e�et has been deteted. As

suggested by its orbit, and supported by N-body simulations,

this is probably due to a severe depletion of low mass stars in

the MS luminosity funtion, probably stripped away by the tidal

fore of the Galaxy.

(b) The extensive multi band (UBVR) photometry we arried

out added additional support to this senario. We disovered

the presene of a UV, H�-exess star loated a few arse away

from the optial ounterpart to the LMXB; this objet is an ad-

ditional promising interating binary andidate, suggesting that

strong stellar interations might have ourred at some remote

stage of the luster evolution (Ferraro et al. 2000, ApJ, 542,

L29). The study of the evolved stellar population in the lus-

ter (Paltrinieri et al. 2001, AJ, in press) revealed a surprisingly
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large population of BSS when ompared with lusters of similar

mass and entral onentration. Furthermore, we disovered a

luminous UV-bright objet in the ore, whose position in the

CMD losely mathes that of a star evolving in the post-AGB

phase. A seond objet with similar harateristis has been

loated further out in the luster at � 4

0

:4 from the enter.

The presene of a LMXB, our disovery of an additional promis-

ing interating binary andidate and the large BSS population,

provide additional support to the fat that star ollisions might

have ourred in the past: at that time, NGC6712 probably

was a massive and onentrated luster and ollisional BSS (and

other exoti objets suh as interating binaries) formed opi-

ously via dynamial ollisions. Later, these stars have migrated

towards the enter beause of mass segregation, where we now

see them. The ontinued ation of tidal stripping and disk shok-

ing has removed most of the luster mass, driving it towards dis-

solution. What we now observe is nothing but the remnant ore

of a disrupting luster and its population of peuliar objets,

whih are otherwise totally unexpeted for its atual mass.

This researh has been arried out in ollaboration with Parese

(ESO), De Marhi (STSI), Andreuzzi, Buonanno and Pulone

(OAR), and Paltrinieri (Univ. Roma).

1.2.3 Cosmologial appliations

Globular Clusters are the fossils of the remote Galaxy formation epoh,

thus they an provide meaningful onstraints to a few fundamental

quantities (like for example the primordial helium abundane, and

the distane sale, hene the age sale of the Universe) of primary os-

mologial impat. The OAB projets in this �eld are shortly desribed

below.

� The time sale of the formation of globulars in the Milky

Way: a di�erential age test

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro, Fusi Pei, Galleti.

The measure of age di�erenes between galati globulars is a

powerful tool to reonstrut the earliest phases of the formation

of the Milky Way. We have performed a spei� test to estimate
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the age di�erene between two very important lusters, NGC

288 and NGC 362, that have very similar hemial omposition

but very di�erent Horizontal Branh morphology. We applied

a re�ned version of the so alled bridge test (Stetson, Vanden-

berg & Bolte 1996) that makes use of a luster with bimodal HB

morphology, in the present ase NGC 1851, to math the other-

wise inompatible HBs of NGC 288 and NGC 362. Adopting the

above tehnique on a very homogeneous database we provided

a very robust estimate of �

age

N288�N362

= 2:0 � 1 Gyr, indepen-

dent of distane and reddening and supported by reent detailed

abundane analysis. It is interesting to note that though NGC

362 formed a ouple of Gyr later than NGC 288, both lus-

ters have � elements abundanes enhaned by the same amount

with respet to the Sun. This indiates that the two lusters

were born in former galati sub-units that had an independent

star formation history and hemial evolution.

� The primordial Helium abundane: a test of the Big-

Bang theory

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro, Fusi Pei.

The data-base presented in Ferraro et al. (1999) will allow to

quantitatively study the population ratios in GGCs to derive a

diret estimate of the primordial Helium abundane using the

R-method. This will represent a diret hek of the Big-Bang

explosive genesis of the Universe. This researh is being arried

out in ollaboration with Limongi (OAR), Straniero (OATe),

and ChieÆ (CNR, Roma).

� Distanes and ages of Galati globular lusters

The problem of a better determination of the age of GGCs is

stritly onneted with a better determination of their distane.

One distanes are known, ages follow from the absolute magni-

tude of the TO whih is the "stellar lok" for dating the lusters.

Di�erent standard andles an be used in order to derive the dis-

tane to GGCs. Here we list some of the method adopted by

di�erent groups at the OAB:

(I) The white dwarf ooling sequene

Involved people at OAB: Bragaglia, Ferraro.
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The prinipal soure of unertainty of the absolute age of GGCs

is mainly due to the large unertainty (�0:25 mag, for the pre-

Hipparos era) in measuring the distane modulus of these ob-

jets. OAB researhers are ollaborating to an HST projet (a

total of � 50 orbits have been alloated) whih uses a new stan-

dard andle, the White Dwarf ooling sequene, in order to de-

termine the distane to a sample of GGCs. A �rst result has

been published in Renzini et al. (1996): for the very �st time

the distane to NGC 6752 was measured with an unertainty of

only 0.1 mag. This result showed that there is the possibility to

derive the age of GGCs, hene a signi�ant lower limit to the

age of the Universe, with an auray better than 1 Gyr.

We are now extending this study to other nearby GGCs: reently

the proedure was applied to 47 Tu and a distane modulus of

(m�M)

V

= 13:27� 0:14 and an age of 13� 2 Gyr were derived

(Zoali et al. 2001, ApJ, in press).

(II) The main sequene �tting tehnique

Involved people at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Fusi Pei.

One of the simplest and most robust tehnique for deriving dis-

tanes to GCs is the Main Sequene Fitting tehnique: the GC

Main Sequene is ompared to a suitable "template" formed

by metal-poor subdwarfs in the solar neighborhood, whose dis-

tanes are aurately measured via trigonometri parallaxes.

Extensively applied in the eighties, the method heavily su�ered

from the lak of metal-poor subdwarfs with aurate trigono-

metri parallaxes, implying derived distane moduli aurate to

�0:25mag, and large errorbars on ages (�4 Gyr). With the

release of the Hipparos parallax atalogue, in June 1997, it be-

ame possible to build aurate subdwarf template sequenes,

with metalliities braketing the CG ones. Moreover, Hippar-

os major observational result was that parallaxes for the loal

subdwarfs are systematially smaller (by about 0.2 mag) than

ground-based measurements. This diretly translated into a

"strething" of the globular luster distanes, and, in turn, in

a 2-3 Gyrs derease of their ages (see Reid 1997, 1998; Pont
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et al. 1998; Gratton et al. 1997). The Hipparos based MSF

method de�nitely favored the long distane sale, and the deriva-

tion of younger ages for the Galati GCs omfortably smaller

than the age of the Universe.

(a) In ollaboration with Carretta and Gratton (OAPd), the

study of the distanes and ages of the Galati GCs via MSF

based on Hipparos trigonometri parallaxes has been ontin-

ued. The MSF distanes of a sample of Galati GCs have been

redetermined using an enlarged sample of subdwarfs whih in-

ludes 95% of the metal-poor subdwarfs in the full Hipparos

atalogue and whose metalliities have been determined from

abundane analysis of high resolution spetrosopi data pur-

posely aquired. A areful and omprehensive analysis of the

orretions and statistial biases whih hamper the MSF dis-

tane derivations has been performed and the residual total un-

ertainty still a�eting the Hipparos based MSF tehnique has

been estimated (�0:12 mag, to ompare with the �0.25 mag of

the pre-Hipparos analyses). An estimate of the lower limit for

the age of the Universe has been derived from the absolute age

of the Galati GCs of 12.9 Gyr, with a residual unertainty of

�2.9 Gyr [Carretta et al. (2000, ApJ, 533, 215)℄. However, there

is still a 0.2-0.3 mag di�erene between the long distane sale

derived from the MSF and the Cepheids, and the short sale,

mainly based on statistial parallaxes for RR Lyrae with some

support from the Baade Wesselink method. Error bars are still

large enough that a �nal hoie between the two sales annot

be made.

(b) Besides parallaxes, a number of di�erent ingredients and as-

sumptions enter into the MSF tehnique, whih all ontribute to

its present auray (�0.12 mag). The major ontribution arises

from possible systemati errors (at about 0.1 and 0.02 mag level,

respetively) in the reddening and metalliity sales adopted for

the �eld subdwarfs and the GC stars, with errorbars of � 0.07

mag from eah soure. An ESO Large Programme (PI Gratton)

is trying to ut the unertainty a�eting the MSF distanes down

to �0:07 mag (i.e., an unertainty dominated by the parallax er-

ror) and the orresponding errors in the GC ages to �1 Gyr, by

addressing these e�ets. In 2000, we obtained high resolution

spetra (R� 40000, with UVES at VLT2, 12 nights in total) of
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a large number of stars at the main sequene turn-o� and at

the base of the sub-giant branh of NGC6752 and NGC6397,

and another 6 nights have been alloated to extend the spetro-

sopi analysis to NGC104, and to the two very metal poor lus-

ters NGC 6809 and NGC 7099. The abundane analysis of the

NGC6752 and NGC6397 stellar spetra has demonstrated that

in both lusters the [Fe/H℄'s obtained for the TO-stars agree per-

fetly (within a few per ents) with that obtained for stars at the

base of the RGB (Gratton et al. 2001, A&A, in press, and ESO

Press Release 03/01), thus removing one of the possible major

soures of unertainty laimed to a�et the MSF distanes.

This part of the projet is onduted in ollaboration with Boni-

faio, Centurion and Molaro (OATs), Carretta, Claudi, Desidera,

Gratton and Luatello (OAPd), Castellani (Univ. Pisa), ChieÆ

(CNR, Roma), D'Antona (OAR), Franois and Pasquini (ESO),

Grundhal (DAO), Sneden (Univ. Texas), Spite (Meudon), and

Straniero (OATe).

(III) The theoretial ZAHB level

Involved people at OAB: Ferraro, Fusi Pei.

The large database published in Ferraro et al. (1999) has allowed

us to determine new homogeneous distane moduli for 61 GGCs

by adopting the zero-age HB as standard andle. The results

indiate that the new distane moduli are in agreement within

0.07 mag with the distane obtained by Carretta et al. (2000)

based on Hipparos, for lusters in the low-metalliity domain.

Also other features in the CMD of GGCs, like the RGB-bump

and the AGB-bump an be safely used as standard andles. This

part of the researh has been arried out in ollaboration with

Limongi (OAR), Straniero (OATe), and ChieÆ (CNR, Roma).

High quality V and I HST data have been obtained, analyzed,

and will soon be published for M92, one of the most metal poor

GGCs and maybe the oldest one. The high photometri au-

ray obtained (error < 0:01 mag at the MS Turn O�) will allow

to aurately date this GGC and set a lower limit to the age

of the Galaxy formation epoh. This part of the researh has

been arried out in ollaboration with Rood (Univ. Virginia),

Buonanno and Andreuzzi (OAR).
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1.2.4 ! Cen: a ornerstone in the evolution of stellar sys-

tems

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro.

The very peuliar nature of ! Centauri is known sine long time,

but a onvining interpretation of its many anomalous properties is

still missing. It is the most massive GGC, and the only one whih

shows lear and undisputed variations in the hemial ontent of its

stars. From this point of view, ! Cen ould be onsidered a \bridge"

system between the genuine globulars, whih are unable to retain the

gas ejeted by their former massive stars, and the dwarf galaxies,

whih are the least massive self-enrihing stellar systems known. It is

interesting to note that those dwarf spheroidal satellites of the Milky

Way that are less luminous than ! Cen (e.g., UMi, Drao and Carina)

show very modest abundane spreads with respet to this luster.

Due to its peuliar harateristis, ! Cen represents a ornerstone

in the evolution of stellar systems. For this reason we have started,

in ollaboration with Panino (Univ. BO), a long-term projet speif-

ially aimed at performing a detailed photometri and spetrosopi

study of the stellar population in ! Cen, whih is going to beome one

of the major projet of the OAB stellar group, oordinating a large

international ollaboration.

The �rst data set aquired at the ESO 2.2m with WFI has revealed

a new anomalous population: a distint narrow RGB, previously un-

known, signi�antly redder than the bulk of the normal RGB stars

(RGB-a, see Fig.2; Panino et al. 2000, ApJ, 534, L83).

1

Some stars in our CMD have been analyzed by previous spetro-

sopi studies (see �gure), but only six of the RGB-a stars had previous

spetrosopi determinations. Our preliminary photometri analysis

suggests that:

(a) The RGB-a is a real feature of ! Cen : all of the stars o-

identi�ed in the N96 sample are lear members, with radial veloities

very similar to that of the whole luster. The anomalous population

onstitutes � 5% of the whole stellar ontent of ! Cen.

(b) The anomalous population is very metal rih, thus we have

probably isolated a sub-population enrihed by a previous generation

of intermediate mass stars. The sharp and lear-ut shape of the

1

This paper was quoted by V. Trimble as one of the most relevant astrophysial

result in 2000
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Figure 2: (a): CMD of the upper RGB region of ! Cen. Stars in the

RGB-a have been plotted as small �lled triangles, while large empty

symbols indiate stars with known metalliity (large open irles for

�1:5 < [Ca=H℄ < �1:3, large open stars for �1:1 < [Ca=H℄ < �0:85,

large open squares for�0:65 < [Ca=H℄ < �0:4, large open triangles for

[Ca=H℄ > �0:3). (b): Histogram of the distribution of the distanes

from the mean ridge line of the Metal Poor population.
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RGB-a in our CMD allows us to selet a representative sample of stars

along the whole RGB-a sequene and to measure with high resolution

spetrosopy the detailed abundane pattern of eah of them.

() Signi�ant features are present below the prinipal Sub Gi-

ant Branh (SGB), on�rming the existene of di�erent populations

within ! Cen and suggesting a possible age spread among them. Un-

fortunately, these observations do not have the resolution to provide

a suÆient insight into the TO region.

We are now oordinating a large national and international ollab-

oration to ondut photometri and spetrosopi observations aimed

at �nally solve the mistery of the stellar ontent of this surprising lus-

ter. To do so, we are using the astronomial instrumentation available

at ESO, on board of HST and in other international telesopes.

The spetrosopi part of the program omprises the following :

(1) High resolution (R = 40000) VLT-UVES spetra to derive the

�rst aurate measures of Iron, Ca and � elements abundanes along

the RGB-a. Ten giants have already been obtained and twenty more

(mostly on the RGB-a) are planned during spring 2001. This part

of the researh is performed in ollaboration with Pasquini and Hill

(ESO).

(2) Low and medium resolution omplementary spetrosopy: i) in

ollaboration with Norris (Australia) for a omparable sample of giants

[using the 2.3 m telesope at MSSSO (Australia)℄ in order to study

the CH,CN moleular speies, Ca, Fe and s-elements (Sr and Ba)

abundanes; and ii) in ollaboration with Rihtler and Hilker (ESO-

Chile) for stars at the TO level [using FORS1 at VLT1℄.

(3) IR spetrosopy for the brightest ooler giants at the tip of the

anomalous branh, already seured.

Furthermore, as member of the ITAL-FLAMES onsortium, the

OAB group has deided to spend part of the FLAMES GTO to per-

form a extensive spetrosopi survey of stellar populations in ! Cen

(giants and HB stars).

In addition to this, the following extensive photometri ampaigns

are already ongoing or planned: (a) IR photometry using SOFI at

NTT, (b) a multiband (UBV I) high resolution survey (at the VLT)

to resolve the omplex struture of the TO-SGB region and to assess

the age of eah sub-population [note that the ombination of point (b)

and the spetrosopi observations at the TO will enable us to or-

retly disentangle ages and metalliities of the TO sub-populations℄,

() UV-photometry, in ollaboration with Rood (Univ. Virginia), us-
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ing the WFPC2 on board of HST in order to study the extreme hot HB

population and other UV-exess objets; (d) an H�/ontinuum survey,

using the WFI at the 2.2m in ollaboration with Augusteijn (IAC), in

order to detet interating binaries with anomalous H� emission.

1.2.5 Optial and NIR imaging of Magellani Cloud lus-

ters.

Involved people at OAB: Ferraro, Origlia.

A large photometri data{set in the optial and near infrared of

a sample of intermediate{age LMC lusters has been assembled in

ollaboration with Testa (OAR) and Maraston (Univ. Munih). These

lusters are the ideal templates for studying the evolution of stellar

populations in galaxies, with a ruial impat on osmology.

This data{set will allow i) to empirially alibrate the epoh of the

so{alled AGB and RGB phase{transitions predited by the models,

and ii) to obtain the �rst quantitative empirial estimate of the AGB

and RGB ontribution to the total light of a simple stellar population

(SSP) with varying age.

These results will be of fundamental importane for the orret

interpretation of integrated olors of high{redshift galaxies.

1.2.6 The Globular Cluster System of the Andromeda galaxy

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Federii, Fusi Pei,

Marano, Parmeggiani.

The OAB M31 team, in ollaboration with sientists of other ital-

ian and foreign institutions, is studying the globular lusters in M31

and other galaxies of the Loal Group using both photometry (from

the UV to the IR bands) and spetrosopy. The sope of the program

is to utilize the globular luster systems to improve our knowledge on

the mass, dynamis and hemial evolution of the parent galaxies, and

as seondary distane indiators and stellar population templates.

The M31 luster system is the largest sample of GC's found in the

Loal Group, suÆiently lose to allow individual stellar observations,

and little a�eted by reddening, at least for a large sub-set in the outer

halo. Sine the typial luster size at the M31 distane is omparable

to the seeing disk (10 p orresponds to 3.3 arse), the available
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existing samples are not yet omplete and unontaminated beause

the seletions made via morphologial-visual inspetion of andidates

fail to selet the most ompat lusters in the inner areas (mistaken

for stars), and the most extended ones in the outer halo (mistaken

for bakground galaxies). Moreover, the halo of M31 outside 25 kp

has never been surveyed with deep images taken in suÆiently good

seeing onditions and with large-sale plates or CCD frames.

Disovery and study of globular lusters in the outermost halo

are neessary to get a diret estimate of the total mass of M31 (via

the Virial Theorem and the Projeted Mass Method) and a better

knowledge of its radial distribution.

(a) In this framework, in ollaboration with Meusinger (Tauten-

burg), Testa and Corsi (OAR), we are extending the searh for glob-

ular lusters in M31 up to a distane of more than 50 Kp from the

nuleus. This will be done analyzing deep photometry of a 9x9 sq.deg.

�eld entered on M31 that will be taken at Campo Imperatore. The

morphology of the andidates obtained via olor seletion will further

be heked on digitized UBVR deep 2m Tautenburg Shmidt telesope

plates overing the same �eld. Subsequent spetrosopi observations

will deontaminate de�nitively the sample. The survey will allow to

detet a signi�ant fration of faint andidates in the outer regions,

that have never been deteted so far.

(b) The dependene on metalliity of the HB luminosity is a ruial

parameter when deriving relative distanes of stellar systems at various

metalliities, and an be derived with good auray from the analysis

of the CMD of globular lusters in external nearby galaxies. Our team

is arrying out a long-term projet based on observations with HST

of a wide sample of on�rmed GCs in M31 to obtain olor-magnitude

diagrams from photometry of individual stars. The main goals of the

program are: i) to improve the auray of globular luster distane

and age determinations, via the aurate determination of the HB lu-

minosity as a funtion of metalliity for a number of lusters in M31;

ii) to improve our knowledge of the M31 lusters' stellar populations,

basi input for the study of the early evolutionary stages of M31 itself

and for the possible use of M31 lusters as templates in population

synthesis models. This an be ahieved by studying the harateris-

tis of the various parts of the HR diagrams; and iii) to study the

luster surfae brightness pro�les, in order to get information on the

frequeny of post-ore-ollapse vs. King models, and its relation with
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a number of galati parameters. CMDs for 10 GCs in M31, reahing

at least one magnitude fainter than the Horizontal Branh level, have

been already obtained and published; yle 6 WFPC2 observations

[in ollaboration with Rih (UCLA) and oworkers℄ for 9 additional

lusters have been reently obtained, providing a statistially signi�-

ant sample of lusters for a meaningful omparison with our Galaxy.

The redution of the data is ompleted, preliminary results have been

presented at international onferenes, and the papers disussing the

various harateristis of the lusters and nearby halo �elds are in

preparation. Finally, we are preparing a omprehensive, homogeneous

revised atalog of all morphologial, spetrophotometri, astrometri

and kinemati data for the lusters and the lusters andidates in M31.

() As a bonus of the HST pointings whih have M31 GC's as

primary targets, we obtain a wide photometri survey sampling the

dis and the halo of M31 toward 16 di�erent lines of sight. A fully

automated pipeline has been developed for the data redution and

a �nal sample of 470704 stars with aurate V,I measures down to

V � 27 has been obtained. The analysis is urrently in progress and

a �rst paper is in preparation.

1.2.7 Globular Cluster Systems in external galaxies

Involved people at OAB: Caiari, Federii.

Spetrosopy of globular luster systems is essential to investigate

the existene of stellar sub-populations with di�erent hemial and/or

dynamial harateristis in a given galaxy, to estimate the galaxy

mass and to probe the existene of a dark matter halo. EÆient spe-

trosopi observations require that a pure sample of bona-�de globu-

lar luster andidates be previously identi�ed. In this senario, and

in preparation for a systemati spetrosopi study at the VLT with

FLAMES or VIRMOS, we have undertaken a wide-�eld multiolor

imaging survey of galaxies as far as the Virgo luster. Five galaxies of

all morphologial types have been observed in Marh 2000 using the

WFI at the 2.2m telesope; the analysis of these data will lead to the

seletion by olor and shape riteria of aurate samples of globular

lusters andidates.

A similar analysis has been undertaken on the northern ellipti-

al galaxies NGC4125, NGC5831 and NGC6173, whose harateris-

tis suggest them to be the produt of reent mergers, and there-
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Figure 3: Color-Magnitude Diagrams obtained from Hubble Spae

Telesope WFPC2 observations of 9 M31 globular lusters.
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fore to be good andidates for elliptial galaxies with a population of

intermediate-age globular lusters. In order to study the globular lus-

ters around these galaxies and to derive their metalliity distributions

using a wide olor baseline, deep CCD images were obtained with the

TNG/OIG in 1999, and are in progress.

In a few galaxies where reasonably good samples of globular luster

andidates are known already, we have obtained spetrosopi data.

In ollaboration with Held (OAPd) and Testa (OAR) we are studying

the globular luster system of NGC5128 (Cen A), whih is the losest

gE galaxy, and the nearest example of an elliptial galaxy that has

reently areted a late-type satellite, representing so an ideal plae

where to test urrent ideas about globular luster formation. Analysis

of past data on 31 halo GC's, showed that i) the globular lusters of

NGC5128 are on average more metal rih than those of our Galaxy,

with no super metal-rih lusters; and ii) the metalliity distribution is

bimodal, whih points to a omposite luster population. To put these

�ndings on a more solid statistial base and to address the question

of a metalliity gradient in the GC system of Cen A, the study was

extended to the inner regions and spetra of a sample of 45 on�rmed

lusters were taken with EMMI/MOS at NTT in 1998. These spe-

trosopi data, besides on�rming the above result, also provide the

means to identify and distinguish the various populations from their

kinematis.

In the same framework, deep MOS spetrosopy of globular lus-

ters in the Sombrero galaxy (NGC4594) has been obtained using

FORS1 at the VLT. NGC4594 is an early-type spiral with a rih globu-

lar luster system and a dominant bulge; photometri studies suggests

the presene of a population of disk lusters more metal-rih than the

halo globular lusters. The data are urrently being analyzed.

1.3 Nearby Galaxies

1.3.1 Star formation histories in late{type dwarf galaxies

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Greggio, Origlia, Parmeggiani,

Tosi.

Late{type dwarf galaxies are playing an inreasingly entral rôle

in understanding galaxy evolution, beause their proximity allows one

to examine in detail important issues, like the ourrene of galati
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winds, the hemial enrihment of the interstellar and intergalati

media, the photometri evolution of galaxies. Besides, their low level

of evolution, as implied by the low metalliity and the high gas on-

tent, makes these systems the most similar to primeval galaxies and,

therefore, the most useful to infer the primordial galaxy onditions.

Furthermore, they have been suggested to represent the loal ounter-

part of the faint blue galaxies found in exess in deep galaxy ounts.

Understanding how dwarf irregulars evolve and what were their on-

ditions at early epohs is ruial also for osmologial purposes. It

is thus fundamental to derive the star formation history in a num-

ber of representative systems of the major morphologial sub-lasses

(dwarf irregulars, giant irregulars, and blue ompat galaxies) (Tosi

2000, 2001).

(a) To this aim we are undertaking a long term projet (in ollab-

oration with Aloisi, Clampin, Leitherer and Nota, at STSI) to study,

from deep and aurate photometri data (ESO-VLT and HST), the

stellar populations of a number of dwarfs known to show evidene

of galati winds. The resolved stars allow us to derive the epohs

and the intensity of the star formation ativity and the IMF of these

galaxies bak to fairly old epohs with the method of syntheti olor-

magnitude diagrams reated by our group (Tosi et al. 1991) and amply

tested and applied by the international ommunity.

In 2000 we have ompleted (Aloisi et al. 2001) the analysis of the

red stellar population in NGC1569, thanks to new HST-Nimos data.

We are now deriving its star formation history with the method of syn-

theti CMDs, ombining this infrared information with our previous

HST-WFPC2 data. Partiular attention has been devoted (Origlia

et al. 2001) to the three super-star-lusters hosted in this peuliar

starburst galaxy, and to the other andidate young globular lusters,

whose photometri (BVJH) and spetrosopi (with HST-FOS) prop-

erties have been examined to infer their ages. We have ompleted

the analysis of the HST-WFPC2 and HST-Nimos UBVIJH data on

NGC1705 (Tosi et al. in preparation) and are studying now its star

formation history. Then, numerial hemial evolution models will be

omputed for both NGC1569 and NGC1705, taking also into aount

the e�ets of the supernovae explosions on the hydrodynamis of their

interstellar medium and the possible onset of galati winds.

(b) Within the lass of dwarf galaxies, the Blue Compat Dwarfs

(BCDs) appear dominated by a reent burst of star formation, whih
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auses their extremely blue olors. It has been proposed that some of

these galaxies (the lowest metalliity ones) are truly young objets, ex-

periening their very �rst star formation episode. It has also been pro-

posed that BCDs represent an evolutionary stage of the general lass

of dwarf galaxies, a stage in whih a strong ongoing star formation

ativity promotes galati winds whih transform a (gas rih) dwarf

irregular into a (gas poor) dwarf spheroidal. Finally, BCDs ould

be the lass of objets responsible for the exess faint blue ounts de-

sribed in the previous setion. In ollaboration with Shulte-Ladbek

and Drozdovsky (Univ. Pittsburg), Hopp (Univ. Munih) and Crone

(Skidmore College) we are investigating in detail the stellar ontent of

a sample of 5 BCD galaxies for whih we have HST photometry propri-

etary data. Arhival HST data are also being investigated to enlarge

the sample of galaxies. By applying the syntheti CMD method, we

derive the quantitative SF history in these galaxies, whih will allow

us to properly loate these objets in an evolutionary senario.

In 2000 we have ompleted the study of the infrared CMD of Mrk

178 (Shulte-Ladbek et al. 2000) and of IZw36 (Shulte-Ladbek et

al. 2001); of the optial (V and I) CMD of UGCA290 (Crone et al.

2000) and of NGC6789 (Drozdovsky et al. 2001). In all of these ases

a learly developed RGB was deteted, leading to a robust estimate

of the distane to these galaxies. All these BCDs show evidene of

onspiuous star formation at ages older than � 2 Gyr, learly rul-

ing out the possibility that these objets are experiening their �rst

Star Formation episode. The analysis of the observed CMD through

simulations suggests that the SF rate in the past ourred at a lower

average rate than the younger episode, and that in the last 1 Gyr

these galaxies formed stars at an approximately onstant rate. We

are presently arrying on more detailed investigations on this quanti-

tative aspets. In addition, we are analyzing three more galaxies, to

enlarge the sample of studied objets. We will then be able to address

the issue of the mutual relations of BCDs to the other kinds of dwarfs,

as well as to derive lues for the interpretation of the evolution of the

galaxy population on osmologial time sales.

1.3.2 Getting aurate distanes to loal-group galaxies

from TRGB

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Ferraro, Origlia.
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The Loal Group (LG) of Galaxies is a unique laboratory to study

the properties of the most ommon types of galaxies in the Universe.

Moreover it o�ers the opportunity to alibrate the luminosities of stan-

dard andles { suh as Cepheids and RR Lyraes, see Setion 4 { whih

an be used to determine the extragalati distane sale, hene the

value of H

0

and the age of the Universe. Thus, the determination of

absolute distanes of nearby galaxies plays a ritial role in the deter-

mination of osmologial quantities. In the last deade a formidable

observational e�ort has been devoted to derive distanes to the Lo-

al Group galaxies by using lassial high preision distane indiators

(e.g. Cepheids variables { Madore & Freeman 1991, Shara et al. 1996,

or RR-Lyraes and the luminosity of the HB { Shara et al. 1992, Ca-

puto et al. 1995, Clementini et al. 2001), and by searhing for new

possible tehniques, sine it has beome evident that distane deter-

minations with independent tehniques are ruial in order to reveal

possible soures of systemati errors.

Among the relatively new tehniques the so-alled Tip of the Red

Giant Branh (TRGB) method has reeived inreasing redit in re-

ent years. The TRGB marks the phase of helium ignition in the

degenerate He ore of low-mass stars (helium ash). Aording to

theory, the luminosity of TRGB stars depends only on i) the He ore

mass, whih is remarkably ostant for ages larger than 2-3 Gyr, and ii)

the metalliity. Moreover, the TRGB magnitude in the near-infrared

(I,J,K) shows very little sensitivity to metalliity, and is therefore a

fair standard andle.

Sine this method has a huge potentiality and an be eÆiently

used to derive aurate distanes, we have started a large programme

(PI: Ferraro) using the new instrumentation available at the TNG

(DOLORES+NICS, 3+3 nights assigned up to now) in a oordinated

attempt to determine the distane sale in the Loal-Group using the

TRGB method, both through optial (V,I) and IR (J,K) magnitudes.

Moreover, we are also working to improve the observational ba-

sis of the TRGB alibration: in a reent paper (Bellazzini, Ferraro &

Panino, 2001, ApJ, submitted) we obtained an aurate estimate of

the M

TRGB

I

for the globular luster ! Cen, using (a) the largest exist-

ing photometri database ever assembled for a globular, by Panino et

al. (2000, see Setion 1.2.4), and (b) a diret distane estimate for !

Cen, reently obtained from a detahed elipsing binary. The derived

value M

TRGB

I

= �4:04 � 0:12 provides the most aurate empirial

zero-point for the alibration of the M

TRGB

I

vs. [Fe/H℄ relation, at
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[Fe/H℄� �1:7. We also derived a new empirial M

TRGB

I

�[Fe/H℄ rela-

tion, based on the large IR dataset of red giants in Galati Globular

Clusters reently presented by Ferraro et al. (2000). This database

(extending up to [Fe/H℄=�0:2) overs a more appropriate metalliity

range, for extragalati appliations, than previous empirial alibra-

tions. The proposed relation is in exellent agreement with the newly

determined zero-point. This researh has been arried out in ollabo-

ration with Panino (Univ. Bologna).

1.3.3 The Sagittarius Dwarf Spheroidal

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Ferraro.

Dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSph's) are thought to be the \galati

remnants" of the proess of formation of major galaxies. They are

the smallest known galati systems and display the highest mass to

light ratios known. Thus, the study of loal dSph's is of paramount

importane to reover the past history of the Milky Way galaxy and

to better understand the whole proess of evolution and organization

of matter in the Universe.

The Sagittarius (Sgr) dSph is the most prominent member of the

family of dSph's orbiting the Milky Way both in luminosity and ex-

tension in the sky. Moreover, the Sgr is experiening a proess of

disruption due to tidal interation with the Galaxy.

Our group started a systemati study of stellar populations in the

Sgr dSph produing the largest photometri survey: three wide (9�

35 armin

2

) �elds have been observed at the NTT and the photometry

of 90,000 stars has already been published in 1999.

Now we are planning to redue part of the arhive data aquired

by EIS survey with the WFI at the 2.2m telesope, and as members of

the ITAL-FLAMES onsortium (in ollaboration with OATs) we are

planning to use part of the FLAMES GTO time in order to perform

an extensive spetrosopi ampaign of stellar populations in this dis-

rupting galaxy. This researh is beeing arried out in ollaboration

with Panino (Univ. Bologna).

1.4 RR Lyrae variable stars

RR Lyrae's have long been reognized to be exellent traers of old

stellar populations, as well as primary distane indiators for Popu-
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lation II systems. The identi�ation of RR Lyrae stars in omposite

systems, suh as Loal Group galaxies, is unambiguous signature of

the presene of old, metal-poor stars in these systems. By omparing

the properties of RR Lyrae in nearby galaxies with those of the Milky

Way variables, the metalliity and age of the oldest population an be

estimated.

Being primary distane indiators in the Galaxy and in the Magel-

lani Clouds, RR Lyrae stars are ornerstones of osmologial distane

and time sales. For instane, the distane to the LMC from Popula-

tion II objets is �nally founded on the luminosity of the RR Lyrae

variables.

The absolute magnitude of the RR Lyrae variables is known to

depend on metalliity, but no general onsensus has been reahed so

far both on the orret slope and on the zero-point of the Mv(RR)-

[Fe/H℄ relation. In turn, a dihotomy at a 0.2-0.3 mag level is found to

exist between the short distane provided by the Baade-Wesselink and

Statistial parallax methods applied to �eld RR Lyraes, and the long

distane to the LMC as derived from the Main Sequene Fitting of the

Globular Clusters and the Population I distane indiators, Cepheids

in partiular.

Sine a very �ne tuning of the physial parameters (mass and mass-

loss in partiular) is required to lead a star evolving along the RGB to

fall inside the instability strip of the HB, RR Lyraes represent an in-

valuable test of stellar evolution and pulsation theories. The presene

of satter and large amplitude variations in the light urves are often

the signature of double-mode pulsation and Blazhko e�et in some

of these variables. These phenomena, and the double-mode pulsation

in partiular, o�er a unique opportunity to derive diret informations

on the stellar parameters (mass, mass-metalliity relation), struture

(magneti �elds, et.), pulsation mehanism (resonane, mode mix-

ing), as well as on diretion and rate of evolution aross the HB.

RR Lyraes and their rôle in establishing the astronomial distane

sale have been a major �eld of study at the OAB sine 1984 (e.g.

Caiari et al. 1987). At present, a large number of researh pro-

grams at various levels of ompletion are arried out, and new projets

are proposed to address the RR Lyrae distane sale and the stellar

population issues, as well as the impat of the RR Lyraes on stellar

evolution and pulsation theories. New software tools have been devel-

oped, purposely designed to allow the identi�ation of variable stars

and to perform period searhes and studies of multiple periodiities
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of variable objets. An e�ort is also being made to organize the ob-

servational material on RR Lyrae variables already in hand or oming

from future sheduled observations, and to make the developed tools

platform-independent in order to make them available to the whole

astronomial ommunity.

1.4.1 Distane to the LMC

Involved people at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Di Fabrizio.

The luminosity, the luminosity-metalliity and mass-metalliity de-

pendene for RR Lyrae variables, and the luminosity level of the lump

stars in the bar of the Large Magellani Cloud and their rôle in measur-

ing distanes to the LMC are being investigated, in ollaboration with

Carretta and Gratton (OAPd), Maeroni (OAR), Maroni (OAN) and

Castelli (CNR-Ts).

B and V light urves have been obtained for 128 RR Lyraes, and

�S metalliities have been derived for 6 double-mode (RRd) pulsators

in the sample (average metalliity: [Fe/H℄=�1:5� 0:2). These metal

abundanes oupled with mass determinations from pulsational mod-

els purposely omputed and the Petersen diagram are used to ompare

the mass-metalliity distribution of �eld and luster variables. Field

and luster RRd's are found to follow the same mass-metalliity dis-

tribution, strengthening the ase for uniformity of properties between

�eld and luster variables [Bragaglia et al. 2001b, AJ, in press℄. The

global pulsational properties of the sample as well as a very aurate

estimate of the average apparent luminosity of the LMC RR Lyrae's

and of the lump stars (drawn from a sample of more than 8000 LMC

lump stars), have been obtained from the photometri data and om-

pared with previous results in the literature, the OGLE data-base in

partiular. An independent estimate of the LMC reddening was ob-

tained from the olors of the edges of the instability strip de�ned by

the RR Lyrae in our sample.

BVI photometry in extremely good seeing and photometri on-

ditions has been obtained at the 1.5 m Danish telesope at La Silla

in January 2001. Redutions are in progress. These new data al-

low an extremely preise photometri alibration of the entire data

set, a muh robust assessment of our reddening determination, and

a straightforward omparison with OGLE photometry for the LMC

lump stars, with fundamental bearings upon the the short and long
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distane sale ontroversy [Clementini et al. 2001, AJ, submitted -

astro-ph/0004771℄. Furthermore, the addition of the new data points

will allow a muh improved re�nement of the light urves and of the

derived periods and epohs of the RR Lyrae variables [Di Fabrizio et

al. 2001, in preparation℄.

1.4.2 Appliations of the Baade-Wesselink method

Involved people at OAB: Caiari, Clementini.

The Baade-Wesselink determination of the absolute luminosity of

the galati �eld RR Lyrae variables is urrently being revised in order

to test the e�ets on this tehnique of the most reent model atmo-

spheres with various approximations in the treatment of onvetion,

di�erent values of turbulent veloity and more omplete and aurate

opaity tables, as well as the use of the instantaneous gravity along

the pulsation yle (Caiari et al. 2000, ASP Conf. Ser. Vol. 203,

176). This analysis is presently being performed on a group of �eld

RR Lyraes at [Fe/H℄={1.5 in order to derive the zero-point of the ab-

solute luminosity at this metalliity, and derive an aurate estimate

of the distane to the LMC, that ontains many RR Lyraes for whih

good quality photometri data are available (Clementini et al. 2001).

Within this framework, we have started an observing program of a

few RR Lyraes in the globular luster M3 using IR (K-band) AR-

NICA data taken at the TNG. Along with aurate radial veloities

(observations with SARG are sheduled in spring 2001), this database

will be used to apply the B-W method diretly on RR Lyraes in this

very interesting globular luster. The very few previous studies of this

type, that date bak to about 10 years ago, did not produe reliable

results due to the poor quality of the data, obtained with smaller

telesopes and less powerful detetors.

1.4.3 RR Lyrae in Loal Group galaxies and in globulars

Involved people at OAB: Bellazzini, Caiari, Clementini, Di Fabrizio,

Federii.

A searh for RR Lyrae variables in Loal Group Galaxies [Leo

I, Phoenix, NGC6822 and other dwarf spheroidals, in ollaboration

with Held, Saviane, Momany and Rizzi (OAPd)℄ is being arried out,
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as well as for variables in some M31 globular lusters.

(a) 40 V and 20 B frames of the Leo I galaxy have been obtained

with WFI at the ESO 2.2m telesope in spring 2000. Data redu-

tion has been ompleted, and a onspiuous population of RR Lyrae

variables of both Bailey type ab and  has been suessfully identi�ed

for the �rst time in this remote satellite of the Milky Way [Held et

al. 2001, in preparation℄, thus adding further unambiguous evidene

for the presene of old metal-poor stars in this galaxy and opening

the possibility to derive an aurate distane to Leo I via these pri-

mary distane indiators. Light urves of some of the RR Lyrae's

identi�ed in Leo I are shown in Figure 4, along with their position on

the olor magnitude diagram. A more re�ned variable searh will be

performed on the WFI frames using the Optial Image Subtration

pakage ISIS2.1 (Alard 2000).

(b) A preliminary searh for variables in 4 M31 GCs is taking plae

using HST arhive data. If this feasibility test is suessful, as it seems,

the intent is to apply for future HST observing time for unambiguous

identi�ation and lassi�ation of these variables.

() A reanalysis of the properties of the RR Lyraes in the Sgr glob-

ular luster M54 has been undertaken, using BVI photometri data

obtained in 1999. The data redution is ompleted and the analysis

is in progress. Preliminary results inlude the lear identi�ation of

multiple stellar populations in the Sgr and the re-lassi�ation of M54

as intermediate in the Oosterho� groups, thanks to the improved pho-

tometri quality of our data and the muh larger number of variable

stars that ould be deteted.

The searh for RR Lyrae variables in metal-rih globular lusters

is being extended to the lusters NGC6304 and Arp2.

1.4.4 Anomalous RR Lyrae

Involved people at OAB: Bragaglia, Clementini, Di Fabrizio, Merighi,

Tosi.

The photometri and spetrosopi study of a sample of RR Lyrae

variables whih exhibit anomalous satter and large amplitude vari-

ation of their light urves is ontinuing [in ollaboration with Car-

retta and Gratton (OAPd), Ivans and Sneden (Univ. Texas), Maroni

(OAN), Smith (MSU), and Wilhelm (Southwestern Un.)℄. Continu-

ated/adjaent photometri data have been obtained with the 1.52m
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Figure 4: RR Lyraes variables identi�ed for the �rst time in the dwarf

spheroidal galaxy Leo I. Upper panel: unalibrated HR diagram; lower

panels: di�erential v and b light urves.
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telesope in Loiano, the 60 m of the Mihigan State University and

the 40 m of the Southwestern University, while high resolution spe-

trosopi data, overing one full pulsation yle of the variables has

been seured with the 2.7 m telesope of the MDonald Observatory.

New photometri observations at the 1.52 m Loiano telesope are

planned in 2001. We have already disovered among the stars in our

sample a new �eld double-mode RR Lyrae : CU Comae [Clementini

et al. (2000, AJ, 120, 2054)℄. This is the sixth suh RRd identi�ed

to date in the �eld of our Galaxy, and is the most metal-poor ever

deteted ([Fe/H℄=�2.34).

1.4.5 Development of spei� software

Involved people at OAB: Clementini, Montegri�o.

We have fully developed and tested a number of software tools

whih allow: (i) to identify variable objets (VARFIND), (ii) to per-

form period searhes and studies of single and multi-mode periodiities

(GRATIS : GRAphyal Analyzer TIme Series) of the variables, and

(iii) to atalogue and aess interatively photometri and radial ve-

loity data as well as periods, epohs, amplitudes, metalliities, �S

values, et., and bibliographi referenes for a large number of RR

Lyrae in the Galaxy and in other Loal Group systems (VARCAT).

A number of failities have been implemented in VARCAT whih

allow to easily display quantities suh as period-metalliity and/or

period-amplitude relations, et. The atalogue is diretly interfaed

to GRATIS and we plan to keep it updated with the growing body of

observational data whih are beoming available for RR Lyraes out-

side the Galaxy. We plan to make this software platform-independent

and to upgrade its GRAphyal interfae: FORTRAN routines will be

onverted to ANSI C, while the graphial interfae presently devel-

oped in the SMONGO environment will be re-written using the TCL

TK language.

1.5 Elipsing binaries

Involved people at OAB: Bonifazi, Lolli.

The aim of the work is to inrease the database of the fundamental

stellar parameters and to test stellar struture and evolution. For this
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purpose, photometri observations of many binary systems have been

olleted by means of various telesopes: 60 m and 152 m in Loiano

and the 600 m BAT of SAO in Russia, in order to derive their light

urves. In addition, the eentri systems DR Vul, V380 Cyg, RR

Lyn, AK Her, ER Vul, BF Aur, whih exhibit apsidal motion, are

monitored with the 60 m telesope to obtain preise timings of their

light minima.

By means of the 152 m telesope - equipped with the Two-heads

photometer - the systems XY Leo and RW Com (both of W Uma

type) have been observed. With the same telesope (together with

the 600 m BAT, that olleted also some spetra) we observed the

very interesting PCV NN Serpentis.

The light urve analyses are performed adopting omputer odes

(Wilson-Devinney, WINK, EBOPC) based on geometri and physial

models whih aount for the various e�ets ating on the systems

omponents.

In the year 2000 our ativity has been devoted mainly to the im-

plementation and testing of the latest release of a omputer ode

(Wilson-Prie ode, see Barone et al. 1988) based on the physis

of the Wilson-Devinney model, but using a �tting proedure di�erent

from the original di�erential orretion one. This new approah to the

solution of light urves is based on the "ontrolled random searh" by

Prie (1976) and an resolve the ambiguities in the solutions.

This work is in ollaboration with Guarnieri, Bartolini, Piioni

and Cosentino (Univ. Bologna), Beskin (SAO), Milano (Univ. Napoli)

and Barone (Univ. Salerno).

1.6 Planetary Nebulae

Involved people at OAB: Stanghellini

The program on the Magellani Could Planetary nebulae (PNe)

ontinues to produe results. This projet is a major e�ort started

in 1997, to understand PN evolution in di�erent environments. In

ollaboration with Shaw, Blades, Muthler and Cawley (STSI), and

Balik (Univ. Washington), a series of observing programs to probe

PN morphology in extra-galati environments have been suessfully

exeuted. The analysis also inlude HST Data Arhive images.

In Cyle 8 we have observed about 30 LMC PNe with an inno-

vative method involving slitless STIS/HST spetrosopy, apable of
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revealing the morphology of LMC PNe (note that LMC PNe are spa-

tially resolved only with spae astronomy) in all the major optial

reombination and forbidden lines. We obtained the largest sample of

extra-galati PN morphology ever observed with this muh detail. A

�rst set of images has been published in a STSI press release, and

presented at international meetings. The early siene results from

this study an be summarized as follows:

(a) The LMC morphologial types are similar to their Galati

ounterparts. Nonetheless, the ratio of symmetri-to-asymmetri PNe

is higher in the Galaxy than in the LMC. Future ompletion of the

LMC sample will allow a sound omparison between the two samples,

to on�rm the important onlusion that morphology is related to the

metalliity of the population. We also show that the surfae brightness

of LMC PNe delines with physial photometri radius, as expeted,

and that the asymmetri PNe are typially low surfae brightness ob-

jets. Given that all LMC PNe are at approximately the same distane

from us, we an infer that the dynamial evolution also depends on

morphologial type.

(b) The LMC PN morphology orrelates tightly with the progeni-

tor abundane of the primordial elements, i.e., those elements that are

not a�eted by stellar evolution (e.g., Ne, S, Ar). This �nding bears on

the question of formation mehanisms for asymmetri PNe: the gen-

esis of PNe struture should relate strongly to the population type,

and by inferene the mass of the progenitor star, and less strongly on

whether the entral star is a member of a lose binary system.

The spetrosopi follow-up of our LMC targets with NTT/ESO

has also been started, with the aim of obtaining an homogeneous

database for LMC PN abundanes.

We will also observe in more depth the entral stars of the faintest

LMC PN nulei with WFPC2 photometry (20 HST orbits awarded in

Cyle 9, PI: Shaw). The aim is to orrelate PN shapes and entral

star evolution in a distane-bias free environment.

Our study has been extended to SMC PNe (55 HST orbits awarded

in Cyle 9, PI: Stanghellini) in order to determine the late evolutionary

paths of the most ommon stars in a galaxy that, in its hemial

ontent, mimis a young galaxy. The images are very interesting. We

�nd that the morphologial distribution of SMC PNe is di�erent from

that of the Galaxy or the LMC, indiating that morphology depends

on galaxian metalliity.
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In Cyle 10, two other Magellani Cloud programs with STIS/HST

have been approved, to omplete the LMC survey (224 orbits, PI:

Shaw) and to measure arbon abundanes (28 prime orbits, PI: Stan-

ghellini).

In the future, our LMC and SMC PN slitless spetra `images' will

form a database of extra-galati PNe that will exeed by far in num-

ber the Galati PNe observed with HST, providing an homogeneous

sample for testing the evolutionary impliations of metalliity varia-

tions in stellar evolution.

1.6.1 Morphology of Galati Planetary Nebulae

After the ompletion of the `IAC Morphologial Catalog of Northern

Galati PNe' [Manhado et al. (1996)℄, a systemati study on the

physial harateristis of PNe, their entral stars, and their Popula-

tions, aross morphologial types has been started. The IAC sample is

the only omplete and homogeneous PN survey of morphologial har-

ater, thus it provides the unique opportunity of determining whether

the distribution of morphologial types that we see at di�erent Gala-

ti loations, or assoiated with di�erent nebular hemistry, is due to

seletion e�ets, distane indetermination, dust absorption, or other

systematial biases. The main �ndings from this investigation [per-

formed in ollaboration with Villaver, Guerrero and Manhado (IAC)℄

an be summarized as follows:

(a) 60% of Galati PNe are elliptial, 26% are round, and 14%

are bipolar or quadrupolar. The statistial distane sale is aurate

for this study, and by using it we found that the spatial distribution

of PNe varies depending on the morphologial types: in fat, bipolar

PNe are found loser to the Galati Plane than either elliptial or

round PNe. This segregation, noted before as a marginal e�et, has

been on�rmed by us. We also onluded that the PN sample is really

omplete up to about 7 kp.

(b) The distribution of PN nulei on the logL-logT plane has been

analyzed, and the results of Stanghellini et al. (1993) has been on-

�rmed, i.e., that nulei of bipolar PNe are, on average, more massive

than nulei of elliptial and round PNe. We will also attempt to re-

late the spetral type of the entral stars of planetary nebulae with

the morphology of the hosts.
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1.6.2 Post-Asymptoti Giant Branh Evolution

A long-lasting initiative has been undertaken [in ollaboration with

Renzini (ESO)℄ with the aim of produing syntheti post-AGB evo-

lutionary traks to study the e�ets of theoretial assumptions on

observable diagrams (e.g., HR diagram, Mv-age diagram, mass dis-

tribution, luminosity funtion, et.). By means of the Montearlo

proedure, we explore the parameter spae of the assumptions on the

evolutionary and population models by studying the e�ets of the

Initial Mass Funtion, the Initial Mass-Final Mass Relation, the tran-

sition time from the AGB to the PN phases, the amount of envelope

mass at the end of the envelope ejetion, the planetary nebula lifetime,

and the hydrogen- and helium-burning phases of the entral stars.

A �rst important result is that the key element for post-AGB evo-

lution is the envelope mass at the superwind (i.e., the massive, slow

wind at the end of the AGB, peeling the AGB star of most of its en-

velope, and forming the planetary nebula) quenhing [Stanghellini &

Renzini (2000)℄. Suh parameter does not a�ord physial predition,

and this may be the very reason why the omparison between mod-

els and data in the realm of the post-AGB populations have been so

unsatisfatory to date.

Our post-AGB population synthesis ode ould be used in the fu-

ture for a full host of di�erent appliations. In partiular, we are

urrently applying it to the populations of elliptial galaxies, in order

to explain the timing of the transition for post-AGB stars therein.

1.7 Pulsars

Involved people at OAB: D'Amio, Possenti.

1.7.1 Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey

In the last few years we have been involved in a major survey of the

Galati plane for pulsars using the Parkes radiotelesope in NSW

(Australia). This projet is the result of a ollaboration between the

Australia Telesope National Faility, the Jodrell Bank Observatory,

the Massahussets Institute of Tehnology and the OAB. The survey

uses the new 1.4 GHz multibeam reeiver and a large �lterbank sys-

tem. The survey proved already to be very suessful in the disovery

of distant pulsars. So far, more than 600 new pulsars were disovered,
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inluding about 15 young pulsars, two radio pulsars with very high

magneti �eld, and several new interesting binary systems. Among

the most reent disoveries, there are two young energet radio pul-

sars [Camilo et al. (2000), D'Amio et al. (2000), Manhester et al.

(2000)℄.

1.7.2 Searh of the Globular Cluster system for milliseond

pulsars

Globular lusters are a rih soure of milliseond pulsars. Exhange

interations in the ore result in the formation of binary systems on-

taining a neutron star whih subsequently evolve, spinning up the

neutron star through mass aretion. The milliseond pulsars formed

in this way are among the most stable loks in nature and are valuable

for studies of the dynamis of lusters and the evolution of binaries

embedded in them. However, they are quite diÆult to �nd beause

the emission is weak and distorted by propagation through the inter-

stellar medium, and the apparent pulse period may hange rapidly

beause of binary motion.

About 50 % of the globular luster pulsar population was disov-

ered at Parkes by our group in the early 1990's. But sine 1994, no

further milliseond pulsars in globular lusters were found by any re-

searh team in the world. With the advent of the new Parkes 21-m

reeiver, we deided to mount a new attak on the globular luster

system and attempt to break the long hiatus in suh disoveries.

In order to improve our searh apability, we are using a new �l-

terbank system built at Jodrell Bank and Bologna. This �lterbank

features 512x0.5 MHz adjaent pass-band �lters, making possible to

remove the e�ets of dispersion in the interstellar medium more ef-

�iently than previous searhes. In fat, it allows the detetion of

milliseond pulsars with dispersion measures (DMs) of more than 200

m

�3

p. The ombination of this new equipment with the relatively

high frequeny of the multibeam reeiver and its invaluable sensitivity

gives an unique opportunity to probe distant lusters.

Also, beause globular lusters are know to ontain short-binary

period milliseond pulsars, and beause this lass of objets is the very

interesting one, we have implemented a new multi-dimensional ode

to searh over a range of aelerations resulting from binary motion,

in addition to the standard searh over a range of DMs. This requires

a huge amount of CPU resoures (in Bologna we use a loal luster
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of Alpha-500MHz CPUs and the Cray-T3E 256- proessor system at

CINECA), and the data management and storage is also a non-trivial

issue (a typial integration on a single target produes 8Gbytes of

data), but the results ahieved so far largely justify the e�ort.

We have seleted a sample of about 60 lusters, based on their

entral onentration and distane, and have disovered so far ten new

milliseond pulsars in four lusters whih were not known to ontain

pulsars before (D'Amio et al. 2000b, in press).

(a) The �rst interesting ase is NGC6752. This luster is believed

to have a ollapsed ore and was already known to posses a large pro-

portion of binary systems and several dim X-ray soures suggesting

that milliseond pulsars are likely to be formed in its ore. In this

luster we have �rst disovered a 3.26 ms pulsars in a 21h orbital pe-

riod binary system, PSR J1910-59A. A peuliar harateristis of this

pulsar is that, beause of the relatively low DM, 34 m

�3

p, it sin-

tillates markedly, similar to the pulsars in 47 Tu, so it is seen rarely.

But, as we have already experiened on 47 Tu, ampli�ation due

to sintillation might oasionally help in the detetion of additional

rather weak milliseond pulsar in the same luster. In fat, devoting a

large amount of observing time to this luster, we have already found

four additional milliseond pulsars previously unseen. Even more in-

terestingly, all these four seem to be isolated. Suh a large proportion

of isolated/binaries (4/1) is not very ommon in globular lusters. It

is possible that other hidden binaries (perhaps ultra-short binaries,

or exoti submilliseond binary pulsars, or pulsar-blak hole systems)

might be present in this luster. So, keeping observing and searhing

this luster is ertainly more than worthwhile.

(b) Another interesting ase is the milliseond pulsar (so far the

only one) disovered in NGC6397. This luster is a prime andidate for

globular luster searhes. It is lose and has a very dense and probably

ollapsed ore. It ontains at least four X- ray soures whih may be

related to milliseond pulsars. Despite this, there was no known pulsar

assoiated with NGC6397 prior to this searh. In this luster we have

found PSR J1740-53, a relatively weak pulsar with a spin period of 3.65

ms and an orbital period of 1.35 days. This pulsar has been proved

to be elipsing for more that about 40 % of the orbital phase. Similar

elipses have been seen in other binary systems, but at variane with

them J1740-53 is in a rather wide binary orbit of period 1.35 days,

and has a relatively heavy ompanion, with a minimum mass of 0.18
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M

�

. It seems unlikely that a wind of suÆient density ould be driven

o� a degenerate ompanion, and hene produe the observed elipses.

So, follow-up observations of this pulsar might represents a hallenge

in the understanding of the elipse mehanism in milliseond pulsars.

() Three milliseond binary pulsars were found in another dense

luster, NGC6266. The �rst one, PSR J1701-30A, has a pulse period

of 5.24 ms, an orbital period, 3.8 days, and the mass funtion gives a

minimum ompanion mass of 0.19 M. This system is typial of many

low-mass binary pulsars, both assoiated with globular lusters and

in the Galati �eld. But the two other systems, PSR J1701-30B

and PSR J1701-30C belong to the lass of short-binaries. They have

respetively a pulse period of 3.6 and 3.8 ms and orbital periods of

3.8h and 5.2h. In partiular, the detetion of PSR J1701-30B was a

hallenge, beause it shows aeleration peaks due to binary motion

of up to 16 m/s

2

as well as signi�ant aeleration derivatives.

(d) An ultra-short binary pulsar (so far the only one) was dis-

overed in NGC6544. This luster is also one of the losest, densest

and most onentrated globular lusters known. Although no X-ray

soures are known in the luster, a radio ontinuum soure of ux

density was disovered at its enter at the VLA, but up to now, pul-

sar searhes have been unsuessful. PSR J1807-24 has a spin period

of 3.06 ms and is a relatively strong pulsars (see Figure 5) with a

mean ux density of 1.3 mJy. Follow-up observations, made at Parkes

and Jodrell Bank, showed that it is binary, with an orbital period

extremely short, 1.7 hours, the seond shortest known. Even more in-

terestingly, the projeted semi-major axis of the orbit is tiny, only 12

light-ms. The orresponding minimum ompanion mass is only 0.0089

M

�

or about 10 Jupiter masses.

We have proved that one of the key strategies in a searh of the

globular luster system for milliseond pulsar, is to devote a large

amount of observing to eah target. Milliseond pulsars in globular

lusters an be seen rarely: sintillation in low DM lusters, abnor-

mally long elipses, and unfavourable orbital phases in the ase of

ultra- short binaries might easily prevent the detetion during a single

observation. On the other hand, the hidden systems are more often

the very interesting ones.
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Figure 5: Variation of observed pulse phase over the 2100-se disov-

ery observation for PSR J1807-24 in the luster NGC 6544. Eah

horizontal line in the �gure represents the mean pulse pro�le resulting

from 16 seonds of data folded with a period of 3.059415 ms. A pulsar

with this apparent period would form a vertial trae in this diagram.

The urvature shows that the apparent period varied signi�antly dur-

ing the observation due to the pulsar's orbital motion. Although this

pulsar is relatively strong (it was not deteted in previous searhes be-

ause of pulse smearing due to dispersion), weaker signals from suh

binary pulsars are diÆult or impossible to detet with a onventional

'non-aelerated' searh ode.
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1.7.3 Milliseond Pulsars Survey at the Northern Cross

The large sale survey for milliseond pulsars at 408 MHz is still in

progress, using the Italian Northern Cross radiotelesope near Bologna.

So far, about 35% of the sky at Æ > 0

o

was observed, resulting in the

detetion of 35 known pulsars, 5 known milliseond pulsars and one

new milliseond pulsar, having a period of 4.86 ms and a very low

DM = 4.3 m

�3

p. This new milliseond pulsar was then observed at

Parkes in order to measure the dynami spetrum at low frequeny

and derive a sintillation veloity, whih resulted in the observation of

a veloity of the order of 10 km/s (Niastro el al. 2000).

1.8 Integrated Light of Early Type Systems

Involved people at OAB: Greggio.

(a) Elliptial galaxies are a ornerstone in our understanding of the

galaxy formation proess in a osmologial frame. Aording to the

urrently most popular models, elliptial galaxies are the outome of

(multiple) merging of already formed units, as a natural result of the

hierarhial models whih suessfully aount for the large sale stru-

ture observed in the loal universe. The hierarhial models, however,

give strong preditions for the lustering of the dark matter, while the

behavior of the luminous matter depends on many parameters, whih

are less onstrained. Of partiular importane is to establish whether

the most massive elliptials are young or old, so as to derive the epoh

of the major episode of star formation. Unfortunately, the vast ma-

jority of elliptials annot be resolved into single stars, and the age-

dating of their stellar ontent relies on studies of the their integrated

light. These studies are severely hampered by the age-metalliity de-

generay, i.e. the same olors and spetral indies are obtained when

dereasing the age and inreasing the metalliity at the same time. In

priniple the degeneray an be broken on index-index plots, where

the two indies have di�erent dependenes on age and metalliity. In

pratie, this proedure needs aurate and well alibrated models of

the integrated light from stellar populations. In ollaboration with

Maraston (Univ. Munih) we are testing the sensitivity of the model

spetral indies to the input parameters whih enter their omputa-

tions, exploring both physial and numerial unertainties.

In 2000 we analyzed the spetra of a sample of globular lus-
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ters in the Galati Bulge, obtained at the ESO 1.5 m telesope,

to derive spetral indies. These data are essential to alibrate the

models in the poorly onstrained regime of high metalliity, and high

��enhanement. Models for the integrated light from simple stellar

populations will be omputed, based on the most updated theoreti-

al ingredients (stellar traks and �tting funtions) whih aount for

the ��enhanement. This will allow us to alibrate our models, for

further appliations to the spetra of Elliptial Galaxies. This work

is done in ollaboration with Renzini (ESO), Maraston, Saglia and

Putzia (Univ. Munih).

(b) In the general lass of early type galaxies, the nature of the

dwarf elliptials/dwarf spheroidal galaxies is puzzling: is there an evo-

lutionary link between them and dwarf irregulars, or do they evolve

along an own path, strongly inuened by interations with other more

massive galaxies? Few data urrently exist for this lass of objets.

In ollaboration with Bender, Hopp and Thomas (Univ. Munih) we

have obtained spetra of 10 dE in the Virgo Cluster at the Calar Alto

3.5m telesope. These data will be analyzed to derive the kinemat-

ial struture and the properties of the stellar populations in these

galaxies. In partiular, we will adress the question of their hemi-

al properties: do they share the �-elements overabundane observed

in luminous elliptials? Are they onsistent with hemial evolution

models of disks undergoing tidal stripping, or galati winds? The

omparison of the hemial properties of dwarf spheroidals with those

of other galaxy types will allow us better loate this lass of objets

in the general lassi�ation sheme.
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2 Extragalati Astronomy and

Cosmology
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NGC 2403: Optial image (DSS), total HI map, veloity �eld and

position-veloity diagram along the major axis. The dots show the

rotation urve.
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People involved at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: S. Bardelli, A. Cappi, P. Ciliegi, L. Ciotti, A.

Comastri, A. D'Erole, H. de Ruiter, P. Londrillo, B. Marano,

R. Merighi, M. Mignoli, L. Origlia, L. Pozzetti, R. Sanisi, G.

Stirpe, G. Zamorani, V. Zitelli, E. Zua;

� Fellows: F. Fraternali, C. Nipoti, M. Murgia, F. Pozzi, C. Vig-

nali.

Observational extra-galati astronomy has traditionally been one

of the main themes of researh at the Bologna Observatory. It in-

ludes a wide range of subjets, from the struture and evolution of

"normal" galaxies, to the physial properties of ative galati nulei

(AGNs) to observational osmology. Very harateristi is the lak of

\wavelength hauvinism": while optial astronomy is and will remain

important at the Observatory, some of the sienti� sta� speialize

in X-ray observations of AGNs, and others �nd their main interest in

radio studies of galaxies and quasars. Muh of this researh is based

on an intensive use of the most advaned instruments available today

(e.g. X-ray satellites like CHANDRA and XMM, the VLT).

2.1 Struture and evolution of galaxies

The struture of galaxies is studied either from a theoretial point

of view (inluding numerial modeling) or by radio observations of

neutral hydrogen.

2.1.1 Theoretial studies and numerial simulations

People involved at OAB: Ciotti, D'Erole, Londrillo.

Ciotti, in ollaboration with Bertin (SNS-Pisa) developed a new

analytial method to onstrut expliit, triaxial density-potential pairs,

to be used in the desription of strutural and dynamial properties

of elliptial galaxies. This method is also of onsiderable help in the

numerial implementation of the Shwarzshild method of orbital su-

perposition.

Ciotti, in ollaboration with Bertin and Londrillo, onstruted a

family of phase-spae distribution funtions obtained by a tailored
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attening of trunated, anisotropi polytropes. The expliit form of

these funtions is very simple. The assoiated density pro�les (ob-

tained by solving numerially, with a numerial ode developed by

Londrillo, the assoiated non-linear Poisson equation) are of onsider-

able interest, reproduing in a physially sound framework the main

properties of omplex dynamial systems like the so-alled \peanut-

shaped" bulges. Curiously, a partiular ase of the above mentioned

density-potential pairs is the exat mass ounterpart of this family of

distribution funtions.

Ciotti, in ollaboration with Bertin and Del Prinipe (graduate

student of SNS-Pisa) studied the e�et of weak non-homology of el-

liptial galaxies along the Fundamental Plane.

On the subjet of galaxy dynamis, Ciotti extended and general-

ized the study of the dynamial onstraints on the distribution and

amount of dark matter in the entral regions of elliptial galaxies and

bulges. This investigation is arried out by using analytial methods

developed by Ciotti in the past years. The obtained results an be

used in many appliations, e.g., in the assignment of the initial ondi-

tions for multi-omponent N-body simulations or in the onstrution

of realisti (self-onsistent) models to be used in the modeling of ob-

servations.

Ciotti, Londrillo and Nipoti (Univ. Bologna) are exploring the

e�et of radial orbit instability on galaxies belonging to the so-alled

Fundamental Plane, by using N-body numerial simulations.

Ciotti, in ollaboration with Ostriker (Univ. Prineton) devel-

oped an evolutive senario whih links the X-ray evolution of elliptial

galaxies to QSO evolution and ativity. In this senario we propose

that the solution of the puzzling question of the lak of strong AGN

ativity in the large majority of elliptial galaxies ontaining a massive

blak hole at their enter (ativity naturally predited in the standard

ooling ow senario) is due to an aretion mehanism modulated

by radiation feedbak. The feedbak is due to Compton sattering

of the radiation emitted by the areting material on the eletrons

of the galati hot gaseous halo. This senario has been explored in

great detail by using a spei� numerial hydroode whih takes into

aount several aspets of radiative transfer.

Other researh projets at various stages of development that are

arried out by Ciotti, often in ollaboration with students of the De-

partment of Astronomy of Bologna University are: a detailed inves-

tigation of the physial origin of the Fundamental Plane of elliptial
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galaxies, the study of the dynamis of dark matter halos in elliptial

galaxies, the numerial simulation of X-ray halos of elliptial galaxies

and lusters of galaxies, the study of resonane phenomena between

stellar orbits in galaxies and the luster tidal �eld, the interation

of the globular luster system and the density pro�le of the parent

galaxy, the extension of the appliability range of the feedbak mod-

ulated aretion solutions on blak holes.

D'Erole, together with Matteui (OATs) and Rehi (Univ. Tri-

este), developed 2D numerial hemo-dynamial models of starburst

galaxies mixing a pure hydroode with programs usually adopted for

standard one-zone hemial models. We an follow the abundane evo-

lution of several elements (H, He, C, N, O, Mg, Si, Fe) and, ontrary

to previous models, we take into the aount also the e�et of SNIa

explosions ourring at the end of the SNII stage. The model was tai-

lored on the starburst galaxy IZw18 whih has very low abundanes

and is very gas rih. Assuming a very low thermalization eÆieny of

SNIIs, most of the SNII ejets ool before being lost through the gala-

ti wind. SNIa ejeta are lost easier beause of the previous ativity of

SNII. As the ratio of �-elements/Fe is larger for SNII, it turns out that

[�/Fe℄ is larger inside the galaxy than outside. Galati abundanes

after 31 Myr are in good agreement with those of IZw18. Although

this agreement is obtained assuming only one burst, the possibility

that a previous burst ourred remains if the metalliity produed

was lower than 0.01 Z

�

. This latter possibility is urrently studied

(Rehi et al. 2001, in preparation).

2.1.2 Neutral hydrogen studies

People involved at OAB: Sanisi, Fraternali.

I. HI halos of spiral galaxies

Sanisi, Oosterloo and Fraternali (Univ. Bologna) have ontinued

their study of the vertial distribution of neutral hydrogen and of the

disk-halo onnetion in spiral galaxies. They have used HI observa-

tions obtained with the VLA and with the WSRT.

The VLA observations of the spiral galaxy NGC 2403 (see Figure)

by Fraternali, Oosterloo, Sanisi and van Moorsel have shown the

presene of gas (about 1/10 of the total HI mass) moving at peuliar

veloities with respet to the regular rotation. This shows up learly
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in the position-veloity map along the major axis of this galaxy (see

Figure) as faint, extended wings (the "beard") towards lower rotation

veloities. A fration of this `anomalous' gas happens to be loated

in the two quadrants of apparent ounter-rotation, quadrants that are

`forbidden' to the gas in an axisymmetrial potential. This `forbid-

den' gas has a large projeted veloity di�erene from the rotation

urve and seems to be onentrated in the entral region of the galaxy

suggesting that it is related to star formation ativity of NGC 2403.

The anomalous gas is thought to form a thik disk or halo omponent

surrounding a thin old disk. It has a mean rotation veloity about

25-50 km/s lower than the thin disk and a radial inow of about 10-

20 km/s. The origin of this gas is still a puzzle. The HI study is

being followed up with optial spetrosopy, X-ray observations and

a numerial study of ballisti orbits in the gravitational potential of

NGC 2403. So far, the most likely explanation appears to be that of

a 'galati fountain'.

Oosterloo and Sanisi have found another spiral galaxy, UGC 7766,

observed in HI with the Westerbork Radio Telesope, to have anoma-

lous HI emission with similar properties as NGC 2403.

II. Lopsided galaxies

Sanisi has ontinued the study of kinematially lopsided spiral

galaxies. HI observations with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Tele-

sope (inluding WHISP) have been inspeted to onstrut a sample

of objets with lopsided kinematis. The properties of these galaxies

are being analyzed.

III. The entral regions of spiral galaxies

Swaters and Sanisi have undertaken a study of the rotation urves

in the entral parts of spiral galaxies. They have ompared the shapes

of the rotation urves obtained from optial and HI observations with

the distribution of light as inferred from fotometri pro�les.
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2.2 Ative galati nulei

2.2.1 Optial studies

People involved at OAB: Stirpe, de Ruiter, Zitelli.

I. Variability of Seyfert galaxies

In ollaboration with Robinson and Axon, Stirpe is studying the

statistis of broad emission line pro�les in AGN, ontinuing to develop

an automated proedure for the deomposition and analysis of the H�

region. The information obtained from the H� pro�le will be ombined

with the orresponding data-set on H� whih has already been formed,

in order to obtain information on the physial properties of the Broad

Line Region (BLR) and to determine the origin of the great diversity

of broad line pro�les in the AGN population.

Within a ollaboration led by Maroni (Aretri Observatory), Stirpe

has started a program to monitor the ontinuum and broad emission

lines of a small sample of QSOs at z � 2 with the ESO VLT. This

will greatly expand in luminosity the range of AGN for whih we an

estimate the size of the BLR, and provide lues on the evolution of

these objets. Observation time has been awarded, starting in summer

2001.

De Ruiter, in ollaboration with Lub (Leiden Observatory) on-

struted a database ontaining many hundreds of photometri and

spetrosopi measurements for a sample of about 15 type 1 and type

2 Seyferts in the southern hemisphere, based on almost 15 years of

observations. These data have now been made available for the gen-

eral astronomial ommunity: the alibrated spetra an be inspeted

diretly on the WEB

2

, or downloaded (in FITS format). Under on-

strution are animations that show the light urves of a spetral region

around 5000

�

A.

II. HST images of B2 radio galaxies

De Ruiter, in ollaboration with Capetti (OA Torino), Parma and

Fanti (IRA), and Morganti (NFRA, Netherlands), is studying HST

images (in two olors, V and I) of about 65 radio galaxies seleted

from the B2 sample of low luminosity radio galaxies. Brightness pro-

2

http://boas5.bo.astro.it/�deruiter/seyf spetable.html
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�les were �tted to all galaxies, and these were used to obtain a detailed

mapping of the (irum)-nulear dust. As expeted, in many of the

galaxies the dust appears in the form of disks. Analysis of the data is

in progress.

III. The environment of AGN

Zitelli, in ollaboration with Foardi and Kelm (Univ. Bologna),

is ontinuing the study of the relationship between nulear ativity

and environment for ative galati nulei. Ample evidenes have

been reported in the loal universe of a omplex environment around

Ative Galati Nulei and up to z � 3. However, while it is well

established that radio loud quasar, radio galaxies and BLlas reside

in denser than average regions, the role of the environment and of

interations on Seyfert galaxies is to some extent still ontroversial.

The omplexity of the disussion inreases beause the samples used

are limited in number. To limit the statistial unertainty we adopt

a strategy based on the analysis of a statistially signi�ant samples

of nearby AGN and appropriate ontrol samples seleted on the basis

of riteria independent of morphology and environmental properties.

A sample of about 400 physial ompat group is extrated applying

an automati ode to 3 dimensional galaxy atalogue. The global

properties of ative galati nulei are analyzed, in partiular Seyfert

inidene within CG has been determined. From this analysis learly

emerges the dominane of Seyfert 2 that inhabit groups more often

than Seyfert 1, on�rming one more that loally dense environments

disriminate against Seyfert 1.

2.2.2 Near-IR studies

People involved at OAB: Origlia, Pozzetti.

I. IR spetrosopi surveys

In ollaboration with Oliva (TNG) and Maiolino (OAA) Origlia is

performing near IR spetrosopi surveys of ative galaxies to lassify

their starburst events and to trae their evolution also in onnetion

with the nulear ativity. A few interesting absorption features due to

the red stellar populations and emission lines from the ionizing gas are

indeed present in the infrared spetra of starburst and Seyfert galaxies.
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By measuring the line broadening one an derive stellar and gaseous

veloity dispersions and mass to light ratios, while from the absorp-

tion line equivalent widths an estimate of the stellar abundanes and

warm dust emission an be inferred. These quantities provide impor-

tant onstraints to age of the burst events and the starburst{AGN

onnetion in the galaxy entral regions.

II. The near-infrared spetrum of normal galaxies

In ollaboration with Mannui (CAISMI, Firenze) and others, 28

loal galaxies haves been observed in the wavelength range between 1

and 2.4 �m in order to de�ne template spetra of the normal galaxies

along the Hubble sequene. All the spetra were obtained at the 1.5m

IR-optimized telesope TIRGO; the long-slit spetrometer LonGSp

was used. The resulting spread of the normalized spetra of eah lass

is about 1% in K, 2% in H and 3% in J. Many absorption features an

be aurately measured. Templates have been mathed with those of

Kinney et al. (1996) in order to build representative spetra between

0.1 and 2.4 �m. The resulting spetra are used to ompute the k-

orretions of the normal galaxies in the near-IR bands and to hek

the preditions of various spetral synthesis models: while the shape

of the ontinuum is generally well predited, large disrepanies are

found in the absorption lines.

2.2.3 X-ray observations of AGN

People involved at OAB: Comastri, Vignali.

In ollaboration with Vignali (Univ. Bologna) several observa-

tional programs aimed at understanding the high energy emission

properties of di�erent lasses of AGN are arried out at the Observa-

tory using data from ROSAT, ASCA and BeppoSAX X{ray satellites.

The apabilities of the BeppoSAX detetors, and espeially the

relatively large MECS e�etive area at high energy (> 5 keV), have

been fully exploited to further investigate, with respet to previous

observations, the hard X{ray spetral properties of relatively bright

AGN.

In this respet the most important results were the disovery, in

a few objets, of spetral features due to highly ionized matter (iron

lines and edges). A deep absorption edge at E > 8 keV is present in
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the X{ray spetrum of the high luminosity nearby quasar PDS 456.

The lak of any signi�ant iron K� emission suggests that the hard X{

ray ontinuum is seen in transmission trough a highly ionized medium

with a large olumn density (N

H

' 4:5� 10

24

m

�2

). The presene

of an extremely ionized, almost Compton thik absorber in a quasar

makes this objet a good andidate to test emission mehanisms and

reproessing in high luminosity objets. A deep K{edge at � 7.8 keV

has been disovered by BeppoSAX in the X{ray spetrum of the bright

Seyfert 1 NGC 3516. The soure also displays strong variability in the

soft X{ray band due to variable (on a time sale of a few months)

absorption by old gas. The presene of line{like emission around

1 keV, whih is learly visible when the soure is obsured, is likely

to be due to the same gas responsible of the ionized iron edge. It

is onluded that a highly ionized omponent is probably ommon

in Seyfert 1 galaxies but an be deteted only with good quality high

energy spetra, and when the primary soft X{ray ontinuum is at least

partially obsured. Finally, a deep ionized edge is present at � 9 keV

in the X{ray spetrum of the bright Narrow Line Seyfert 1 Galaxy Ark

564. The presene of an ionized iron line at � 6.8 keV indiates that

ionized reetion of the primary ontinuum is a viable explanation of

the observed spetral features. There is no signi�ative evidene of

soft X{ray features (as laimed by several authors from the analysis of

ASCA data) if the broad band (0.1{10 keV) spetrum is �tted with a

thermal blak{body like spetrum plus a steep power law omponent.

The X{ray data for Ark 564, and also for a few other objets observed

within the BeppoSAX Core program of Narrow Line Seyfert 1, were

omplemented by good quality quasi{simultaneous optial and UV

spetra. These observations allowed to perform broad band spetral

�ts with aretion disk models. The results favor a low mass highly

areting blak hole. The variability properties of hard X{ray emission

in type 2 Seyfert galaxies have been investigated using BeppoSAX

observations separated by approximately one year. The ontinuum

ux shows variations up to a fator of two while the power law spetral

index and the absorption olumn density remain onstant. The results

imply the presene of an homogeneous obsuring sreen and onstant

physial onditions in the nulear regions despite the ontinuum ux

variations.
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2.3 Surveys and Observational Cosmology

A large fration of the sta� of the observatory is involved in surveys

of extragalati objets. Some of these surveys are ongoing long-term

projets, but quite a few have started only reently and will require

telesope time with new generation optial telesopes like the VLT.

As an aid to observational osmologists de Ruiter has made avail-

able (on the WEB) a olletion of osmologial formulas. For a number

of models (the standard Friedmann model, at models with non-zero

osmologial onstant, and some more exoti ones) distanes, volumes

and look-bak times are given as a funtion of redshift. In many ases

the solutions are given in analytial form. The ompendium an be

found on the WEB

3

.

2.3.1 VIRMOS deep survey

People involved: Bardelli, Cappi, Origlia, Pozzetti, Zamorani, Zua.

The Bologna Astronomial Observatory is part of the Consor-

tium for the ESO-VLT Instrument VIRMOS (Visual Infra{Red Multi{

Objet Spetrograph).

The visual spetrograph will be shipped to Chile in the �rst half

of 2001 and after a few months of ommissioning and testing will be

operational at the beginning of 2002. A ouple of years later also the

infrared spetrograph will be operational.

The huge multiplex apabilities of the two spetrographs will allow

to assemble redshifts of large samples of faint galaxies. The Consor-

tium guaranteed time will be used to perform a deep redshift survey of

more than 10

5

galaxies seleted from both visual (B and I) and infrared

(K) de�ned samples. Given the large number of expeted redshift mea-

surements [about 100,000 galaxies from the wide survey (16 sq.deg.)

and about 50,000 galaxies from the deep survey (1 sq.deg.)℄ and the

expeted redshift overage (up to z � 2, with a median redshift in

the interval 0.6 - 0.9), this survey will allow to determine with exel-

lent statistis the evolution with redshift of the luminosity funtions

in di�erent bands for eah galaxy type. Some of the ruial issues

whih will therefore be possible to address from these data are: a)

detailed tests of the preditions of various models of galaxy evolution

(e.g. hierarhial versus monolithi models); b) preise estimates, on

3

http://boas5.bo.astro.it/�deruiter/osmo/
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the basis of a single sample with well understood seletion riteria, of

the star formation history up to at least z � 2; ) studies of the still

unertain nature of the extremely red galaxies (EROS), determining

whih fration of them is atually assoiated to old elliptial galaxies

at high redshift and whih fration is assoiated with dusty starburst

galaxies.

As a by-produt, sine no morphologial seletion will be applied to

the objets to be observed, this survey, with its expeted � 1000 AGNs

down to I� 24.0, will allow the study of the optial luminosity funtion

and evolution of the faint (e.g. Seyfert-like) AGNs in a magnitude

range where the seletion of the AGN andidates with the standard

olor and morphologial riteria is very diÆult and, possibly, largely

inomplete.

The survey, whih will start in 2002, has already required a lot

of sienti� preparation. In the past years we have worked, together

with the other teams involved in the projet, in a number of ativities

needed to guarantee its suess. In partiular we have signi�antly

ontributed to the following issues:

� de�nition of the main sienti� goals and of the observing strat-

egy;

� partiipation to telesope time requests to ESO to obtain the

needed photometri data in the U and K bands;

� de�nition of the data management and implementation of the

survey database;

� development of software for the sienti� data analysis.

Cappi is also examining how to disriminate between osmologial

models from redshift surveys, in partiular using the Alok-Pazynski

geometrial test and the statistis of gravitational lensing, with a fous

on \quintessene" models (Cappi 2001, submitted).

2.3.2 K20 Redshift Survey

People involved at OAB: Mignoli, Pozzetti, Zamorani.

Bologna Observatory partiipates, with the observatories of Aretri,

ESO and Rome, to an ESO VLT Large Program (PI Cimatti (OAA)),
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Figure 6: FORS2 spetrum of a z=1.7 galaxy in the K20 survey.
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whih started in 1999. This program (alled K20

4

) aims at deriving the

redshift distribution of a sample omplete at K < 20, i.e. about 500

galaxies seleted from a sub-area of the Chandra Deep Field (CDF)

and from a �eld around the quasar 0055-2659 (z=3.7). Seventeen VLT

nights have been alloated to this projet over a period of two years.

The survey makes use of both optial(FORS1/FORS2) and near-IR

(ISAAC) spetrosopy. The main sienti� goal is to ompare the

observed redshift distribution with the preditions of the galaxy for-

mation models in order to obtain stringent lues on the formation and

evolution of the present-day massive galaxies. The main byproduts

are: the K-band luminosity funtion, the spetral properties of a large

number of galaxies, the lustering properties of galaxies, the fration

of AGN in K-seleted samples, the improvement and the alibration

of the photometri redshift tehnique. The observations have been

ompleted in 2000 and provided spetra of about 90% of the galaxies

down to a ompleteness level of about K < 20. The last observations

have been arried out using spetrograph FORS2 at the VLT-UT2,

using for the �rst time the mask-utting mahine provided by the

VIRMOS onsortium. The use of the VIRMOS-like masks instead of

usual slitlets, has allowed us to reah a greater multiplex gain: during

the last run we have been able to observe up to 60 objets simulta-

neously with a single mask. Moreover, a relatively new observational

tehnique for optial spetrosopy (alled "slow beam swithing") has

been used, whih has permitted to reah an exeptional quality in the

removal of the sky bakground, of paramount importane in the ase

of spetrosopy of extremely weak objets (R=24-25). The data re-

dution and analyses are urrently in progress, arried out in parallel

at Bologna and Aretri, with the goal to obtain a perentage as high

as possible (> 90%) in the determination of the redshifts of the survey

objets. Moreover, in Bologna we have developed a software to reon-

strut the K-band luminosity funtion from the spetro-photometri

atalog down to redshift � 1 and have analyzed some galaxy pure

luminosity evolution models to predit the redshift distribution to be

ompared with the observations, taking into aount the inuene and

the unertainties in di�erent parameters (the osmologial parameters

and the loal luminosity funtion) as well as the surfae brightness se-

letion e�ets.

4

http://www.aretri.astro.it/�k20/
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2.3.3 The ESO slie projet

People involved at OAB: Cappi, Merighi, Mignoli, Stirpe, Zamorani,

Zua.

The ESO Slie Projet (ESP) is a galaxy redshift survey performed

at the ESO 3.6m telesope, whih produed a omplete sample of

� 3500 galaxy spetra with b

J

� 19:4 over an area of � 25 square

degrees: the projet (P.I. Vettolani, CNR Bologna) is the result of

an international ollaboration in whih the Bologna Observatory is

deeply involved.

This projet produed a number of papers in the last years and

during the year 2000 the analysis of the survey has been ompleted:

the �nal results are mainly related to the lustering properties of ESP

galaxies. The orrelation funtion has been omputed [Guzzo et al.

(the ESP team), 2000, A&A 355, 1℄ both in redshift- and in real-spae,

�nding:

� a general onsisteny with the results from other surveys;

� the presene of a \shoulder" with respet to a simple extrapola-

tion of the anonial power-law shape for r > 5 h

�1

Mp;

� a luminosity segregation e�et, with brighter galaxies (M <

�20:5) a fator 2 more lustered than fainter objets.

These results have been on�rmed also by the more general luster-

ing analysis performed estimating the power spetrum of ESP galaxies

(Carretti, Bertoni, Messina, Zua, Guzzo, 2001, MNRAS in press).

Further information about ESP an be found on the WEB

5

.

2.3.4 Radio observations of the ESP Survey

People involved at OAB: De Ruiter.

The whole � 25 square degree region of the ESO Slie Projet

was observed at 20 m with the Australia Telesope Compat Array,

using the mosaiing tehnique (Prandoni, ..., de Ruiter, et al. 2000,

paper I: A&AS, 146, 31; paper II: A&AS, 146,41; paper III: A&A, 365,

392; paper IV: 2001, A&A, in press). The resulting radio atalogue

5

http://boas5.bo.astro.it/�appi/esokp.html
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(ATESP) ontains about 3000 radio soures down to a 20 m ux

limit of � 0:4 mJy. The radio data are now being used for various

purposes: i) determining the radio properties of ESP galaxies (e.g.

radio luminosity funtion of various types of galaxies), ii) deep radio

soure ounts and optial identi�ation of ATESP soures, iii) detailed

optial studies of smaller seleted areas: at present a sample of almost

70 objets, omplete down to I = 19:0, has been observed at ESO, and

spetrosopi data are available for all objets. It is planned to extend

the spetrosopy to muh fainter magnitudes in the near future, using

the VLT. New radio observations (10�12 hours) of the ESP region

were done at 6 m with the ATCA in the Fall 2000; the new data

will provide spetral index information for a very large sample of faint

radio soures.

2.3.5 Bright galaxies from WENSS

People involved at OAB: De Ruiter, Stirpe.

The Westerbork Northern Sky Survey has mapped the sky (above

delination +30

o

) at 325 MHz (and is omplementary to the NVSS

survey at 20 m made by the VLA). The overall atalogue ontains

about 200000 radio soures with ux density above 15 mJy. Work

is in progress at Bologna Observatory to extrat from the WENSS

atalogue all radio soures assoiated with \bright" (i.e. m

r

< 16:5)

galaxies. All automati proedures used in the extration proess have

now been tested, and a preliminary list of about 4000 WENSS bright

galaxies is now available.

2.3.6 X{ray Surveys

People involved at OAB: Ciliegi, Comastri, Mignoli, Vignali.

The BeppoSAX \High Energy Llarge Area Survey" (HELLAS) has

surveyed several tens of square degrees of the sky in the 5{10 keV band

down to a ux limit of about 5 � 10

�14

erg m

�2

s

�1

. The �nal sample

onsists of 147 soures. The soure surfae density of � 17 � 6 deg

�2

at the survey limit orresponds to a resolved fration of the hard X{

ray bakground (XRB) of the order of 20{30 %. The extrapolation

of the HELLAS logN{logS towards fainter uxes with an Eulidean

slope is onsistent with the more sensitive (a fator 20) XMM{Newton
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measurements in the same band. The number ounts are also onsis-

tent with AGN synthesis model preditions. A sizeable fration of

the HELLAS soures are haraterized by hard spetra, as an be

judged from the hardness ratio analysis, suggesting the presene of

intrinsi absorption. In order to extend the spetral overage for the

HELLAS soures a omprehensive study of their soft X{ray properties

has been arried out using arhival ROSAT and ASCA observations.

Not surprisingly the average spetra of HELLAS soures are harder

than those inferred from soft X{ray seleted samples implying signif-

iant absorption. On the other hand the high detetion rate (2/3) in

the soft X{ray band suggests that soft (additional) omponents are

ommon among hard X{ray seleted objets.

The High Energy Large Area survey has been extended making use

of Chandra and XMM{Newton data. The approah is omplementary

to deep penil beam surveys (Giaoni et al. 2001, Hasinger et al.

2001) in that a di�erent portion of the luminosity{redshift plane is

overed. In order to understand the nature of the hard X{ray soures

several multiwavelength (radio, sub{mm, optial and near infrared)

follow{up programs have been or are being arried out. The most

interesting observational results indiate that the optial and X{ray

properties of X{ray obsured AGN are di�erent from what one would

expet (i.e. narrow line AGN), espeially at high redshift and/or lu-

minosities where several hard X{ray soures are identi�ed with broad

line quasars. These properties an be explained by an extreme value

of their dust to gas ratio or if the X{ray absorber is within the Broad

Line Region. Another interesting result obtained thanks to the un-

preedented positional auray of Chandra is the disovery of X{ray

emitting optially faint galaxies. The relatively high X{ray to opti-

al luminosity ratio suggests the presene of an ative nuleus. The

emerging piture indiates that the hard X{ray population ontribut-

ing to the XRB appears to be haraterized by a wider range of X{ray

and optial properties than previously thought, and that other pa-

rameters, besides the nulear absorption, are required for a omplete

desription of its properties.

2.3.7 The ELAIS Survey

People involved at OAB : Ciliegi, Mignoli, Pozzi, Zamorani.
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ELAIS is a large European projet, involving 19 di�erent insti-

tutes, aimed at studying the nature and evolution of the extragalati

soures deteted by the Infrared Spae Observatory (ISO) in a se-

leted area of the sky (overing 12 sq. deg.). Within this projet, in

ollaboration with Gruppioni (OAPd), we have developed a new data

redution tehnique for ISOCAM LW data and have applied it to the

ELAIS LW3 (15 �m) observations in the southern hemisphere (the

�elds alled S1 and S2, overing respetively 2

Æ

� 2

Æ

and 21

0

� 21

0

).

The 15 �m data have been redued and analyzed using the LARI

tehnique, desribed in detail by Lari, Pozzi, Gruppioni et al. (2000).

With this data redution method, we have obtained two samples of

462 and 31 soures respetively in S1 and S2, with S

15�m

� 5� and in

the ux range 0.45 { 150 mJy. The fainter soures have been deteted

in S2 and in the entral raster of S1 (S1 5), whose images have been

obtained by ombining respetively four and three single observations

entered on the same position. The data redution and analysis in

S2 will be presented in the paper by Pozzi, Ciliegi, Gruppioni et al.

(2001, in preparation), while the soure atalogue in S1 and the rel-

ative parameter errors have been presented and disussed by Lari,

Pozzi, Gruppioni et al. (2000).

From this data, we have obtained the 15 �m extragalati soure

ounts. The roughly 500 soures onsidered between about 0.45 and

150 mJy guarantee a high statistial signi�ane of the integral and

di�erential soure ounts in the previously unovered ux range be-

tween the IRAS and the Deep ISOCAM Surveys. The bright part of

the ELAIS ounts is in agreement with the hypothesis of no evolution,

while the fainter end shows a strong departure from no evolution mod-

els at about 2 mJy and an inrease with super-Eulidean slope down

to �0.4 mJy. This is in agreement with the results from ISOCAM

Deep/Ultra-Deep Surveys, although our ounts are slightly lower and

our faint end slope is somewhat steeper than the ounts drawn by

these surveys. If all the 15 �m soures would be star-forming radio

emitters, they would start dominating the sub-mJy 1.4 GHz ounts at

uxes S

1:4 GHz

< 100 - 150 �Jy, as suggested also by optial identi�-

ations of radio soures. The results of this work will be presented in

a paper (Gruppioni, Lari, Pozzi et al., 2001) in an advaned stage of

preparation.

Moreover, in May 2000, we performed an optial spetrosopi

survey of the radio and ISOCAM ELAIS soures in the norther hemi-

sphere. As part of an International Time Programme and in ollab-
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oration with other member of the ELAIS Consortium, we obtained

8 nights with the multi-�bres instrument WYFFOS at the William

Hershel Telesope. We obtained a total of 523 optial spetra (321

radio soures and 202 ISOCAM soures). The data redution is still in

progress. However a preliminary data analysis allowed us to identify

the �rst hyperluminous infrared galaxy in the ELAIS area. This objet

has been deteted by ISO at 6.7, 15 and 90 miron and is found to be

(as on�rmed by our optial spetrosopy) a broad-line , radio quiet

quasar at redshift z=1.099. On the basis of a detailed model �t of the

spetral energy distribution, we argue that the large IR luminosity

(L

IR

� 1:2 � 10

13

L

�

) arises in about equal parts from reproessing

of nulear radiation by the dust torus and from a irumnulear star-

burst. No evidene for lens magni�ation exist at this stage (Moriel

et al. 2000).

2.3.8 Deep Extragalati Surveys in the Marano Field

People involved at OAB: Mignoli, Zamorani.

The Marano Field is a southern sky area extensively surveyed in

the optial (by means of multiolor imaging, slitless and slit spe-

trosopy, variability), in the X-rays (with a ROSAT � 60 kse integra-

tion) and in the radio band [with the ATCA radio telesope (S

lim

=0.2

mJy) at 1.4 and 2.4 GHz℄. Inluding the reently performed ISO ob-

servations and the inoming XMM deep pointing, it is one of the best

studied regions of the sky at all wavelengths.

The existing observations have already provided:

� 70 spetrosopially on�rmed AGNs with B

J

� 22:5 (Zitelli,

Mignoli, Zamorani, Marano & Boyle 1992, MNRAS, 256, 349).

� A omplete sample of 50 X-ray soures with S

x

> 3:7�10

�15

erg-

m

�2

s

�1

, one of the deepest existing surveys at these wavelengths.

Of these, 84% have been optially identi�ed (Zamorani, Mignoli, et

al., 1999, A&A, 346, 731). AGNs are by far the dominant lass of

ounterparts of these X-ray soures, representing 71% of the optial

identi�ations obtained. This is onsistent with the ROSAT data in

the Lokman �eld, whih have shown that at the faintest ux level

reahed by these observations about 70-80% of the soft X-ray bak-

ground is resolved into disrete soures (Hasinger, . . . , Zamorani 1998,

A&A, 329, 482) and about 3/4 of the identi�ations obtained so far are

with lassial broad-line AGNs (Shmidt, . . . , Zamorani 1998, A&A,
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329, 495; Lehmann, . . . , Zamorani 1999, A&A, 354, 35). It is interest-

ing to note that, while most of these X-ray seleted AGNs would have

been seleted as AGN andidates also on the basis of their optial ol-

ors and morphology, about 10-15% of them would have been missed

by a pure optial seletion, either beause lassi�ed as extended or

beause their olors are not di�erent from stellar olors. Both these

inompletenesses tend to beome more serious at the faintest sampled

magnitudes. This is on�rmed also by the spetrosopi identi�a-

tions of the X-ray soures in the Lokman �eld, where a number of

the spetra of the faintest AGNs show a substantial ontribution from

ontinuum of the underlying galaxy. These data suggest that only a

ombined multiwavelength approah an provide a omplete ensus of

all AGNs at faint magnitudes.

� A deep radio sample for whih � 63% of optial photometri

identi�ations and 50% of spetrosopi identi�ations, at typially

R

lim

< 23, were obtained (Gruppioni, Mignoli, Zamorani 1999, MN-

RAS, 304, 1999); these are the highest identi�ation frations avail-

able so far in literature for sub-mJy radio samples. This work has

suggested that the identi�ation ontent of the sub-mJy radio soures

may be strongly dependent on the magnitude limit of the spetrosopi

follow-up. While at bright magnitude (B<22.5) most of the optial

ounterparts are star-forming galaxies, at fainter magnitudes most of

the optial ounterparts appear to be early-type galaxies, probably

ontaining low luminosity AGNs. As a onsequene, any onlusion

on the ontent of the sub-mJy population based on samples with a

large spetrosopi inompleteness does neessarily require signi�ant

and unertain extrapolations of evolutionary models for the di�erent

lasses of optial ounterparts.

� A deep optial multiolor atalogue of an area of about 0.15

sq.deg. in the same sky region, has been obtained through CCD pho-

tometry at the ESO NTT telesope in the past years. From this ata-

log faint quasar andidates with magnitudes up toB = 23:5�24:0 were

seleted. A signi�ant fration of these andidates has been observed

spetrosopially with FORS1 at the VLT. The analysis of these data

suggests that the eÆieny of AGN seletion based on the standard

riteria (olors + morphology) dereases signi�antly at B > 23.0. At

these magnitude most of the UV seleted, point{like objets turn out

to be extremely ompat narrow emission line galaxies at z � 0.6 - 1.2,

with the lassial broad line AGNs being only about 20% of the total

number of andidates. These new data will allow to �rmly estimate
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the surfae density of AGNs at B�23.5, where very few data exist,

and to test at fainter magnitudes the existing models of luminosity

funtion and evolution, whih have now been �rmly established on

the basis of large samples (2dF survey) limited at B � 21.

� In the ourse of the last year new photometri data have been ob-

tained: using the WFI (Wide Field Imager) operating at the 2.2m ESO

telesope, the Marano Field has been observed in �ve optial bands

(UBVRI) in a more wide region, approximately 30x30 sq.armin. The

�eld of view inludes nearly the totality of the region overed by the

XMM-Newton observations and therefore it will allow to identify a

large fration of X{ray soures until ux levels up to now largely un-

explored, at least in the hard X{ray band. The data redution is

urrently in progress.

2.3.9 The ROSAT Deep Survey in the Lokman Hole

People involved at OAB: Pozzetti, Zamorani.

The ROSAT Deep Surveys (RDS), in the diretion of the Lokman

Hole, is the most sensitive X-ray survey performed with the ROSAT

satellite. About 70-80% of the X-ray bakground has been resolved

into disrete soures and a nearly omplete optial identi�ation of

the RDS has shown that the great majority of the soure are AGNs.

Bologna observatory is involved in this projet in ollaboration with

Hasinger (Astrophysikalishes Institut Potsdam) and others.

An extension of the the ROSAT Deep Surveys (RDS) to fainter

uxes is the ROSAT Ultra Deep Surveys (UDS). The UDS reahes

a ux levels of 1:2 � 10

�15

erg m

�2

s

�1

, a level 4.6 fainter than the

RDS. A nearly omplete spetrosopi sample of 94 X-ray soures

based on low-resolution Kek spetra has been obtained: the majority

are broad emission line AGNs (type I), 11% are groups and lusters

of galaxies, while six X-ray soures remain spetrosopially uniden-

ti�ed. Optial/near-IR photometry with Kek indiates in 3 out of

6 the presene of an obsured AGN. Assuming that the spetral en-

ergy distribution in the optial/near-IR is due to stellar proesses,

their photometri redshift are in the range 1:2 < z

ph

< 2:7; these

objets ould belong to the long-sought population of type 2 QSOs,

whih are predited by the AGN synthesis models of X-ray bakground

(Lehmann, ..., Zamorani, ..., Pozzetti et al. 2001).

The eastern lobe of the unusual double-lobed extended X-ray soure
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RX J105343+5735 is on�rmed to be a massive luster at high redshift.

Deep optial (Kek and CFH) and near-IR imaging (Kek+NIRC)

have revealed a galaxy overdensity around the two peaks of the X-ray

emission, with a signi�ant exess of red galaxies (R � K > 5) with

olors typial of elliptial galaxies at z > 1. We have applied our soft-

ware for photometri redshift to the V;R; I; J;K data for the galaxies

in this area. This revised version of the software uses a omplete set

of theoretial syntheti spetra (Bruzual & Charlot 1998), The mean

photometri redshift derived for this sample is hz

ph

i = 1:26 and the

dispersion is �(z

ph

) = 0:13. A Kek NIRSPEC spetrum of one of the

bright entral galaxies in this luster shows a narrow H� emission line

at 1.485 mirons, yielding a redshift of 1.263. The [O II℄ �3727

�

A line

from the gravitationally lensed ar is also deteted, giving a redshift of

2.577 for the lensed galaxy and on�rming prior measurements. The

similarity of olors for the galaxies in the two X-ray lobes suggests that

also the western lobe is at z = 1:26. This system may thus represent

a pair of lusters in the proess of merging (Thompson, Pozzetti, ...,

Zamorani et al. 2001, in preparation).

2.3.10 Extremely red objets

People involved at OAB: Pozzetti, Zamorani.

A projet aimed at studying the nature of the Extremely Red Ob-

jets (EROs) has been ontinued in ollaboration with Cimatti (OAA)

Daddi (Univ. Firenze) and Mannui (CNR-CAISMI, Firenze). The

EROs are de�ned in terms of their very red optial-to-near IR olors

(as R-K>5 or I-K>4). Originally this seletion was aimed at selet-

ing old (> 1 Gyr) passively evolving elliptial galaxies at intermediate

redshift (1<z<2), but it was soon disovered that young star-forming

dusty galaxies an show similar olors and therefore be seleted in the

same surveys. It is ruial to better understand the relative ontri-

bution of these two populations to the EROs, beause this an put

important onstraints on the models of galaxy formation.

We have studied additional ways for disriminating between the

two possible populations both in the framework of the stellar pop-

ulation synthesis models and by using observed spetra (Pozzetti &

Mannui 2000). We have found that old elliptials and dusty star-

bursts are expeted to show di�erent olors in the (I-K) vs. (J-K)

diagram for the redshift range 1<z<2, providing thus a useful tool
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to lassify EROs in large samples up to K<20. This is mainly due

to the fat that old galaxies at these redshifts have a strong 4000

�

A

break at � < 1:2�m (J band), while dusty galaxies show a smoother

spetral energy distributions and therefore redder J-K olors. The se-

letion riterion has been also ompared with the properties of EROs

of known nature. In addition, we have shown that this olor seletion

riterion is also useful to separate the EROs from brown dwarf stars

showing similar optial-to-IR olors.

We have moreover presented the results of a wide{�eld survey (701

armin

2

) for EROs, the widest so far, based onKs andR band imaging

(Daddi et al. 2000). The survey is 85% omplete toKs � 18:8 over the

whole area and to Ks � 19:2 over 447.5 armin

2

. A omplete sample

of about 400 EROs with R�Ks >5 was seleted. The distribution of

the EROs on the sky is strongly inhomogeneous, being haraterized

by over densities and large voids. We deteted at the 8� level a strong

lustering signal of the EROs whih is about an order of magnitude

larger than the lustering of the K-seleted �eld galaxies in the same

magnitude range. A smooth trend of inreasing lustering amplitude

with the R�Ks olor is observed. These results are strong evidene

that the largest fration of EROs is omposed of high{z elliptials,

of whih we detet for the �rst time the z > 1 large sale struture

lustering signal. We show how the surfae density variations of the

ERO population found in our survey an explain the highly disrepant

results obtained so far on the density of z > 1 elliptials.

2.3.11 Extragalati Bakground Light

People involved at OAB: Ciliegi, Comastri, Pozzetti.

I. The Optial/IR Extragalati Bakground Light

In ollaboration with Madau (IoA, Cambridge), Pozzetti has inves-

tigated the onstraints imposed by the observed extragalati bak-

ground light (EBL) on the osmi history of star formation and the

stellar mass density today. The umulative emission from young and

evolved galati systems, as well as from AGNs, is reorded in this

radiation. From galaxy number ounts in the UV to K bands (inlud-

ing the Southern Hubble Deep Field) a lower limit to the optial EBL

of about 15 nW m

�2

sr

�1

was derived, omparable to the intensity

of the far-IR bakground from COBE data (Madau & Pozzetti 2000,
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Figure 7: The overall osmi energy density spetrum (�I

�

vs. �): a

ompilation of most reent datasets, from mirowave to high energy

gamma rays.

Pozzetti & Madau 2000). A lower limit of 
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sr

�1

;
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. Assuming a

standard blak hole aretion model for quasar ativity and using re-

ent observations of the quasar population and new synthesis models

for the osmi X{ray bakground, we estimate a present mass density

of QSO remnants of �

BH

� 3 � 10

5

M

�

Mp

�3

for a 10% eÆieny

of areted mass{to{radiation onversion. The quasar ontribution

to the brightness of the night sky is I

QSO

� 2nW m

�2

sr

�1

(Madau,

Haardt & Pozzetti 2000).

II. X{ray and FIR bakground
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Comastri investigated AGN synthesis models for the X{ray bak-

ground, making use of the most reent data obtained by the �rst

deep XMM{Newton and Chandra surveys omplemented by shallower,

larger area BeppoSAX and ASCA surveys. Even though there is a

relatively good agreement between model preditions and the present

observational onstraints a oherent self{onsistent piture has yet to

be reahed. The major problem is the disrepany between the predi-

tions of those models omputed assuming the most up{to{date results,

and the high energy (> 2 keV) soure ounts. In order to reprodue

the high energy ounts measured by BeppoSAX and XMM{Newton,

a large fration of highly absorbed (logN

H

= 23{24 m

�2

), luminous

(L

X

> 10

44

erg s

�1

) AGN is needed. A sizeable number of more heav-

ily obsured, Compton thik objets annot be ruled out but it is not

required to �t the ounts. The agreement between the model predited

absorption and luminosity distributions and the optial identi�ation

breakdown an be obtained only assuming that the X{ray lassi�a-

tion is deoupled from the optial one. The large variety in the opti-

al lassi�ation of faint X{ray obsured soures lend support to this

senario. As soon as sizeable samples of X{ray seleted soures will

be available thanks to the foreseen medium{deep and deep Chandra

and XMM{Newton surveys it will be possible to better onstrain the

AGN models parameter spae. The synthesis model for the XRB has

been adopted to estimate the AGN ontribution to the far infrared

bakground. A detailed analysis of the multiwavelength properties

of X{ray seleted soures allowed to estimate their broad band spe-

tral energy distribution as a funtion of the absorbing olumn density.

The results indiate that the soures of the hard XRB do not provide

a signi�ant ontribution at longer wavelengths with the exeption

of heavily obsured Compton thik objets whih might onstitute a

sizeable fration of the far{infrared sub{mm bakground.

III. FIRBACK

Ciliegi is involved in the FIRBACK (Far Infrared BACKground)

survey, whih is one of the deepest surveys arried out at 170 miron

with ISOPHOT onboard ISO, and is aimed at the study of the stru-

ture of the Cosmi Far Infrared Bakground. During the year 2000,

a work with the analysis of resolved soures has been presented. 196

galaxies with ux S> 3� (� = 45 mJy) are deteted in the area of
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3.89 square degrees. Counts of soures with ux S> 4� present a

steep slope of 3.3 � 0.6 on a di�erential logN-logS plot between 180

and 500 mJy. This strong evolution ompared with a slope of 2.5 from

Eulidean geometry is in line with model implying a strong evolving

Luminous Infrared Galaxy population. The resolved soures aount

for less than 10 per ent of the Cosmi Infrared Bakground at 170

miron, whih is expeted to be resolved into soures in the 1 to 10

mJy range (Dole et al. 2000).

2.4 Galaxy lusters and large-sale struture

2.4.1 The Shapley Conentration

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Zamorani, Zua.

A long term projet in whih the extragalati group is involved is

the multiwavelength study of the Shapley Conentration, the rihest

superluster in the nearby Universe. This study is devoted to investi-

gate the e�et of the environment and of the merging phenomena on

the physis of lusters and on their galaxy population. In partiular,

the entral part of superluster are ideal laboratories where to study

dynamial proesses, given the higher peuliar veloities indued by

the density exess.

The main results of this work in the year 2000 are:

� The geometry, extension, mass and overdensity of the struture

were determined, allowing a omparison with the theoretial pre-

ditions of di�erent galaxy formation senarios: the existene of

the Shapley Conentration is onsistent only with �CDM or

open CDM models (Bardelli et al. 2000, MNRAS 312, 540).

� In order to explore the e�et of luster merging on the spe-

tral properties of the galaxy population, a Prinipal Component

Analysis tehnique was applied to a sample of about 2000 spe-

tra (Baldi, Bardelli & Zua 2001, MNRAS in press). Analyzing

the spetral type distribution as a funtion of the loal density,

previously determined (Bardelli, Zua & Baldi 2001, MNRAS

320, 387), it has been onluded that the merging phenomenon

was not able to substantially modify the morphology-density re-

lation. Moreover these results are onsistent with the literature
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Figure 8: Complex of merging lusters in the ore of the Shapley

onentration.

laims that the star formation rate in luster is lowered with

respet to the �eld.

� A wide radio survey was performed on the two strutures formed

by interating lusters (the A3558 omplex and the A3528 om-

plex), whih dominate the ore of the Shapley Conentration,

�nding that in the A3558 luster omplex the merging \swithed

o�" the radio soures, produing a lak of radio galaxies (Ven-

turi, Bardelli et al. 2000, MNRAS 314, 594). On the on-

trary, the luminosity funtion of radio galaxies in the A3528

luster omplex is onsistent with that of normal lusters (Ven-

turi, Bardelli et al. 2001, MNRAS in press). The onlusion is

that the di�erent behavior in the two omplexes is due to the age

of the merging: the A3558 omplex is in an advaned merging

stage, while the A3528 omplex is a young merging event.

� In order to investigate the link between radio and X-ray prop-

erties in merging lusters, ROSAT and Beppo-SAX maps of

lusters in the Shapley Conentration were analyzed (Ettori,

Bardelli, ..., Zamorani, Zua 2000, MNRAS 318, 239) and the

physial parameters (temperature, gas distribution and metalli-
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ity) of the interluster medium were derived. Using two Beppo-

SAX pointed observations, we studied the region in the A3558

omplex where a shok is expeted, �nding no evidene of re-

gions with enhaned temperature, indiating that the gas is in

the expansion phase and thus reinforing the hypothesis that the

A3558 omplex is an old merging (Bardelli et al. 2001, MNRAS

submitted).

Further information about this projet an be found on the WEB

6

.

2.4.2 The distribution of galaxies as a funtion of luminosity

People involved at OAB: Cappi.

Cappi, in ollaboration with Benoist, da Costa (ESO), and Mauro-

gordato (Obs. Côte d'Azure), has analyzed the statistial properties

of the galaxy distribution with the SSRS2 atalogue (da Costa et al.

1994). He has also analysed the galaxy lustering in the ESO Slie

Projet (Guzzo et al. 2000). These works have learly shown the bi-

asing in the distribution of galaxies as a funtion of their luminosity.

Presently Cappi is studying the environment of the most luminous

galaxies, whih show a orrelation length omparable to lusters, but

seem to reside in \Loal Group-like" systems (Cappi et al. 2001, in

preparation).

2.4.3 Optially seleted galaxy lusters with z� 1

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Zua.

From the wide angle multiolor ESO Imaging Survey (EIS), a sam-

ple of few hundreds of galaxy luster andidates have been extrated,

using both mathed �lter algorithms and olor sliing tehniques. The

estimated redshift range of these andidates has a tail reahing z � 1:3.

This sample will allow to determine the strutural parameters and the

galaxy population harateristis of luster of di�erent rihness in a

wide range of redshifts (Da Costa et al. 2001, pro. of ESO workshop

on Deep Field, in press).

A great e�ort has been undertaken in order to have a spetrosopi

on�rmation of a subsample of these EIS lusters.

6

http://boas5.bo.astro.it/�bardelli/shapley/shapley new.html
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Candidates in the range 0:2 < z < 0:6 have been observed with

the EFOSC2 spetrograph at the ESO 3.6m telesope (Ramella et al.

2000, A&A 360, 861; Biviano et al., in preparation), testing at the

same time various strategies for seleting luster members, as the use

of photometri redshifts and olor{magnitude relations for early-type

galaxies.

For lusters in the redshift range 0:7 < z < 0:9, the observations

have been performed with the use of the FORS1 and FORS2 spetro-

graphs at the VLT, obtaining more than 500 spetra: data are in the

redution phase.

For the farthest objets (z � 1), time on the VIMOS Integral Field

Unity at the VLT has been alloated for 2001.

2.4.4 Galaxy lusters and large-sale struture

People involved at OAB: Bardelli, Cappi, Zua.

Cappi is involved in a projet with researhers at the Observatoire

de la Côte d'Azur (Maurogordato, Benoist, Ferrari, Slezak) and at

the CEA/CEN in Salay (Arnaud, Sauvageot), aiming at a ombined

optial and X{ray study of galaxy and gas dynamis in a seleted sam-

ple of galaxy lusters. This projet is based on optial observations at

the ESO 3.6m and CFHT telesopes, and on X-ray observations with

ASCA and ROSAT, and with Chandra and XMM. A number of results

have been obtained with A521, a omplex, relatively rih luster at

z � 0:25, in the middle of two �lamentary strutures, with on{going

merging (Maurogordato et al. 2000). New spetrosopi observations

have reently inreased the number of known redshifts, giving a de-

tailed map of the substrutures and dynamis of this omplex system,

while more imaging and spetrosopi observations are sheduled in

2001, in order to study the star-forming galaxies in the luster and

their distribution. A dynamial study is urrently arried out also on

another, regular luster (A1413).

Bardelli, Cappi and Zua, in ollaboration with researhers in

in Milan and Padua (De Grandi, Mosardini, et al.) are analyzing

BeppoSaX observations of two luster pairs in the Corona Borealis

Superluster; together with the available redshifts, it will be possible

to analyze the onsequenes of the merging event on the energetis,

internal struture and dynamis of lusters and the interplay between

the ambient density, the dark mass, the gas and the galaxy population.
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3 Numerial studies and software

development
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Shok di�ration on a sphere.
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: R. Bedogni, P. Londrillo, G. Parmeggiani;

� Fellows: E. Diolaiti.

3.1 Turbulene and numerial shemes

Involved people at OAB: Bedogni, Londrillo.

Bedogni, in ollaboration with Di Fazio (OAR) and Urpim (Univ.

St. Petersburg), onluded the study of the turbulene in a visous

uid ow around a sphere by means of numerial 2D simulations.

With the derived relation onneting the Reynolds number with the

drag funtion for various Mah numbers, it will be possible to ob-

tain a better desription of the proesses involved in galaxy and star

formation.

Bedogni and Londrillo are exploring numerially the development

of turbulene, in order to ompare the reliability of the most ommon

numerial shemes used for the solution of the hydrodynamial equa-

tions (as, for example, PPM Lagrangean and Eulerian shemes, high

order upwind shemes, and so on).

A 3D model for the study of propagation of irular polarized and

ar-polarized Alfven waves in hot and old plasmas has been analyzed

by Londrillo using numerial simulation. This study has been per-

formed in ollaboration with Velli and Del Zanna (OAA) and with

Grappin (Obs. de Meudon, Paris). Reports on this researh ativity

have been presented at the Meudon workshop on Astrophysial Plas-

mas (Meudon-15-26 May ) and at the 'Conferenza Nazionale Fisia

del Plasma' (Cetraro, September 20-23). Spei� results on the par-

allelization of the MHD ode developed by Londrillo and Del Zanna

have also been ahieved and presented at the Cinea Workshop on

Numerial astrophysis (Bologna, june 22).

Londrillo (in ollaboration with Ciotti, see also Setion 2.1), started

a numerial study of the equilibrium solution of the ollisionless Vlasov

equation desribing trunated toroidal density distributions. In par-

tiular, a numerial tehnique based on polynomial expansion and

Newton iteration has been implemented to solve eÆiently the assoi-

ated non{linear Poisson equation for the potential{density pair.
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Figure 9: The 'fast rotor' test for our high-order shok-apturing MHD

ode (Londrillo and Del Zanna, 2000), where a high-density disk spins

rapidly in an initially uniform magnetized plasma.
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Londrillo (in ollaboration with Ciotti and Nipoti (Univ. Bologna),

see also Setion 2.1) is involved in a detailed study of stability of

anisotropi models of Elliptial galaxies. He implemented and heked

the numerial tools neessary for the investigation of this problem (a

\tree-ode" and a \Partile-Mesh" sheme) have been

3.2 StarFinder

Involved people at OAB: Diolaiti, Parmeggiani.

StarFinder is a ode for high preision photometry and astrome-

try of rowded �elds, designed for well-sampled Adaptive Optis (AO)

images with high and low Strehl ratio. The reognition of the stars

and the determination of the photometry and astrometry are aom-

plished mathing the presumed stellar images with a numerial PSF

estimate, extrated diretly from the image. This strategy allows to

aount for the ompliated shape of the PSF, resulting from the resid-

ual atmospheri turbulene and various instrumental e�ets. The ode

has been suessfully applied to high Strehl AO images (e.g. Galati

Center observations taken by Rigaut et al. 1998) and to HST under-

sampled data whose spatial resolution has been enhaned by dithering

tehniques (the starburst galaxy NGC1569 and multi-wavelength ob-

servations of NGC1705). Tests on HST undersampled images of M80

and NGC288 indiate that the StarFinder performane on this kind of

data is only marginally worse than that of other methods. StarFinder

is written in IDL language and is provided with a graphial user in-

terfae, so that no knowledge of IDL is required. It has been tested

on Windows and Unix platforms supporting IDL v.5.0 or later. The

omputation time is proportional to the number of stars; the analysis

of a 368x368 images with about 1000 objets requires a few minutes on

a normal PC (Pentium Pro - 128Mb RAM - 650MHz). The pakage

and its tehnial doumentation are diretly available through World

Wide Web at the home page of the Bologna Observatory. The most

important future developments inlude the PSF spatial variation, both

in AO and seeing-limited observations, and a tehnique to handle un-

dersampled HST data.
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4 Instruments and Tehniques
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The pulsar data aquisition system of the Northern Cross Radiote-

lesope
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: N. D'Amio, L. Greggio, R. Merighi, V. Zitelli;

� Tehnial sta�: R. Mezzini, C. Ciattaglia, G. Innoenti, G. Bre-

goli, A. Marhesini, M. Lolli, P. Montegri�o.

4.1 Light Pollution

Involved people at OAB: Zitelli.

Sine 1999 Zitelli is involved in the astronomial site protetion.

After having settled a Tehnial Standard UNI10919 for the redution

of light pollution, to limit the upward sattered luminous ux emit-

ted by the lighting devies and de�ning the tehnial requirements

of lighting installations to that purpose, she has ontats with publi

administrations having to apply this standard.

4.2 Treatment of astronomial mirrors

Involved people at OAB: Ciattaglia, Mezzini, Zitelli.

A big e�ort was done in the last years to study the best tehniques

to remove old aluminum from astronomial mirrors, inreasing the

leanness of the glass surfae before the new aluminization with mini-

mum risk of hemial and/or mehanial damages. Initial experiments

using eximer pulsed laser to ablate old aluminum gave promising re-

sults but the tuning of pulse energy to avoid damages to the substrate

results so ritial, to be onsidered unrealisti in a operation like the

leaning of a very large mirror. After the deision to return to more

onventional hemial treatments, resulting in the seletion of an op-

timal proedure, a prototype of mirror washing mahine was built and

tested. It permits spraying the proper sequene of hemials on the

surfae to remove aluminum, lean, rinse and dry the surfae without

any diret mehanial ation on the surfae. An extrapolation of the

results of the experiments to 8m mirrors shows that quantities, uxes

and osts remain in aeptable limits: the proedure an therefore be

adopted as starting point for engineering a large dimensions mahine.
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At present, further experiments are onduted on small mirrors

with the surfae arti�ially ontaminated by di�erent kinds of dust,

simulating di�erent ambient.

4.3 TNG

Involved people at OAB: Zitelli.

Zitelli (with Ortolani from Padova, Manini from Napoli, and

Poreddu from Cagliari) is a omponent of a working group "site test-

ing" for the Telesopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG). At present, lose to

the Galileo site, there are the two towers for the meteo and seeing

monitoring. Analysis of the �rst data oming from the meteo tower

are in progress and the �rst results have been presented at the IAU

Tehnial workshop "Site 2000". Further experiments are in progress

to have a more omplete haraterization of the TNG site.

Zitelli and Ciattaglia (with Held from OAPd) are onduting the

�nal test on slit drilling mahine for low dispersion spetrograph at

the Galileo National Telesope. The mahine is now available to the

astronomers to obtain multi objets spetrosopy. This Multi Ob-

jets Mode is an extended apability omplementary to the real time

built-in multislit faility and will make possible to obtain simultane-

ous spetrosopy of many tens of objets over a useful �eld of 6x9.5

armin

2

.

4.4 The VLT Projet VIRMOS

Involved people at OAB: Bregoli, Lolli, Marhesini, Merighi, Monte-

gri�o.

The OAB is involved in the ESO-VLT Projet VIMOS. Aim of the

Projet is to deliver 2 spetrographs for the ESO-VLT. VIMOS is a

visible imaging spetrograph with outstanding multiplex apabilities,

allowing to take spetra of more than 800 objets in a 1x1 armin

area. NIRMOS is a near IR imaging spetrograph with a multiplex of

180 (10 arse slits), and allows spetrosopy of all objets in a 30x30

arse area. Together VIMOS and NIRMOS allow to get spetrosopy

from 0.37 to 1.8 mirons, with unsurpassed eÆieny for large surveys.

The OAB is mainly involved in the development of the imaging

and astrometri part of the DRS (Data Redution Software) and of
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the RTD (Real Time Display). DRS software must perform on-line

(pipeline sequene) and o�-line data analysis from raw data to fully

redued images (both diret imaging and spetra) while the RTD must

allow quik-look of the data and a minimal on-line data assessment

(see 8.8).

4.5 The Pulsar Projet

Involved people at OAB: D'Amio, Innoenti, Possenti, Sbarbati.

I. New pulsar data aquisition for the Mediina 32m dish

Involved people at OAB: D'Amio, Innoenti.

So far, pulsar observations at Bologna were performed using the E-

W arm of the Northern Cross radiotelesope. This is a transit instru-

ment, and while it is very useful for surveys, it has strong limitations

for further studies. So, for instane, in the ase of the milliseond pul-

sar disovered at the Cross, PSR J0030+0451 (D'Amio, 2000, 177th

IAU Colloquium) we needed to apply at Parkes in order to follow-

up this objet. Indeed, at Parkes we made interesting observations,

whih were the subjet of a undergraduate student projet (Niastro,

Nigro, D'Amio, Laumiella & Johnston, 2000, A&A in Press). This

onvined us of the utility to upgrade the 32m dish by installing a

pulsar data aquisition system.

II. BPMS: Bologna Pulsar Multiproessor System

Involved people at OAB: D'Amio, Possenti, Di Lua, Lolli.

The new-generation pulsar searh experiments in progress at Parkes

produe a huge amount of data. This is due to the relatively high time

resolution (125 or 250 �s) and frequeny resolution adopted (up to 512

hannels for the entre-beam, and up to 13x96=1248 hannels for the

multibeam). For instane, a typial integration on a single Globular

Cluster of 2.3 h, sampling the 512 hannels of the entre-beam at 125

�s, produes an array of 512 x 64Msamples = 32 Gsamples (4 GB,

paking the data at 1-bit/sample). In the multibeam survey of the

Galati plane, a typial integration of 35 min, sampling the 96 han-

nels of the 13 beams at 250 �s, produes a multidimensional dataset
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Figure 10: The new pulsar data aquisition system for the 32m dish.

The system is ontrolled by a PC based Lynux mahine and is designed

to operate at 20m. It onsists of a dual polarization 2x64 hannels

�lterbank (1MHz eah), a 128 hannels 1-bit digitizer, and a UT-

phased sampling generator. All the various hardware omponents have

been already built and tested, and we are now in the proess of writing

the online software, and should be able to initiate the observations

around May 2001.
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Figure 11: Multiproessor system dediated to the analysis of the

pulsar data in Bologna. In this system, full parallel performanes are

ahieved by segmenting the pulsar parameter spae into a number of

sub-volumes equal to the number of slave-proessors available. In this

way, performanes of up to several GFLOPS are ahieved.

ontaining 96 x 13 x 8Msamples = 10Gsamples (1.3 GB, paking the

data at 1-bit/sample). The total number of pointings required to om-

plete the survey (� 2600) orrespond to � 3 TBytes. It is lear that

supeomputing failities and exellent pipelines are required to pro-

ess these data. On the other hand, we proved these experiments to

be very suesful, with more than 600 new pulsars disovered during

the multibeam survey of the Galati plane, and a (still growing) large

number of binary milliseond pulsars disovered in globular lusters.

In order to mount an eÆient attak to the data proessing, at Bologna

we have designed and implemented a powerful multiproessor system

(Fig.8).

4.6 OmegaCAM projet

Involved people at OAB: Greggio.
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OmegaCAM is a wide �eld optial CCD amera whih will be

mounted on the VLT Survey Telesope (VST) on Paranal. The main

purpose of VST, a 2.6 m telesope whih is being built by the Os-

servatorio di Capodimonte and will be managed by ESO, is to arry

on long term surveys, and to provide targets for the VLT. Omega-

CAM will be equipped with a 16K�16K pixels CCD mosai, to over

a 1 square degree �eld of view, and is expeted to beome opera-

tive during the year 2002. The amera is built by a onsortium of

three European institutions and ESO. The instistutions are: Uni-

versitaets Sternwarte Muenhen (Germany), NOVA-Kapteyn Instu-

tuut Groningen (The Netherlands) and Osservatorio Astronomio di

Padova (Italy), eah oordinating the ativity of other institutes in

their home ountries whih are assoiated to the projet. Bologna

partiipates to the OmegaCAM projet with the ontribution of 1.5

man/year provided by Greggio, as responsible of the projet doumen-

tation.

In year 2000 the OmegaCAM projet has had a major develop-

ment, through the milestones of the Kik-O� meeting (April 7 and

8/2000 - Groeningen, NL), the Coneptual Design Review (July 7,

2000-Garhing, ESO) and the Preliminary Design Review (Deem-

ber 19, 2000-Garhing, ESO). A large amount of doumentation has

been released fot the Design Review, inluding plans, tehnial reports

and drawings. A few OmegaCAM team meetings have taken plae in

Munih and Goettingen. Most of the omuniation among the Con-

sortium members and the oÆial ommuniation towards ESO, has

been managed by Greggio, through the OmegaCAM WEB page at

the USM-Munhen.

4.7 FLAMES projet

Involved people at OAB: Caiari, Ferraro, Merighi, Rossetti.

The Bologna Observatory is member of an international onsor-

tium working on the onstrution of FLAMES. FLAMES is an instru-

ment faility for multi-objet spetrosopy under development at the

ESO. It onsist of several omponents: a Nasmyth orretor, a �ber

positioner, a �ber link to the UVES spetrograph, an high and in-

termediate resolution optial spetrograph (GIRAFFE) with its own

�bre system, a oordinating observing software, Flames OS, a future

intermediate resolution IR spetrograph. As part of the Ital-FLAMES
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onsortium, the OAB provides the Templates for FLAMES in all ob-

serving modes. This ativity is arried out by the ontrator Dr. Ros-

setti under the supervision of Ferraro and Merighi, in ollaboration

with personnel at ESO and the OA Trieste, and with the oordination

of the Ital-FLAMES onsortium P.I Caiari.
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5 Loiano observing site
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The 152 m telesope at the Loiano observing site
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: R. Merighi, V. Zitelli.

� Tehnial sta�: S. Bernabei, A. De Blasi, R. Gualandi, L. Fab-

broni, R. Mezzini, I. Muzi, P. Salomoni, G. Bregoli, C. Ciattaglia,

G. Innoenti, A. Marhesini.

Loiano, observing site of Bologna Observatory, is loated at 785 m

above sea level and is 37 km from Bologna. In Loiano are loated 3

buildings (two hosting the 152 m and 60 m and one the guest house),

and 23 hetares of wood. The person in harge of Loiano observing

site is Zitelli.

The 152 m telesope, dediated to G.D. Cassini, was built

by Reos and has been operating sine 1976. General desription of

Cassini telesope is given in table 1.

The main foal instruments presently available at the telesope

are:

1. A spetrograph/foal reduer: BFOSC (Bologna Faint Objet,

Spetrograph and amera), based on transmitting optis rang-

ing from 330 to 1100 nm. It is possible to hoose, as ollet-

ing devie, between two CCDs: (a) a new CCD amera EEV

1340x1300 or (b) a Thomson CCD 1024x1024 (as bakup sys-

tem).

There are two set of �lters available: a standard Johnson- Kron-

Couisins system and a Gunn system.

2. A "lassial", ooled, �ve olors Photoeletri Photometer

3. A two hannels photoeletri Photometer (3 olours).

BFOSC has been the most sheduled instrument, with about 80%

of the total alloated time, sine its exibility takes into aount the

meteo ondition of the Loiano site.

The 60m telesope was built in 1933 by Zeiss of Jena. It was

originally equipped with a photographi amera at the F/3 diret fo-

us. Reently it was modi�ed to a f/20 Cassegrain and is now perma-

nently used for photoeletri photometry.
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Table 1. Cassini telesope

Mount type English

Optial on�guration Rithey-Chretien

Main mirror diameter 152 m

Foal ratio (main mirror) F/3

Cassegrain fous equivalent foal length 1200 m

equivalent foal ratio F/8

sale 16.8 arse/mm

FOV 70 armin

5.1 Operations and use of 152 m

Involved people at OAB: Zitelli, Bernabei, De Blasi, Gualandi, Mezzini,

Muzi, Salomoni, Bregoli, Ciattaglia, Innoenti, Marhesini.

The 152m telesopeG.Cassini is available for about 350 nights/year,

but only about half of this time is really useful for observations, due

to weather onditions. The statistis of the last years is given in Table

2. Time is alloated every 6 months, starting in January and July,

avoiding exessive fragmentation of observing time, whih would be

ompatible with the typial weather ondition of the site. The resi-

dent sta� is omposed by 6 tehniians. See setion 8.6 for an updated

situation of the Loiano omputer faility. It is possible to have a pre

redution of the observations with a PC in a loal network with the PC

for the observations. MIDAS and IRAF pakages are also available.

5.2 Appliations to 152 m Telesope

1. Clementini, G., Tosi, M., Merighi, R., Bragaglia, A., Di

Fabrizio, L. (OAB): CCD photometry of RR Lyrae "anoma-

lous"

2. Giovannelli, F. (IAS-CNR) et al.: Spetrophotometri observa-

tions of X-ray binaries and interations with SNRs
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Table 2. Cassini Telesope { Nights used per year

nights/year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

used (t>50%) 118 106 122 105 98 110

used (t<50%) 27 26 19 41 22 38

used for test 10 37 32 58 33 15

not used (weather) 169 183 180 142 179 189

not used (tehnial) 4 3 1 10 4 1

not assigned 37 11 11 10 29 13

3. Israel, G.L. (OAR) et al.: Optial study of a sample of new X-ray

pulsators

4. Piioni, A. (Univ. Bologna) et al.: Photoeletri observations

of binary stars

5. Natta, A. and Gomez M.: Young stellar luster: large amplitude

variable stars

6. Foardi, P. (Univ. Bologna) et al.: A new sample of galaxy pairs

7. Silvotti, R.: WD and pre-WD seismology

8. Guarnieri, A. at al. (Univ. Bologna): Spetrophotometri obser-

vations of GRB and X Binaries

9. Tozzi G.P.: Polarimetry of omet LINEAR 1999 S4

10. Sarao P.: Evolutionary porperties of irregular galaxies

11. Negueruela, I. (ASI) et al.: Emission line stras in open lusters:

Be or pre-MS?

12. Pedani M.: imaging of Ultra steep spetrum soures from the

B3.2 survey

13. Terranegra, L. et al. (OAN): A spetrosopi study of IR triplet

of CaII in WTTS as stellar ativity index

14. Maroni, M. et al. (OAN):Instabilit�a pulsazionale nella fase di

presequenza: pulsano le stelle Herbig Ae?
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15. Polaro, V.F. (CNR/IAS): Identi�ation and spetrosopi study

of peuliar objets in open lusters

16. Gavazzi, G. (Brera) et al.: The determinations of 106 galaxies

redshifts in Virgo luster

� Appliation for undergraduate students of astrophysis:

1. Righini (OAA): 6 nights

2. Gavazzi (Brera): 10 nights

� Tests:

1. Silvotti, R. (OAN): TTCP photometer

5.3 Sienti� prodution involving the 152 m Tele-

sope

1. Zitelli, V., The brightness and olours of the Loiano sky, Mea-

suring and Modelling Light Pollution, Cinzano ed., MemSait

2000, 71, 193

2. Polaro, V.F. et al., Old spetral type stars in young lusters ,

MemSait 2000, in press

3. Polaro V.F., et al. 2000, Supernova 2000E in NGC6951, IAU

Cir., vol.7353B, p.1

4. Bernabei S., Marinoni S., Bartolini C., Guarnieri A., Piioni

A., and Masetti N., 2000, GRB000301C , GCN 571 (disovery

irular)

5. Santangelo et al. 2000, Supernova 2000BI in anonymous galaxy,

IAU Cir., vol.7398A, p.1

6. Santangelo et al. 2000, Supernova 2000BI in anonymous galaxy,

IAU Cir., vol.7398A, p.1

7. Bernabei, S. and Polaro, V.F., Old spetral type stars in young

lusters, Frasati workshop 1999, "The hanges in abundanes

in asymptoti giant branh stars".
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8. Piioni A., Bartolini C., Bernabei S., Bruni I., Galleti S., Gio-

vannelli F., Guarnieri A., Sabau-Graziati L., Silvotti R., Ulla

A., Valentini G., 2000, A pulsation episode from the sdB star

PG 0856+121, A&A,354L, 13

9. Bragaglia, A., Clementini, G., Di Fabrizio, L., Di Tomaso,

S., Merighi, R., Tosi, M., Ivans, I., Sneden, C., Wilhelm,

R., Smith H.A., 2000, Anomalous pulsation of �eld RR Lyrae

variables: photometri and spetrosopi study of CM Leo, BS

Com and CU Com, in IAU Coll. 176, "The Impat of Large

Sale Surveys on Pulsating Stars Researh", Eds. L.Szabados &

D. Kurtz, ASP Conf.Ser., Vol 203, p. 271

10. Bernabei, S. and Polaro, V.F. 2001, A searh for peuliar objets

in young open lustersI. New emission line and late spetral type

stars in NGC6871, A&A, 366, 817

11. Clementini, G., Di Tomaso, S., Di Fabrizio, L., Bragaglia,

A.,Merighi, R., Tosi, M., Carretta, E., Gratton, R.G., Ivans,

I.I., Kinard, A., Maroni, M., Smith, H.A., Wilhelm, R., Woodru�,

T., Sneden, C., 2000, CU Comae: A new �eld double-mode RR

Lyrae, the most metal poor disovered to data, Astron. J., 120,

2054

12. Masetti N., Bartolini C., Bernabei S., Guarnieri A., Palazzi E.,

Pian E., Piioni A., Castro-Tirado A.J., Castro Ceron J.M.,

Verdes-Montenegro L., Sagar R., Mohan V., Pandey A.K., Pandey

S.B., Bok H., Greiner J., Benetti S., Wijers R.A.M.J., Be-

skin G.M., Gorosabel J., 2000, Unusually rapid variability of

the GRB000301C optial afterglow, A&A, 359, 23

13. Bernabei S., Polaro V.F.,2000, A searh for peuliar objets in

young open lusters II. A new Be star, the optial ounterpart

of IRAS 19564+3224 and a new open luster in Vulpeula (*),

A&A aepted

14. Bartolini C., Bernabei S., Bruni I., Galleti S. , Giovannelli F.,

Guarnieri A., Piioni A., Sabau Graziati L., Silvotti R., Ulla

A., Valentini G., 2000, Open problems in pulsating hot subdwarfs

after high speed photometry in Loiano, SAIT
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15. Klose, S., Steklum, B., Masetti, N., Pian, E., Palazzi, E., Hen-

den, A.A., Hartmann, D.H. Fisher, O., Gorosabel, J., S�anhez-

Fern�andez, C., Butler, D., Ott, Th., Hippler, S., Kasper, M.,

Weiss, R., Castro-Tirado, A., Greiner, J., Bartolini, C., Guarnieri,

A., Piioni, A., Benetti, S., Ghinassi, F., Magazz�u, A., Hurley,

K., Cline, T., Trombka, J., MClanahan, T., Starr, R., Goldsten,

J., Gold, R., Mazets, E., Golenetskii, S., Noeske, K., Papaderos,

P., Vreeswijk, P.M., Tanvir, N., Osoz, A., Mu~noz, J.A., Cas-

tro Ceron, J.M., 2000, The Very Red Afterglow of GRB 000418:

Further Evidene for Dust Extintion, ApJ, 545, 271

16. Bernabei S., Bartolini C.,Di Fabrizio L., Guarnieri A., Piioni

A., Masetti N., GRB 000301C, GCN 599

17. Bartolini C., Guarnieri A., Piioni A., Bernabei S., Covino S.,

Israel G.L., GRB 000630, GCN 737

18. Orlandini M., Parmar A.N., Frontera F., Masetti N., Dal Fiume

D., Orr A., Piioni A., Raimondo G., Santangelo A., Valen-

tini G., Belloni T., 2000, X-ray/optial observations of XTE

J0421+560/CI Cam in quiesene, A&A, 356, 163

19. Gavazzi G., Bonfanti C., Pedotti P., Boselli A., Carraso L.,

2000,

20. Optial spetrosopy of galaxies in the diretion of the Virgo

luster A&AS, 146, 259
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6 Computer enter and omputer network
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: F. Delpino, R. Merighi;

� Tehnial sta�: R. Di Lua, M. Gatti, M. Lolli, G. Madama, P.

Montegri�o, R. Poliastro, G. Bregoli, A. Marhesini.

6.1 Introdution

The main ativity of the omputer enter during year 2000 has been

addressed to the improvement of the omputer failities. In partiular,

the oldest omputers have been replaed with newer ones and the same

has been done for what onerns storage media and network ards.

For what onerns storage spae, a new approah has been followed,

introduing NAS tehnology.

6.2 Computer enter improvements

Involved people at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua, Gatti, Lolli, Madama,

Merighi, Montegri�o, Poliastro.

During 2000 the hardware update of the omputer enter was on-

tinued. Old Alpha workstations were replaed by newer ones or with

PCs running Linux OS.

Given the always inreasing dimension of astronomial images, the

main server (Gemini, Alphaserver 4100, bi-proessor) has been dou-

bled in RAM reahing 2 GB of total memory. Also the loal disk

storage spae has been inreased.

Two Compaq DS20E were added, to operate on spei� projets

(VIRMOS group and WFI data redution).

Disk spae has been inreased using NAS data storage. Two Quan-

tum Snap Servers 4000 (RAID - 240 GB) and one Snap Server 2100

(RAID - 210 GB) were installed to operate as a storage solution on a

work-group base. These devies are on�gured as RAID 5 system and

an be ontrolled and maintained using a WWW interfae.

The pulsar projet faility has been improved with the introdution

of 4 Compaq Personal Workstation 500, doubling the number of pus

on�gured as a farm.
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The number of PCs used as Unix-Linux workstations inreased

during 2000 reahing the number of 15 units, plus 10 PCs running

Win98. Most of them have been updated with CD-RW and SCSI

DAT tapes.

6.3 Improvements in the loal network

Involved people at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua, Lolli, Madama, Merighi,

Poliastro.

After the installation, in 1999 of the Cabletron swith, all the old

omputers have been upgraded with network ards working at 100

Mb/s, allowing the network to optimally perform.

A new Ciso router has been added, to diretly onnet the Ob-

servatory network to the GARR bak-bone. All the test have been

ompleted and the on�guration of the DNS is in progress.

6.4 Improvements in the geographi network

Involved people at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua, Lolli.

6.4.1 Computer networks

Involved people at OAB: Delpino, Di Lua.

In the past two years relevant aspets of omputer networks both

at loal (LAN) and geographial (MAN and WAN) level have been ex-

amined, with the aim of testing the new generation protools at OSI

level 2 and 3 (pure ATM, ATM LAN emulation, IP next generation,

OSPF). ATM in partiular has been tested extensively due to the pos-

sibility of realizing multiple high speed onnetions on the same links,

with a stati or dynami partition of the band. That makes ATM

attrative for all the environments with the need of multiple and mul-

timedia data transfers (housekeeping data, sienti� data, images in

sequene, voie and video). In this ontext a development model for

the projet of the new metropolitan researh network of the Bologna

town has been drawn up. That is based on an private ATM bakbone

at 622 Mbit/se, onneted with the ATM regional link, realized by
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means of radio frequeny bridges, spanning all over the Emilia Ro-

magna region, where the branh oÆes of the University of Bologna

are loated. On that model basis, a hierarhial struture, formed by

a top level independent bakbone interfaing a large number of am-

pus network, has been planned. The whole network will be operating

before Summer 2001.

6.4.2 Web appliations

Involved people at OAB: Delpino, Lolli.

The need of realizing Web appliations has implied a great inter-

est in the �eld of objet programming, with partiular referene to

the Java language. That in fat presents well de�nite advantages as

one is interested in developing platform independent and/or Web ap-

pliations. The trend of extending the �eld of sienti� appliations

usability further on the usual loal area limits, making them available

for the whole Internet ommunity, is presently well established. Nev-

ertheless that implies the use of omplex and sophistiated tehniques

for planning and programming new appliations. On the other hand

reently a new interest in appliations using data organized inside a

database raised up. The di�erent tehniques presently available for

Web integration of both appliations and databases are then studied

and ompared (Ative Server Pages, Servlets, Java Server Pages).

6.5 Improvements in the aessory servies

Involved people at OAB: Di Lua, Merighi.

Conerning aessory servies improvements, three high-quality

network printers HP 4050N (17 ppm, 600dpi, auto-duplex unit) has

been bought. Their introdution has improved the distribution of

printers in the building and dereased the work-load on the existing

ones.

The omputer in the onferene-room has been upgraded and now

it is possible to play also DVD and projet them with the video-beam.

Also the audio equipment of the onferene-room have been improved.
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6.6 Loiano station

Involved people at OAB: Lolli, Gualandi

At the Loiano telesope all the omputers have been onneted

on a 100 Mb lan, upgrading omputer network ards and adding an

Allied Telesys 10/100 Mb swith. A new netwok printer HP 4050 N

has been added to the system.

6.7 Routine ativities

Involved people at OAB: Di Lua, Gatti, Lolli, Madama, Montegri�o,

Poliastro.

Besides all the ativities desribed till now, great part of the work

of the omputer enter sta� has been, as usual, devoted to routine

ativities suh as hardware and software maintenane, failures man-

agement and user assistane.

Routine operations inlude:

� bakup and user management on the entral VMS omputer

� bakup and user management on omputers dediated to data-

redution

� supply of onsumables (toners, paper for printers, magneti sup-

ports for bakup et.)

� printer maintenane

� loal network management

� administrative management of the omputer enter (software

and hardware lienes, guarantees, purhases, maintenane on-

trats)

� updates and new installations of appliation software for astro-

nomial data redution (MIDAS, IRAF et.)

� management of the Observatory's WWW server
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6.8 Other ativities

Involved people at OAB: Bregoli, Lolli, Marhesini, Montegri�o.

The omputer enter sta� has arried on other ativities during

2000. Among them:

� Partiipation to ESO-VLT projets: Personnel of the omputer

enter are ollaborating in the ESO-VLT VIMOS projet, de-

veloping software for the data redution. The software will be

integrated in the automati pipe-line proedure to provide om-

pletely alibrated data from the instrument. The software devel-

oped addresses the imaging data redution and the astrometri

orretion.

� Original software for data analysis in digital photometry in row-

ded �elds and variable star data analysis:

(a) In the �eld of variable stars data analysis the programs

GRATIS (variable stars analysis), VARFIND (identi�ation and

analysis of andidate variable starts in big data set), VARCAT

(variable starts arhive on the loal alpha workstation network)

and ATMOS (Baade-Wesselink method applied to photometri

data from variable stars).

(b) In the rowded �elds digital photometry subjet, the CAT-

APACK program (management of photometris atalogues) has

been developed and automati pipelines have been written for

the study of the ompleteness fator and photometri analysis

on HST data set.
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7 Library
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Guido Horn d'Arturo (1879-1967)
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Involved people at OAB:

� Library sta�: K. Alboresi, M. Ferrarini, M. Marra.

During the year 2000 the "Guido Horn d'Arturo" library

7

has on-

tinued to serve its users on similar bases as in the year 1999. The

users ommunity has inreased, ertainly for as muh as the students

are onerned (aording to an oÆial report of the Faulty of Natural

Sienes, new enrollments in the Degree ourse in Astronomy have in-

reased by 23% in reent years). The bibliographi information servie

(inluding doument delivery and inter-library loan) has remained a

well-appreiated servie (140 requests have been managed); book a-

quisitions have inreased signi�antly(� 220 new books have been

ataloged, about 25% more on the whole, ompared to 1999), and the

high number of library loans (for � 700 registered users) shows the im-

portane of books for both students and researhers. The management

of serials has onerned about 90 subsription to all the main journals

that are relevant to the astronomial researh. The anient books se-

tion has been onsulted about 40 times; one of Cassini's works ("La

Meridiana di S. Petronio", original edition) has been reprinted as a

fasimile; other anient volumes have ontributed to two exhibitions

in Bologna, one about Luigi Galvani, the other about "Il tempo in

ordine".

Both the existing national online atalogues (SBN for books, ACNP

for serials), as well as the national online atalogue for astronomial

books, "CUBAI", have ontinued to be updated.

The library has been involved in both the new national projets

for Italian astronomial libraries, whih have been de�ned during the

astronomy librarians' national ongress held in Aretri in May 2000:

(a) the release of a new version of the national opa for astronomi-

al books (CUBAI), and (b) the onstitution of a working group on

astronomial serials. For both projets, ativities have started, have

already given results and for some aspets will probably be ompleted

by 2001.

A speial initiative has allowed the library to let the national ata-

logue SBN aquire some hundreds of reords that were formerly avail-

able only in the loal atalogue. Among the online ativities, the

7

http://www.bo.astro.it/�biblio/home.html
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maintaining of the web page of the library and of the online version of

the loal institutions' sienti� preprint list have to be mentioned; on

the former resoure, in addition to a seletion of online atalogues and

resoures, about 100 online serials are listed, fourteen of whih in full-

text mode. Other ordinary ativities involve the maintaining of the

mailing list of loan users; the training of part-time students employed

in the library; the attending of professional ourses organized by the

University of Bologna, as well as serial issues laims and binding.

For as muh as the library premises are onerned, an e�ort was

made to improve their usability by installing new orienting signboards

in the reading rooms.

As for the sta�, Ferrarini left our library in June for a higher

position at the University of Bologna; her plae was taken in November

by Alboresi (ext. ontrat). The other omponents of the library sta�

are still Zuoli (hief librarian, Dept. of Astronomy), Candelaresi

(Dept. of Astronomy) and Marra (OAB).
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8 Informative and eduational ativities
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The brohure for the ativity COL FAVORE DEL BUIO organized

by the Astronomial Observatory of Bologna
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Involved people at OAB:

� Sienti� sta�: B. Marano, G. Parmeggiani, V. Zitelli, R. Bedogni,

A. Cappi, L. Ciotti, G. Clementini, A. D'Erole, F.R. Ferraro,

F. Fusi Pei, R. Sanisi, F. Delpino.

� Tehnial sta�: A. De Blasi, R. Di Lua.

The Astronomial Observatory of Bologna (OAB) has always been

involved in researh ativities. For the last years the OAB has been

onentrating in eduational and informative ativities through semi-

nars, exhibitions and radio/tv programs. The growth of publi interest

towards astronomy and astrophysis has developed a stable partner-

ship between the OAB and other institutions like the Radio astronomi

Observatory (CNR Bologna), and the Planetarium of S. Giovanni in

Persieto (Bo). Il paro delle stelle and Con il laser tra le stelle are

two of the suessful ativities initiated during 1996-1997. Amongst

the most reent ones, we �nd the following:

� Col Favore del Buio

� Leggere il ielo

� IperAstro

� Eduational Courses

8.1 Col Favore del Buio

People involved at OAB: Marano, Parmeggiani, Zitelli, De Blasi, Di

Lua.

The ollaboration between the OAB, the Assessorato Proviniale

alla Cultura and the Loiano's ounil lead, a few years ago, to the re-

ation of Il Paro delle Stelle. This event is now managed by Parmeg-

giani and Zitelli. With he ollaboration of a group of astronomers

they organize views of the most magni�ent objets of our skies us-

ing the well-known 60-m Telesope of Loiano built in 1936. Although

this Telesope has often been modernized, it has kept its original main

struture and tehniques. After this session visitors are invited to ob-

serve the skies without any instruments while a group of astronomers
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talk them through the various stars, planets, blak holes and make

themselves available to answer any questions. Starting from 1998 all

sorts of new tehnologies have been introdued to this ativity, like

multimedia-programs. Nowadays Il Paro delle Stelle is inluded in

the ativity Col Favore del Buio and it works very losely with the

Radio astronomi Observatory of Mediina (BO), the Astronomial

Observatory of S. Giovanni in Persieto (BO), the onferene hall of

the Bologna Planetarium (primary shool G. Cardui) and the Mu-

seum of Speola (department of Astronomy). This event has been so

inredibly suessful that the shedule for this year inludes 54 evening

sessions with over 1500 visitors. Both the 60 m and the 1.52 m tele-

sope (G.D. Cassini) an be visited during the day. G.D Cassini is

open to publi view on the �rst Saturday of the month and, prior

booking only, any other day.

8.2 Leggere il ielo

People involved at OAB: Parmeggiani.

In 2000 the OAB has organized a new training ourse for primary

and high shool teahers. This event, alled Leggere il Cielo, was

sponsored by Bologna's ounil and managed by Parmeggiani.

This year the event was divided in two orses: La sfera eleste,

Otober-Diember 2000 (with 26 teahers who applied for this ourse)

and L'universo e l'origine della vita, February-Marh 2001 (with 55

teahers enrolled in this ourse). The astronomy journal of the S.A.It.

has published a supplement summarizing these lessons. This arti-

le explains very learly and in a simplisti way the various astro-

nomi topis and it is available to the publi. Among the teahers

we �nd the following professors: Bartolini, Bedogni, Bonoli , Cappi,

Ciotti, D'Erole, Marano, Ferraro, Palumbo G., Fusi Pei, Turrihia

, Zitelli.

8.3 IperAstro

People involved at OAB: Bedogni, Delpino.

In ollaboration with Zavatti and Delli Santi (Univ. Bologna),
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Bedogni and Delpino have realized an Hypertext of Astronomy dedi-

ated to the teahers and students of the advaned Seondary Shools.

The hypertext is an eletroni text arranged in setions whih in-

ludes Java applets for better understanding of partiular topis. Ex-

erises and tests, with omplete solutions and right or wrong answers,

respetively, are inluded to provide a veri�ation in any setion in

the CD. Written in HTML, IperAstro an be aessed using any last

generation browser as a network or loal (i.e. CD) appliations.

The hoie of the hypertext instrument is important in order to

assure the agility of the understanding of the astronomial fats, from

the moment that Astronomy itself is hypertextual.

To reah this goal, in fat, we require the ontribution of informa-

tion onerning the objets to whih the fat belongs, before still in-

reasing our knowledge of any physial and mathematial bakground.

The struture of the hypertext omprises eight themati setions:

1-The naked eye sky; 2-The sky with the observation instruments;

3-The Solar System; 4-The Sun; 5-Stars; 6-Galaxies; 7-Cosmology; 8-

The Extraterrestrial Life,

and the following tool setions:

1-The physial bakground; 2-Overall exerises; 3-Tests; 4-Index; 5-

Student paths.

Themati setions are haraterized with a ontent page, inluding

all the links to available pages in the setion, followed with a onne-

tion to the main ontent page. Return ions are also available from

the starting, the previous and the next page. All setions are equipped

with guided exerises and multiple answer tests. Exerises ome sup-

plied with useful suggestions for the solution of the problem or also

with the omplete development of the exerise. The tests show at the

end a veri�ation of the supplied answers, in order to let the reader

estimate the aquired level of knowledge.

8.4 Eduational Course: L'Universo e l'origine

della vita

People involved at OAB: Bedogni, Cappi, Ciotti, DErole, Marano,

Ferraro, Fusi Pei, Zitelli.

Bedogni, Cappi, Ciotti, D'Erole, Marano, Ferraro, Fusi Pei and
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Zitelli taught in the ourse it L'Universo e l'origine della vita organized

by the Astronomial Observatory of Bologna, in ollaboration with

the Department of Astronomy of the University of Bologna and the

Provinia of Bologna.
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10 Observing Campaigns

Radio Telesopes

1. VLA: PI: Ciliegi, P., Co-I: Comastri, A., C. Vignali, F. Fiore, P.

Giommi, A. Antonelli, 6m radio observations of the HELLAS X-ray

soures 18 hours APRIL 2000.

2. Australia Telesope Compat Array: PI: Ciliegi, P., o-I: Comas-

tri, A., F. Fiore , R. Morganti, F. La Frana, Radio Observation of

Chandra X-ray soures 24 hours, September 2000.

3. VLBA: PI: T. Venturi, Co-I : Comastri, A., F. Fiore, R. Morganti,

S. Pellegrini; Probing the aretion proess in the nuleus of the radio

galaxy PKS 1333-33. An advetion dominated aretion ow?; 16

hours; February 2001.

4. Parkes: PI: A.G. Lyne. Co-I:...D'Amio, N., A. Possenti ....; Multi-

beam Pulsar Survey; January term 30 days; May term 20 days; O-

tober term 10 days.

5. Parkes: PI: D'Amio, N.. Co-I:...A. Possenti...; Searh and timing

of pulsars in Globular Clusters; January term 4 days; May term 6

days; Otober term 8 days.

6. VLA: PI: R.A. Laing, Co-I: P. Parma, De Ruiter, H.R., A.H. Bri-

dle, R. Fanti; Deelerating relativisti jets in FRI radio galaxies; 6

hours May 2000; 1 hour August 2000.

7. VLA: PI: M. Murgia, Co-I: P. Parma, R. Fanti, M. Bondi,De Ruiter,

H.R., R.D. Ekers, E.B. Fomalont; Synhrotron ages of low luminos-

ity radio galaxies; 4.5 hours, September 2000.

8. VLA: PI: P. Parma, Co-I: A. Capetti, De Ruiter, H.R., R. Fanti,

R. Morganti; 8.4 GHz snapshot survey of B2 low luminosity radio

galaxies; 12.5 hours, Otober 2000.

9. VLA: PI: R. Morganti, Co-I: T. Oosterloo, A. Capetti, P. Parma, K.

Wills, De Ruiter, H.R., R. Fanti; HI absorption lines in FRI radio

galaxies; 7 hours, November 2000; 5 hours, Deember 2000.
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10. Australia Telesope Compat Array: PI: I. Prandoni, CO-I: L. Gre-

gorini, P. Parma, G. Vettolani, De Ruiter, H.R., M.H. Wieringa,

R.D. Ekers; The nature of the faint radio population; 120 hours, O-

tober, November, Deember 2000.

11. VLA: PI: T. Venturi, o-I: Bardelli, S., et al.; High resolution ob-

servations of extended radio soues in the Shapley Conentration ; 1

hour, Marh 2000.ora;

12. VLA: PI: T. Venturi, o-I: Bardelli, S., et al.; Radio halos and

starbursts from violent luster mergers ; 4 hours, July 2000.

13. Australia Telesope Compat Array: PI: T. Venturi, o-I: Bardelli,

S.et al.; A radio halo andidate in the merging luster A3562; 24

hours, January & April 2000.

HST

14. HST: PI: R.E. Shulte-Ladbek, Co-I: ..., Greggio, L., ...; Leo A

and NGC 6789; 22 orbits.

15. HST Cyle 10: PI: R. Shaw, Co-I: ..., Stanghellini, L., ...; Survey

of the LMC Planetary Nebulae; 224 orbits (snapshot).

16. HST Cyle 10: PI: Stanghellini, L.; Planetary Nebulae in the LMC:

a study on stellar evolution and Populations; 28 orbits (prime).

17. HST+WFPC2: PI: Tosi, M., CoIs: Greggio, L., ...; NGC1705: a

benhmark for galaxy evolution; 18 orbits, September 1999 - Novem-

ber 2000.

18. HST+STIS: PI: C. Leitherer, CoIs: Greggio, L., Origlia, L., Tosi,

M., ...; The �-element/iron ratio in starburst populations; 18 orbits,

April - Deember 2000.

19. HST+STIS: PI: F. Palla, CoIs: Stanghellini, L., Tosi, M., ..; The

12

C=

13

C abundane ratio in NGC3242; 5 orbits, Marh 2001.

ESO

20. ESO 1.5m + FEROS: PI: Bragaglia, A., Co-I: E. Carretta, R.G.

Gratton, Tosi, M.; High resolution spetrosopi study of old open

lusters as traers of galati hemial evolution; 4 nights, 28/04 -

01/05 2000
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21. ESO VLT2 + UVES: PI: R.G. Gratton, Co-I: Bragaglia, A., ...,

Clementini, G.; Large programme: Distanes, ages, and metal

abundanes in Globular Cluster dwarfs; 12 nights, 16-22/06/2000 and

5-11/09/2000.

22. ESO 1.5 Danish: PI: Clementini, G., Co-I: Bragaglia, A., E.

Carretta, F. Castelli, R.G. Gratton, L. Di Fabrizio, C. Maeroni,

M. Maroni; Distane indiators in the LMC, RR Lyrae variables,

red lump stars, and elipsing binaries; 2 nights, 23-24/01/2001

23. ESO 1.5m + FEROS: PI: Bragaglia, A., Co-I: E. Carretta, R.G.

Gratton, Tosi, M.; High resolution spetrosopi study of old open

lusters as traers of galati hemial evolution; 3 nights, April 2001

24. ESO 1.5m Danish: PI: Tosi, M., Co-I: Bragaglia, A., G. Maroni

Photometry of old open lusters to trae the evolution of the Galati

disk; 3 nights, May 2001

25. ESO VLT-UT2 + UVES: PI: R.G. Gratton, Co-I: Bragaglia, A.,

..., Clementini, G.; Large programme: Distanes, ages, and metal

abundanes in Globular Cluster dwarfs; 6 nights, 25-31/08/2001.

26. ESO 3.6m: PI: S. Maurogordato, Co-I: M. Arnaud, Batuski, T. Beers,

C. Benoist, Cappi, A., C. Ferrari, D. Neumann, R. Pell�o, Sauvageot,

E. Slezak; A ombined optial/X-Ray program to understand physi-

al proesses of formation in a urrently merging luster; 2.5 nights,

Deember 2000.

27. ESO 3.6m + EFOSC2: PI: S. Maurogordato, Co-I: C. Benoist, Cappi,

A., C. Ferrari et al.; Star Formation within merging Clusters of

Galaxies: Multi-Objet Spetrosopy; 1 night, April 2001, 1 night,

September 2001.

28. ESO 2.2m + WFI: PI: C. Benoist, Co-I: Cappi, A., C. Ferrari,

S. Maurogordato, E. Slezak et al.; Star Formation within merging

Clusters of Galaxies: Multi-Color Imaging; 1 night, August 2001.

29. ESO VLT: PI: F. La Frana, Co-I: Comastri, A., C. Vignali, F.

Fiore, G. Matt, G.C Perola, R. Maiolino; Searhing for an hidden

AGN in a hard X-ray loud \normal" galaxy; 0.5 nights, Deember

2000.

30. ESO 3.6: PI: F. Fiore Co-I: S. Molendi, Comastri, A., C. Vignali,

Mignoli, M., G. Matt, F. La Frana, P. Giommi, A. Antonelli, R.
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Maiolino, P. Severgnini, M. Elvis, F. Niastro, M. Cappi; Assessing

the fration of X-ray loud, optially dull galaxies in Chandra and

XMM-Newton surveys; 3 nights, Deember 2000.

31. ESO 3.6: PI: F. Fiore, Co-I: A. Baldi, S. Molendi, Comastri, A., C.

Vignali, F. La Frana, G. Matt; Optial identi�ation of hard X-ray

seleted XMM-Newton soures; 3 nights, August 2001.

32. ESO 2.2m + WFI: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: V. Testa, Origlia, L.,

C. Maraston; Near Infrared Imaging of Magellani Cloud Clusters:

investigating the Spetral Evolution of Stellar Populations; 3 nights,

12-14/01/2000.

33. ESO NTT + SUSI2 + EMMI: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: E. Pan-

ino, L. Pasquini, G. Piotto, Bellazzini, M., M. Zoali; Solving

the omega Centauri mistery: do the metal rih omponent belong

to a merged luster?; 7.8 hours SUSI2, 01/04/2000; 2 nights EMMI

12-13/04/2000.

34. ESO 2.2m + WFI: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: E. Panino, B. Pal-

trinieri, R. Buonanno, R. Rood; Large Population Studies of Globular

Clusters. III; 3 nights, 6-8/07/2000.

35. ESO VLT + FORS1: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: V.Testa, G. de

Marhi, F. Parese, L. Pulone, R. Buonanno; The mass funtion

of intermediate age lusters in the Magellani louds: a step toward

the determination of the true nature of the IMF; 12.5 hours, servie

mode

36. ESO VLT+UVES: PI: E. Panino, Co-I: Ferraro, F.R., L. Pasquini,

Bellazzini, M., V. Hill; Solving the ! Centauri mistery, a orner-

stone in the evolution of stellar systems. III: UVES high-resolution

spetrosopy of stars in the anomalous RGB; 12.5 hours, servie mode

37. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: E. Panino, Bellazz-

ini, M., T. Rihtler, M. Hilker, R.T. Rood; Solving the ! Centauri

mistery, a ornerstone in the evolution of stellar systems. I: Deep

high-resolution and IR photometry; 2 nights, 4-6/05/2001.

38. ESO 2.2m + WFI: PI: I. Saviane, Co-I: E.V. Held, Clementini, G.,

L. Di Fabrizio, Y. Momany; The old populations of dwarf galaxies:

a searh for RR Lyrae variables in Leo I and NGC 6822; 4 half nights,

22-25/04/2000.
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39. ESO VLT1 + FORS1: PI: Clementini, G., Co-I: E.V. Held, I.

Saviane, L. Di Fabarizio, Y. Momany, L. Rizzi; Old populations in

the Loal Group: the quest for RR Lyrae variables in dwarf galaxies;

15 hours, servie mode.

40. ESO VLT1 + FORS1: PI: Clementini, G., Co-I: E.V. Held, I. Sa-

viane, L. Di Fabrizio, Y. Momany, L. Rizzi; The quest for old stellar

populations in the Loal Group: a searh for RR Lyrae variables in

NGC 6822; 3 half nights, 15-17/08/2001; 20-21/08/2001.

41. ESO VLT1 + ISAAC: PI: E. Oliva, Co-I: A.F.M. Moorwood,Origlia,

L., R. Maiolino; The stellar mass{to{light ratio of Seyferts and the

starburst{AGN onnetion; 2 nights, 29-30/03/2000.

42. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: F. D'Antona, Co-I: Origlia, L., E. Oliva, A.

Natta, F. Palla; A searh for old, methane-dominated brown dwarfs;

3 nights, 13-15/05/2000.

43. ESO VLT1 + ISAAC: PI: E. Oliva, Co-I: Origlia, L., F. D'antona,

C. Maeroni; C12/C13 and O16/O17 ratios in O-rih HBB-AGB

stars of the Small Magellani Cloud; 14 hours, 01/04/2000.

44. ESO 1.5m + FEROS: PI: S. Desidera, Co-I:Origlia, L., Fusi Pei,

F., R. Gratton, E. Carretta, R. Claudi, Bellazzini, M.; Mass loss

by giants stars in 47 Tu: an evolutionary phenomenon or planet

engul�ng?; 3 nights, Otober 2000.

45. ESO 3.6m + TIMMI2: PI: Origlia, L., Co-I: Ferraro, F.R., M.

Catelan, R.T. Rood; Cirumstellar dust in Galati globular lusters:

towards an empirial determination of mass loss rates in Population

II giants; 3 nights, 5-8/07/2001.

46. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: Origlia, L., Co-I: R. Maiolino, R. Cid

Fernandez, E. Shmitt, T. Storhi-Bergmann; Probing the starburst

- AGN onnetion by means of near IR spetrosopy; 3 nights, 9-

13/07/2001.

47. ESO VLT: PI: A. Maroni, Co-I: D. Axon, A. Capetti, K. Horne, A.

Robinson, M. Salvati, Stirpe, G.M.; Supermassive blak holes in

high redshift quasars; 7.5 hours, July-Sept 2001

48. ESO VLT + UVES: PI: J. Danziger, CoIs: Tosi, M., ...; A searh

for

3

He in Planetary Nebulae; 1 night, Marh 2001
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49. ESO 2.2m + WFI: PI : M. Arnaboldi, CoI: D. de Martino, Gar-

illi, L. Guzzo, O. Le Fevre, Maagni, Mazure, MCraken, Piat,

Saramella, P. Vettolani, Zamorani, G.; A deep + shallow U imag-

ing survey: preparation to the VIRMOS Deep redshift Survey; 9.8

nights, 5-6/3/2000; 1/5/2000; 22-24/8/2000; 28-31/10/2000; 17-18/

11/2000.

50. ESO + ISAAC: PI: A. Cimatti, CoI: A. Renzini, P. Andreani, Daddi,

S. di Serego Alighieri, Mannui, E. Oliva, Pozzetti, L., Rottger-

ing, Zamorani, G.; ISAAC spetrosopy of extremely red galaxies:

ompletion of the sample; 2 nights, 23-24/3/2000.

51. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: O. Le Fevre, Co-I: M. Arnaboldi, ..., P.

Vettolani, Zamorani, G.; A deep J & Ks imaging survey: prepara-

tion to the VIRMOS Deep Redshift Survey; 3 nights, 25-26/4/2000;

3/9/2000.

52. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: O. Le Fevre, Co-I: M. Arnaboldi, ..., P. Vet-

tolani, Zamorani, G.; A deep J & Ks imaging survey: preparation

to the VIRMOS Deep Redshift Survey; 3 nights, 4-6/9/2000.

53. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: O. Le Fevre, Co-I: M. Arnaboldi, ..., P. Vet-

tolani, Zamorani, G.; A deep J & Ks imaging survey: preparation

to the VIRMOS Deep Redshift Survey; 5 nights, 21-25/10/2000.

54. ESO 2.2m +WFI: PI: Zamorani, G., Co-I:Marano, B.,Mignoli,

M., Hasinger, Lamer;Mining for Ative Galati Nulei in the Marano

Field: looking for faint olor{seleted AGN andidates and XMM x{

ray soures' ounterparts; 2 nights, 21-22/11/2000.

55. ESO VLT + FORS: PI: A. Cimatti, Co-I: Broadhurst, Cristiani, S.

D'Odorio, Daddi, Di Paola, Fontana, R. Gilmozzi, Meni, Pozzetti,

L., A. Renzini, P. Sarao, Zamorani, G.; A stringent test on the

formation of early type and massive galaxies Assigned time : 4 nights

(24-27/11/2000)

56. ESO - UT2 + ISAAC: A stringent test on the formation of early

type and massive galaxies PI : Cimatti CoI: Broadhurst, Cristiani,

D'Odorio, Daddi, Di Paola, Fontana, Gilmozzi, Meni, Pozzetti,

Renzini, Sarao, Zamorani 4 nights, 4-7/12/2000.

57. ESO 3.6 + EFOSC: PI: M. Ramella, o-I: Bardelli, S., Zua,

E.et al.; Spetrosopy of intermediate redshift EIS andidate lusters;

5 nights, April & September 2000.
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58. ESO 2.2m + WFI: PI: M. Ramella, o-I: Bardelli, S.et al.; The

luminosity Funtion of groups of galaxies at z� 0.1 ; 10 hours, April-

September 2000.

59. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: M. Sodeggio, o-I: Bardelli, S.et al.; In-

frared imaging of distant (z> 0:8) EIS andidate lusters; 3 notti,

January 2001.

60. ESO NTT + SOFI: PI: M. Sodeggio, o-I: Bardelli, S.et al.; In-

frared imaging of distant (z> 1:0) EIS luster andidates; 2 nights,

April 2001.

61. ESO VLT + VIMOS: PI: H. Jorgensen, o-I: Bardelli, S., Zua,

E.et al.; Integral �eld spetrosopy of optially seleted high-z lusters;

15 hours (servie mode).

TNG

62. TNG + OIG/LRS: PI: Bragaglia, A., Co-I: Tosi, M., G. Maroni;

Old open lusters as traers of the Galati disk; 3 di�erent proposals

(a) 3 nights January 2000, (b) 3 nights Otober 2000, () 3 nights

November 2000.

63. TNG + LRS: PI: Caiari, C., Co-I: Bragaglia, A., A. Buzzoni,

T. Kinman; RR Lyrae variables at the North Galati Pole; 3 nights

April 2001.

64. TNG +Arnia: PI:Clementini, G., CoIs: Caiari, C., Fusi Pei,

F., Di Fabrizio L.; JK photometry of RR Lyrae variables in M3 and

NGC5466; 4 nights; May 2000

65. TNG: PI: Clementini, G., CoIs: Caiari, C., Fusi Pei, F.;

The Baade-Wesselink method on RR Lyrae variables in M3; 3 nights;

spring 2001.

66. TNG: PI: C. Vignali, Co-I : Comastri, A., F. Fiore, F. La Frana,

F. Niastro, A. Frusione, S. Molendi, P. Severgnini, R. Maiolino; 3

half nights, Deember 2000.

67. TNG + ARNICA: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: Origlia, L., B. Pal-

trinieri, E. Oliva, R.T Rood; Multi-Band population studies of Gla-

ti Globular Clusters: Infrared Luminosity Funtions; 4 nights, 10-

13/05/2000.
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68. TNG + DOLORES + NICS: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: Bellazzini,

M., Caiari, C., Origlia, L., E. Panino, E. Oliva; Getting au-

rate distanes to Loal Group galaxies; 3 nights LRS 19-22/03/2001;

3 nights NICS (servie mode) April 2001.

69. TNG + NICS: PI: Ferraro, F.R., Co-I: Origlia, L., E. Panino,

R.T. Rood, V. Testa; Multi-band population studies of Galati Glob-

ular Clusters: Infrared Luminosity Funtions 3 nights, June 2001.

70. TNG + NICS: PI: Origlia, L., Co-I: E. Oliva, Ferraro, F.R., A.

Buzzoni; Metalliity, �-elements and the formation history of ellip-

tial galaxies; 3 nights, June 2001.

Loiano

71. Loiano { 1.52m: PI: Bragaglia, A., Co-I: E. Carretta; The olour

magnitude diagram of the globular luster M56; 2 nights, August

2000.

72. Loiano { 1.52m: PI: Clementini, G., Co-I: Tosi, M., Merighi,

R., Bragaglia, A., L. Di Fabrizio; Fotometria CCD di RR Lyrae

"anomale"; 19 nights, 3-8/03/2000; 28/03-3/04/2000; 25-30/04/2000.

73. Loiano { 1.52m: PI: Clementini, G., Co-I: Tosi, M., Merighi,

R., Bragaglia, A., L. Di Fabrizio; Fotometria CCD di RR Lyrae

"anomale"; 10 nights, 19-23/03/2001; 22-26/04/2001

BeppoSAX

74. BeppoSAX: PI: C. Vignali, Co-I: Comastri, A.; Unraveling the in-

trinsi X-ray emission from the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 3281; 100.000

se, May 2000.

75. BeppoSAX: PI: G. Malaguti, Co-I: L. Bassani, M. Cappi, E. Caroli,

Comastri, A., G. Di Coo, F. Frontera, A. Malizia, C. Vignali;

BeppoSAX observations of poorly studied Piinotti soures: towards

ompleting the entire sample; 200.000 se, May 2000.

76. BeppoSAX: PI: L. Bassani, Co-I: G. Malaguti, M. Cappi, Comastri,

A., M. Dadina, D. Dal Fiume, G. Di Coo, A. Fabian, F. Frontera,

M. Guainazzi, G. Palumbo, P. Blano, L. Piro, M. Trifoglio; Unravel-

ing the intrinsi X-ray emission from the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 3281;

200.000 se, May 2000.
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77. BeppoSAX: PI: Bardelli, S., Co-I: Zua, E., Zamorani, G.et al.;

Thermal-hemial-shok struture in superluster 250.000 se, Jan-

uary 2000.

78. BeppoSAX: PI: Bardelli, S., Co-I: Zua, E.et al.; A3560: A Clus-

ter at the Edge of a Major Merging 70.000 se, July 2000.

79. BeppoSAX: PI: S. De Grandi, Co-I: Bardelli, S., Zua, E.et al.;

The dynamis of merging lusters in Cor Bor superluster 250.000

se, August 2000 & January 2001

CHANDRA

80. Chandra: PI: G. Brunetti, Co-I: Comastri, A., G. Setti; Inverse

Compton sattering in quasar radio lobes and the spetrum of rela-

tivisti eletrons; 90.000 se, Deember 2000.

81. Chandra: PI: S. Pellegrini, Co-I: Comastri, A., G. Fabbiano, F.

Fiore, R. Morganti, G. Trinhieri, T. Venturi, C. Vignali; Origin of

the hard emission in the optially inative elliptial galaxy IC 4296

from high resolution X-ray and radio observations; 25.000 se, May

2001.

Misellaneous

82. CFHT 3.6m: PI: S. Maurogordato, Co-I: Cappi, A., E. Slezak; Deep

Multiolor Field Imaging of A521; 1 night, January 2000.

83. DBS + 2.3m MSSSO: PI: J. Norris, Co-I: Ferraro, F.R., E. Panino;

The metal-rih population of ! Cen; 3 nights, 25-28/02/2001.

84. AZT-24, 1.2m Campo Imperatore: PI: F. Caputo, CoIs: G. Bono,

..., Caiari, C., Clementini, G., ..., L. Di Fabrizio, ...; Large

Program: Evolutionary and Pulsation Properties of Radial Variables;

10 nights, �rst three 22-24/05/2000.

85. KekII + NIRSPEC: PI: R.M. Rih, Co-I: S.M. Castro, Origlia,

L.; Abundanes of Bulge and Galati Center luster stars; 2 nights,

22-23/06/2001.

86. XMM: PI: S.Ettori, Co-I: Bardelli, S., Zua, E.et al.; Spatially re-

solved spetrosopy of merging lusters in the Shapley Conentration

45.000 se, 2000/2001
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11 Position held in working groups and

siene poliy ommittees

� Caiari, C.:

- Telesopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) Time Alloation Commit-

tee: member

- SOC for the IAU Commission 27 Variable Stars: member

- PI of the ITAL-FLAMES Consortium (Bologna, Trieste, Cagliari

and Palermo Observatories) for the FLAMES instrument

� Ciotti, L.:

- Bologna Astronomial Observatory: member of the Board

- Suola Normale Superiore di Pisa: Visiting Astronomer &

Teaher for \Dynamial models in Astrophysis", aademi year

2000-2001.

� Comastri, A.:

- Astrophysis working group (XAWG) for XEUS (ESA mis-

sion): member

- Bologna University: teaher of \Spae Physi", aademi year

2000-2001

� Ferraro, F.R.:

- ESO: Visting Astronomer

- ST-ECF User Committee: member

- ESA panel Galati for HST time alloation (yle 10): mem-

ber

- TNG time alloation (2000-2001): external referee

- OAB team ITAL-FLAMES Consortium: member

- Bologna University: teaher of \Stellar Evolution", aademi

year 2000-2001

� Fusi Pei, F.:

- ESO-OPC: member at large

- CNAA: member of the Board
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- Cagliari Astronomial Observatory: diretor

- Padova Astronomial Observatory: member of the Board

- GNA-CNR Siene Committee: member

- CAISMI-TIRGO-CNR Siene Committee: member

- TNG instruments: oordinator.

� Marano, B.:

- CNAA: member of the Board and of the exeutive ommittee

- LBT Sienti� Advisory Committee: member, hairperson un-

til Aug. 30

- LUCIFER (IR LBT instrument) Review Board: hairperson

- Bologna Astronomial Observatory: diretor and member of

the Board

� Sanisi, R.:

- ESO Sienti� Tehnial Committee: member

- ESO Workgroup OPTICON: member

� Stanghellini, L.:

- ESA/STSI: assoiate astronomer in the Sienti� Diretorate

(1998-present)

- Siene Reruitment Committee at STSI (2000-2001): mem-

ber

- Institute Fellowship Searh Committee (2001): member

- PhD Thesis ommittee, Ms. Eva Villaver, IAC (graduation:

April 2001): member

� Tosi, M.:

- TNG: external referee for the Time Alloation Committe

- Working group Loal Late Galati Evolution at the ESA In-

ternational Spae Siene Institute (Bern): member

- Working group for the NASA mission Interstellar Path�nder:

member

� Zamorani, G.:

- ESO : VIRMOS Siene Team (approved instrument for VLT):

member
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- ESO: Survey Working Group: member

- SAX: Siene Steering Committee (1999 - 2001): member

- Bologna Astronomial Observatory: member of the Board -

Aretri Astrophysial Observatory: member of the Board.

� Zitelli, V.:

- "Site testing" TNG ommittee: member

- person in harge of Loiano telesopes

� Zua, E.:

- member of the SOC and hair of the LOC for the "XLV Con-

gresso Nazionale della Soiet�a Astronomia Italiana"
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12 Colloquia and visiting astronomers

1. January 13, 2000: Stefano Ettori (Institute of Astronomy,

Cambridge, UK) "Inertezze nella misura della temperatura del

gas degli ammassi di galassie"

2. January 20, 2000: Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro (Istituto de

Astro�sia de Andaluia, Granada, Spagna) "What HI tell us

on ompat groups of galaxies"

3. January 27, 2000: Andrea Possenti (Dipartimento di Astrono-

mia, Universit�a di Bologna) "Stelle di neutroni riaelerate in

sistemi binari: il periodo P=1.56 ms �e una barriera invalia-

bile?"

4. February 3, 2000: Alvio Renzini (European Southern Observa-

tory) "Il VLT: stato del programma e primi risultati sienti�i"

5. February 17, 2000: Roberto Della Cea (Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Brera) "La ASCA Hard Serendipitous Survey (HSS)"

6. February 24, 2000: Domenio Bonaini (European Southern

Observatory) "Ottihe Adattive all'ESO: dalla orrezione del tip-

tilt alle stelle di guida laser"

7. marh 2, 2000: Eugenio Carretta (Osservatorio Astronomio

di Padova) "Abbondanze in stelle di Pop.II ome test dei modelli

di evoluzione stellare: risultati e prospettive"

8. Marh 9, 2000: Franesa Matteui (Dipartimento di As-

tronomia, Universit�a di Trieste) "L'evoluzione delle galassie ir-

regolari nane"

9. Marh 16, 2000: Jan Brand (Istituto di Radioastronomia, CNR,

Bologna) "Riera di protostelle di grande massa"

10. Marh 20, 2000: Riardo Giovanelli (Department of Astron-

omy, Cornell University, U.S.A.) "On the Convergene Depth of

the Loal Universe"
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11. Marh 21, 2000: Martha Haynes (Department of Astronomy,

Cornell University, U.S.A.) "Kinemati Evidene of Minor Merg-

ers in isolated Sa Galaxies"

12. Marh 23, 2000: Paul Shehter (Massahusetts Institute of

Tehnology, U.S.A.) "Fermat's priniple, gravitational mirages,

and Hubble's onstant"

13. April 6, 2000: Maurizio Busso (Osservatorio Astronomio di

Torino) "Evoluzione e nuleosintesi stellare nelle fasi AGB"

14. April 13, 2000: Mar Verheijen (NRAO, Soorro, U.S.A.) "An

HI study of the Ursa Major luster of galaxies"

15. April 18, 2000: Barbara Lanzoni (Institut d'Astrophysique de

Paris, Frane) "Formazione delle galassie negli ammassi"

16. April 27, 2000: Luia Pozzetti (Osservatorio Astronomio di

Bologna) "Riera di galassie ad alto redshift nell'ottio e nel

viino infrarosso"

17. May 2, 2000: Joel Bregman (Dept. Astronomy, University of

Mihigan, U.S.A.) "New views of ooling ows"

18. May 4, 2000: Claudio Firmani (Instituto de Astronomia, Uni-

versidad Naional Autonoma de Mexio & Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Brera) "Struttura, dinamia ed evoluzione delle galassie

di diso nello senario di formazione gerarhio"

19. May 11, 2000: Ignas Snellen (Institute of Astronomy, Cam-

bridge, UK) "Young radio-loud AGN"

20. May 18, 2000: Domenio Bonaini (European Southern Ob-

servatory) "Ottihe Adattive all'ESO: dalla orrezione del tip-tilt

alle stelle di guida laser"

21. May 25, 2000: Franeso R. Ferraro (Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Bologna) "Evidenze osservative di ollisioni stellari

e merging negli ammassi globulari"

22. June 1, 2000: Roberto Ragazzoni (Osservatorio Astronomio

di Padova) "Ottia adattiva a largo ampo per telesopi da 8 a

100m di diametro"
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23. June 8, 2000: Sergio Campana (Osservatorio Astronomio di

Merate) "X-ray transients in quiesene"

24. June 13, 2000: Piero Madau (Institute of Astronomy, Cam-

bridge, UK) "Cosmologial Reionization and the End of the Dark

Ages"

25. June 20, 2000: Piet van der Kruit (Kapteyn Astronomial

Institute, Groningen, NL) "Stellar veloity dispersions and sta-

bility in disks of spiral galaxies"

26. June 22, 2000: Maro Chiaberge (SISSA, Trieste) "I nulei

delle radiogalassie visti da Hubble Spae Telesope"

27. June 29, 2000: Giuseppe Bertin (Suola Normale Superiore,

Pisa) "Misure di massa senza dinamia"

28. July 11, 2000: Ron Allen (STSI, Baltimore, USA) 1) "Crowded-

Field Astrometry and Imaging with the Spae Interferometry

Mission" 2) "Cold Moleular Gas, PDRs and the Origin of HI

in Galaxies: HI as a traer for Moleular Hydrogen"

29. Otober 3, 2000: Tommaso Treu (Suola Normale Superiore,

Pisa) "On the formation and evolution of early-type galaxies"

30. Otober 12, 2000: Tjeerd van Albada (Kapteyn Astronom-

ial Institute, University of Groningen, NL) "Mergers and the

fundamental plane of elliptial galaxies"

31. Otober 19, 2000: Pieter van Dokkum (California Institute of

Tehnology, Pasadena, USA) "Formation and evolution of early-

type galaxies: young galaxies ontaining old stars"

32. Otober 26, 2000: Massimo Cappi (Istituto TeSRE, CNR,

Bologna) "Studio delle sorgenti X rivelate da Chandra intorno

a due ammassi di galassie distanti (z�0.5)"

33. November 9, 2000: Franeso Palla (Osservatorio Astro�sio

di Aretri) "Aelerazione della formazione stellare in ammassi

e assoiazioni"
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34. November 14, 2000: Vera Rubin (Dept. of Terrestrial Mag-

netism, Carnegie Institution of Washington, USA) "Kinemati-

ally Disturbed Spirals in the Virgo Cluster"

35. November 23, 2000: Paolo De Bernardis (Dipartimento di

Fisia, Universit�a La Sapienza, Roma) "Arheologia dell'universo

on l'esperimento BOOMERanG"

36. November 30, 2000: Isabella Prandoni (Dipartimento di As-

tronomia, Universit�a di Bologna & Istituto di Radioastronomia

del CNR, Bologna) "La survey radio ATESP ed il suo follow-up

ottio"

37. Deember 7, 2000: Carlotta Gruppioni (Osservatorio Astro-

nomio di Padova) "ISOCAM Extragalati Mid-Infrared Soure

Counts from the ELAIS Survey"

38. Deember 14, 2000: Grigori Beskin (Speial Astrophysial Ob-

servatory, Cauaso ) "New possibilities of the galati blak holes

detetion"

39. Deember 19 2000: Maurizio Tosano (The University of Mel-

bourne, Australia) "A Study of Southern Milliseond Pulsars"

40. Deember 21, 2000: Alessandra Aloisi (STSI, Baltimore,

USA) "Galassie nane on formazione stellare nell'Universo lo-

ale: HST svela i segreti della loro storia evolutiva"
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13 \Laurea" thesis at the Bologna Ob-

servatory

Marh 20, 2000:

1. Adamo Angelo, Propriet�a statistihe della distribuzione delle

galassie (Battistini P., Cappi, A.)

2. Boalini Natasia, Un database di variabili RR Lyrae on-

sultabile in modo interattivo (Bonoli F., Clementini, G.)

3. Di Lorenzo Pierluigi, Una rassegna delle maggiori pulsar sur-

veys (Fanti R., D'Amio, N.)

4. Di Tomaso Simona, La variabile RR Lyrae CU Comae (Bonoli

F., Clementini, G.)

5. Melandri Fabrizio, Determinazione della distanza di due RR

Lyrae di ampo on il metodo di Baade-Wesswlink (Marano,

B., Caiari, C., Clementini, G.)

6. Melioli Claudio, EÆienza di supernovae nell'energetia in re-

gioni di intensa formazione stellare (Marano, B., D'Erole,

A.)

7. Nigro Franeso, Osservazione di sintillazione di una nuova

milliseond pulsar (Gregorini L., D'Amio, N., Niastro)

July 17, 2000:

8. Lanzi Roberto, La galassia di Seyfert NGC 4507: osservazioni

multiple a banda larga on il satellite BeppoSax (Marano, B.,

Comastri, A.)

9. Lumiella Vinenzo, Parametri di sintillazione per un am-

pione di pulsar osservate on il radiotelesopio di Parkes (Gre-

gorini L., D'Amio, N., Niastro)
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10. Muione Veruska, Risonanze orbitali in sistemi non olli-

sionali: appliazioni a galassie ellittihe in ammasso (Setti G.,

Ciotti, L.)

Otober 16, 2000:

11. Bernardi Gianni, Analisi degli ammassi globulari M80 e NGC

288 ol odie Star�nder: simulazioni test e onfronto on risul-

tati pubbliati (Bendinelli O., Ferraro, F.R.)

12. Braida Mihela, Sistemi tripli di galassie: un approio statis-

tio (Foardi P., Zitelli, V.)

13. Brusa Marella, Il ontributo dei nulei galattii attivi al fondo

infrarosso e submillimetrio (Marano, B., Comastri, A.)

Deember 18, 2000:

14. Burgay Marta, Riera di pulsazioni radio in sorgenti X tran-

sienti (Fanti R., Possenti A., D'Amio, N.)

15. Colui Samantha, Riera di stelle variabili RR Lyrae nell'ammasso

globulare M54 (Battistini P., Bellazzini, M., Caiari, C.)

16. Monao Lorenzo, Popolazioni di sistemi binari in ammassi

globulari: il aso di NGC 288 (Battistini P., Bellazzini, M.,

Fusi Pei, F.)

17. Ranalli Piero, Emissione di alta energia da galassie starburst

(Setti G., Comastri, A.)

18. Sabbi Elena, Le popolazioni stellari nella galassia nana NGC

1705 (Bonoli F., Tosi, M.)

19. Zagaria Mihele, Osservazioni radio di ammassi di galassie in-

teragenti. La atena A3571 - A3572 - A3575 (Fanti R., Bardelli,

S., Venturi T.)
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14 PhD theses at the Bologna Observa-

tory

1. Emiliano Diolaiti, Methods for adaptive optis data analysis,

ompleted (Parmeggiani, G. and Bendinelli O. advisors)

2. Filippo Fraternali, The gaseous halo of the spiral galaxy

NGC2403, in progress (Sanisi, R. and Fanti R. advisors)

3. Carlo Nipoti, Phase spae density, merging and the fundamen-

tal plane of elliptial galaxies, in progress (Ciotti, L., Lon-

drillo, P. and Setti G. advisors)

4. Elena Panino, The surprisingly stellar population in ! Cen-

tauri, in progress (Ferraro, F.R. and Bartolini C. advisors)

5. Franesa Pozzi, Survey IR ELAIS: analysis and interpreta-

tion, in progress (Ciliegi, P., Gruppioni, C. and Fanti C. ad-

visors)

6. Cristian Vignali, The HELLAS Survey: probing the multi-

wavelength properties of the soures making the hard X-ray bak-

ground, ompleted (Comastri, A. and Palumbo G. advisors)

15 Post-Dotoral, Post-Laurea fellowship

and Contrats

1. Lua Di Fabrizio Post Laurea ontrat, ompleted

2. Silvia Galleti, Post Laurea fellow, ompleted

3. Andrea Possenti, Post-Dotoral fellow, in progress

4. Emanuel Rossetti, ontrat, in progress
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